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And as soon as he heard that he fled in the dread of winter through the woods

over to the place by the shore of the ocean away from the area ea- . . and there

he joined with these fr-id friends and he established what he called the Providence

Plantation . There he -1eek- looked around and found something , and he k-pia

paid them k s ono thing for the land so he felt that he had properly acquired that

land from the English and here in this area he introduced sanething that was unknown

in the world except in Holland ae-i and was not carried out fully in Holland , and

that was complete religious liberty, and in this new colony with- which Roger Williams

established, there was complete religious liberty and that is the beginning tcx of

complete religious liberty in America, which Roger Williams established. I think

that it was thirty years ago that I heard that the Boston Legislature repealed the

edict banismhment against Roger Williams and said that his body could be reume

returned to Boston , but the Governor of Rhode Island said that they would keep him

still in Rhode Island, but other people came and founded a x settlement near vri ere

he was. He went to E*-a- England and got a charter for this new colony , the colony

of Rhode Island and it is famous as the first place of religious freedom in the New

World, and Ree4 Roger Williams was a much better man to have in an area which
along

was new and eeiig-- startling and vi ere he could start,hs- his own lire s than

in an area where a large number of others had come to start along certain lines and

then k want to c change along different directions. After Roger Williams had

been three years in Providence , some -Mee- Minnenonites came into the area

a nd convinced him that infant baptism was not sufficient , and so Roger Willia ms

joined with 6 or seven friends in establishing a new church , in which they poured

wated on his head k and he poured water on each of them, and -t-ey- this church ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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is generally considered as the first Baptist k Church founded in America.

Roger Williams only stayed with it about three months, but the church I believed

continued and its background is the progenitor of the First Baptist Chirch in America.

Immersion was hardly thought of as a method of baptism until about 1640, and like

the Ana-Baptists of the previous century there were people who objected to Infant

Baptism but they were not yet . .. immersion, and Roger W4oe--W4ll4mae-W4-1i-rnas-

Williams ... You remember I mentioned to k you before that among tha A- Ana-Baptists

Prof. Newman , the American Baptist ha historian t- said that .... Hook Myers

in his views on a number of different things was almost exactly like present day

Baptists, except for one thing, and that was that they did not believe in immersion.

That was a new thing that developed about 1640. Well, now that is E. Roger Willixxams.

F. Results of the Puritan.s g-tFa- Migration. I want to have the heading here for

completekness , but I have been touching upon the results as we went along. The

results were very great for the development of America, but they were sit- still greater

for the continuance of the Puritanism, for the k viewpoint of the Puritans would have,

humanly speaking, largely disappeared, were it not for its continuance in America.

Wheid WA While they were extremely successful in the next20-25 years--after th t,

they were *Ktc just about completely wiped out, but that we look at a little further on.

So we go on now to Number 6 , the beginning of Armenianism . Now, Fm mentioning

this after our capital A which is Great Britain in the first third of the century. What
deal with

we are actually going to 4e-right nowx happened not in Great Q[ Britain but in Holland

but I am 1 making it at this pest- point because it is of very considerable importance

in connection with developments of Great Bc4atiin Bri Britain and ha because I am

finding it necessary to spend comparatively little x tim e in the 17th century on the

rest of Europe aside from the English speaking world, arri this had ix very great
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results in relation to Great -&rt- Britain , so under this small a Am is New-Ei'ieid

Armenius, and Armenius lived from 1560 to 1609, was a man in Holland , a brilliant

writer and a very poputr preacer, a man who had gone to Sw4e¬- Sw-i-a-t Switzerland

and had st¬14e-- studied in Switzerland and for a time assisted Bez, the successor

of John Calvin. Armenius was a very able leader, he became 1 professor in the TJn.

Of Leiden, but at this time there was a development among many Calvinists which
taking

you do not find in Calvin's own writings ; that is , a development oIcertain of his

ideas gatothered from the Bible and carrying these ideas on by themselves to a point

where they contradict other things tia t are eqully taught in the Bible. It was occurring

now in Switzerland and also in Hollaril Ibm and there were some making such extreme

statements--the statements that God has- who decrees the end likewise decrees the

means, so if God has predestined mas- man to death , he has also predestined

man to sin as the only means of am death and other statements that are certainly

contrary to scripture and to God as the author of sin. The Bible clearly says that

sin is the result of man's wickedness, and man's turning away from God and the

blame cannot be put on God or on Satan, although Satanxxx misleads and tempts

us, we ourselves give in, and God never tempts any nany man--that is clearly

taught in the Bible . 1W The Westminster Confession clearly states that God is

not the author of sin, but this movement which some speak of as hyper-Gain

Calkvinism --it is attackir points of Ge4 K Calvin's teaching and carrying them

on the an unBiblical x extreme--I don't say a Movement, an attitude. rh-s-i

This attitude was found in many writers and speakers toward the end of the 16th century, an

James Armenius seems to have gone along for a time with a rather extremee.at-id---

.tt.id_
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attitude and then to have jumped over to an a opposite extreme andxk he became

a the centI of a group which was not merely attacking unBiblical extremes but

attacked certain definite Biblical, ar1 he did not Ahey were to a

certain extent his private teachings from writings pub, ished after his death.

But Francis Gomar, who was on the faculty of the Un. of Leiden&toct strongly

petese1- protested against Armenius being made a professor in Leiden. In 1603

when Aramenius was able to satisfy the authorities on his orthodoxy a he was

installed, and he held that he taught nothing at variance with the received doctrines

of the Reformed Church, and in his -ptie- public lectures he studuously avoided the

anti-Calvinistic utterances, but Gomer asked the authorities to call Armenius to

deliver a course of private lectures on pre-destination and he did so in a way that
wculd be acceptable to most

many think 'as-mes.t-Calvinist,but Gomar thought it necessary to supplement these

lectures with a course of his own in which he took very extreme positions, and the

discissions began about he this and carrried on extensively after the death of Armenius.

So small d. Controvery in Holland, and in Holland the controversy became very
Estipicous

strong, you remember that I mentioned that the leaders of the Armenian group , and

he was professor of the Un. of Leiden succeeding Armenius, and John Robinson, the

pastor of the Pilgrims , held a three day debate with the them in Leiden on the natter,

but it got to where x on every street corner, every place where people were gatechered

the argument was going on abut- about the views of Armenius and the views of Geia

Gomar, and many had to take one extreme or the otiD r on the matter, and Holland dd

not yet have theoretically its independence, the Spanish throne still claimed that Holland

belonged to it. A truce had been made which would expire within a few years and

the authorities thought it very serious to have this heated disagreement coming
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all through the country and it was necessary that there be an agreement made

about the flatter and so we come to sec small c. The Synod of Doit. Dort is a

town about twenty miles s. of Rotterdam, and there at Dort the authDrities in

Holland called forth a meeting of representatives c Reformed Churches from all

over Europe to discuss the this matter, and King James I of -ERl- EnglaI sent

four men from England to participate in the Synod of Dort, and there were also men

there from the different Calvinistic areas in Bx Germany and in Switzerlarti . The

Christ Reformed Church wanted to send representatives but the French . .--ye the
Remonstrance

followers of Armenius had presented what they called their,4e 4aee-i-n which

they attacked the five points of Calvinism, and then others had advanced the counter

Remonstance ate- against them. I think the name Armenians came to be used of them

later, they were then known as the Remonstrants. But this 1C Synod lasted several

months, over 100 sessions ,d iscus sing matters very thoroughly and adopted a

position which did not satisfy Bromar. It idc did not ft take the extreme position
it

which he had ... but it took a just and fair Calvinistic position and/particularly
which

he----answered five points on,4he Remonstrance h4 had made attack and

these five pointes are often p-represte represented by the word tulip, a word

which is quite . . in a way because it is typical of Holland,the great ixipc tulip

field, and so tIe word tulip iec represents the initials of these five points. I don't

know who originated tia t but it is very nice to have a ... but the way they have

been described be is rather unfortunate because tFe word is slightly different.

Ch History 180

.soon declared their autonomy as individuals, but established -real- relationships

between themselves and the Salem Church and then eventually with the Plymouth

church also. And so these churches soon estalbished a-r-ee relationship with one anotle r,

because after all their purpose in coming was the same . Their-purse- purpose
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was not simply to be free from oppression that intergfered with their carrying oc

on of their religion. Their purpose was to be able to km carry out what they thought

was right in all the various phases of life. And so they established the rule that

no one but Church membetee members were to vote and nat one was to be a church

member that did not give ot'ebe-l- credible evidence of having an experience of

conversion through the saving grace of Christ, Other members of the Colony wa-

were required to attend Church regularly, but they were not allowed to vote or

hold office because they & could not be church members unless they were seen

to have definitely have accepted Christ and been converted through Him, ard

so their purpose was the establishment of a Christian community in a G4wst-

Christian area in which the Bible would be re- supreme, and that is getting

on into ie- B. Its size arid character. The character of it was not simply a fleeing

from oppression, but it x was a fleeing from that which made it impossible to develop
and

communities that were thoroughly Christian/h tel- fleeing to an area where they

thought that they could develop a thoroughly Christian community, the Pilgrims
amount of knowledge of

had only one man w4h with any sizable, b,tt-e{ theology beyond what he learned
simply

himself/from the study of the Bible. That of course would tell xl of . . but the Puritans
,rnany

when they came brought with them/highly furniRshed men. Within ten years there

were as many as ninety graduates of Cambridge University who came over in the

Puritan movements By 1540 there were 20,000 of these people who had landed on

New England shore. They came over , not as the Pilgrims had in small boats.

There wete would be four or five boats xtogether. There were as many as Ix 90

graduates of Cambridge in the first 10 years. I think of the good ship

b,caus e
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because that is the boat that my mother's ancestors came over at this time.

They came to Boston, and they moe moved from there West and they moved

into Conn. and Vermont, and then my mother moved to Mich. and then to ix

California and that as far aac West as we could go so I came back East. On

my mother's side wefe-w we were a part of this Puritan wave that came over

into New England . It was a mat ement which as a large movement only last

twelve or so years. There were always immigrants that were coming after that

but a comparatively small number. But this tremendous number, people came

in those few years and then 9e1 settled on their fa-m-h&-- farms there. They

g*e8-t- grew very rapidly. When I was in high school I used to dig through

volumes of geneology going back through line after line. And it was amazing
New England

to see how nearly every family/1.n those days would have atleast 20 children

in the family and one man had figured that if there had been k no further immigration

to this country after 1618 and those people had continued to increaseg as rapidly

as they were increasing at that time, we would have just as many people in the

United States today as we have with all the imi immigration that has come. The

rate of increase of course did not stop, but the rate of increase at that time was

very great and they became a very strong element in the country, not merely in

New England from from New England different individuals in the group spread out

into other parts of the country. I was much interested to go down into North Carolina
considered

a few yea rs ago and to go up Mt. Mitchell which is /he highest k mountain this

side of the Mississippi River . It isn't actually --it is so-called because Professor

Mitchell gave his life in an a4tep- attempt to prove it was but Mhen he did- died

no one wanted to dispute it. But on his way down after his attempt to measure its
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height he fell into a lake and was drowned and I saw a the monument that

was put there and the monument said Prof. Mitchell, great teacher , professor

of Christianity, went on and told the great things about him and then told the

day that he dk died, but it didn't mention the day he was born, or wherek

he was born. Arid I Jøx looked it up later and found that the reason was that

he had come from New England and so that wasn't mentioned, on the later part

of his life was mentioned, butin those early days the number of k t1 se people

who wIe went into almost ec any part ofcx our country as individuals, kick and

of aurse this at'ar- attracted many other people of x equallyhristian background

and viewpoint but one of the things that helped . . was the presence oft these

who were of this type that came to this country. And the influence on the United

States is actually incalcuable, but that was significant . Small c. Its change

of attitude, the-e&ge change of attitut of the Puritan migtation . .1 think I've

already covered that under the previous head. They came over here intending

to continue as they had been, members of the Church of England, arid they didn't

like the idea of having bishops, they didn't like the idea of government from the

top, they didn't like the idea of forms and ceremonies which were tremendously

increased at hs- this time, greatly over the-ti-me- what they had been in the time

of Queen Elizabeth, they were very much against that sort of thingx. They

In fact they felt a great love for the church as an organization,-but- they didn't

want to leave it when they came over, but before they had been here very long

they were established in a situation in which the Church of England, and they

had no connection and soon recognized the fact, and they were in a relationship

with other churches of New England in which they would meet together in periodic
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intervals to consider k means of advancing the gospel, means of keeping out

false doctrine, means of advancing all of the churches. And thus in time they

came to have the name of Gorea- Congregationists, the name of their type

of church. These people were all Calvinistic in their viewpoints. In fact, practically

a.ll the protestants aside aft from the Lutherans were definitely Calvinistic in their

actions. There was no sizable movement as yet, until just about the time which

would be considered Protestant, but neither Lutheran nor Calvinistic. Now, small
d. al
x Educational and spiritual standards. Educatior/and spiritaal standards we have

mentioned Calvin. As soon as they got there they hard--- had hard time to
train
get-spiritual and educatUnal leaders there-. But the pilgrim brought with them

preachers
men who had been outstanding Christians and outstanding scholars in England.

And there was established a level of education, a level of theological study(
and then having

which resulted in the books that they wrote and going back to England they--had-

influence in England. Those were the books by the English Puritans who came
In

oier here, and had influence here. /1536 a university of- was founded and it was

n amed after the name of one of the minister's John Harvard. He-And it was stated

In its charter that the purpose of the university was in order to train sound

ministei.. ing thoroughly in the Word of God in order to present the

B blical Truths, God's Word among the people. And soon a few years later,

Yale University was established for the same purpose. The educational status

was very high and so was the spiritual level. They insisted on the evidence

of personal conversion before anyone could become any member of one of their

churches. They were very St ict in their insistence upon the Bible being as the

centre e4he and the background of every member's life and development of

As we go on, we notice one of the men who came fairly early
churches.
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in this movement., whom we have noticed not, because hw- w- he was not only

one outstanding man in t4-A- his days, because there were many, many such

outstanding men among the Puritans. There were great
teachers

scholars, there were great preachers. There were great leaders. But this one
him into

one man was different. He was peculiar. His peculiarity brought,ttenticnn 'te
ed in

}m- and &-,t-,a-result /certain chagnes were- arts- of plans. So, we notice small

e. Roger William. Roger William was a minister of a church of England. He was
over within

a well educated man ever in/the first two or three years of the Puritan migration.

But he. for a brief time he was a teacher at a Primitive Brethren(?). He had a
for a time,

position back in the Boston area/ But Roger Wil1im was a sort of having not

merely wanted to leave the things that he who thought was wrong in the church of
to turn away

England, nor would he join with others w -ha-tttte-eway-&om these things,

and started a new civilization accotding to the Word of God, if they understood.

He has a sort of inquiring

mind that would be always seeking out f-O ov inves-g4=tigation,
began to

speaking... very , very strongly, and so, he wel4 carry on em- campaigns on
in Boston.

s everal different 1ines/Oie , or instance, was.., he would have anything in
They

the court. He-would put the man on the oath . And Roger William said

an oath is a verbal religious services, and then he said tl t if you have any

unregenerate man as a witness, it is wrong to give him, to require him to take

an oath, because you are requiring an unregenerate man to perform a spiritual
-gehe

act. hat is taking an oath. And therefore k-s-wFei'ig- strongly propagandized

against that. Ar'1'the Another thing was, Roger William said, how did you get

this land here? Well, we have from the king of England. The king of

England by the way was much easier on people that are gone far away than

to make any concessions on-- in England concerning religious practices. But
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we received the .../ from the church of England. Well, he said, how -dote
get

could the king of ehttre- England have-th&-rt-e- t1 rgith to this land? He

said, this land belongs to the Indians. Of oucrse, 9/10 of the Indians died

15 years before. There was a comparatively small group of Indians then.

But these people who had been born in this general area , Roger William said,

you should pay to these people for their land before ... the other people were

already M1- settled, and hadtheir own home,and were moving along nicely,

and they seeme d hunt for some Indians to give them some money to pay them
on which

for the land were living VI. Roger William would

get into arguments talking aboutgthis matter. So, finally they ordered that he

be banished from the Boston colony. Then he asked them to reconsider and they

agree'd that he should be allowed to continue another six weeks, and then

a t the end of the six weeks he asked them-t- for another six weeks, and then

for another six weeks. Then after he had done this several times, until a
deport(?)

man came one day and told him that he had heard that a . /. was planned.
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5 points. Now, it is not right to call these the five points of Cali'inism. They
a ies

are not the-representation of what Calvinism is. They are the reply' to the five
at

points, a¬1- which the remonstrants attacked Calvinism . So, they are not a

careful survey of the teaching of the Calvinism. Luther agreeing with Calvin

in everything except in the matter of the Lord's Supper. #-ee- They do not even

deal with many of the most important things that Calvin stressed. But they are

the five points on which the the remonstrants attacked çl and on whdch the synod

of Dorth took a very strong position. And I think that it is so unforunate that
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the terms are so misleading, and we will look for a moment at each of )( these

five points. Under d. then small 1. The t of tulip is caled-led the total depravity.

Now to anyone who is n4-t-- not theologically trained this word will give utterly

a false impression. If you say that someone could be totally c/ depraved, some

one is guilty of total depravity, you imagine, you immediately imagine that that

person has nothing good in him at all. You could not touch him even for a second.

He is totally immoral. He is utterly mean, He is utterly selfish. That is not at

all what the doctrine means. What it means is that man has fallen into sin,

into a condition from which he cannot possibly save himself. That is, sin

has extended to every area of his personality. It does not mean that he is be4-ek- as

black as he can possibly be. All who have not accepted Jesus Christ are as

as they possibly ... Probably some of you have read the story of the
Bounty

t4ny-ei-4he- Mutiny on the Mountain AND HOW the Birtish sailors got

to- some Polonesian women and went to an island in Sç,i±t-h- the Southeast, and

settled there, and after within a year in the midst of debauchery and drunkenness,
men

and wantonness, all the women werekile- but one were killed off. And that is

just what would happen if people are totally depraved... In that particular case
those people who have tea- read the book... know that there was
7-th4s one man who strew some material to take to England came across the

Bible that his mother put in his trunk, and opened it up and he started to read it,

and he was converted and became aGj-4s-tr+ Christian, and proceeded to -teaeh

spread the Christian teachings among the other survivals, and 8-p 80 years

later the next time when they had any contact with the outside world, they

found that there was a Christian community there a-0-lee-was as the result
getting it

of t+4- what this man had found in the Bible, and had taught theme,,-, Idymerely

from the Bible, for he had had no Christian ideas at all when he went.
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But they.. . sought debauchery, wickedness, killing each other off.., what would
whoc is not a Christian

5U-- certainly happen... the total depravity meant that everyone/is as bad as he

could possibily be. You will find may non-Christians who afe-1m±e-better

have much better character than many Christians. Christianity does not mean

that we Christians are completely sanctified or that we have made a great progress

o n it by way of sanctification, but if we are Christians we are moving in the direction

of sanctification. If we are not, we are moving to the other direction. Arid I

have found it most interesting to be with nice people who would reject the teachings

of Christ, detest the teachings of the Bible, but held to the pious moral standards,

and they are so pleasant and nice and wonderful. But then the same people

30 years later.., how their standards have drifted, and the evidence that

ppart from the Bible, the people move away from the high standards, but many

Christians who come from various backgrounds which makes it harder to
and may take some of them a long time

go through steady progressive sanctification, 4t tk-thee-tne

to reach the stages which manh others 1a ye already attained who are not ChristVians.

The most important thing is aa- how far and to which direction war- we are

m oving. But total depravity means that meee- man does not have the power
that pleasing in Gods sight. It means that

as an unsaved man tries to do anything e-p4ea6e-Ge47 s the Bible says

the of the wicked is sin. The good things, the philanthropic things,
an

some excellent things that/unbeliever/ does are done from selfish , wicked
there is

motive in most cases, and-they-are-no good,-e¬ep--that in any of them except
we

the good that is fused in them by Christ. So, theyare truly totally depraved
beo'e -ettt--Go1

from the viewpoint of our desert before God and our ultimate steps in the

original .. prison, but when we say that Calvin believes in total depravity
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the person who does not hear the doctrine -e3cp4a4Mn explained easily

gets the false impression. I wish that some other time coukij have been used

instead of this one... Now we have tome to the second point, which is the

unconditional election. Unconditiona election, and when you hear that statement,

ttiei't unconditional election, the non-Christian could get immediately an idea

that 4t- is utterly contrary to what it really means. He gets the idea that God

has arbitrarily stretched his hand and would grap"sp somebody, and would say

that this one is elected, and that one is elected.., it is nore more than acceptance
That,

o f his purely arbitrary will. 1''f course r4t is not what it means at all. P&-

What it means is to deny any idea that there is any good in us, that makes it
that

necessary for ge- God to save him. ,We are sensible enough/ to have faith. That
intelligent

We are . / enough to see the truths of the work of Christ. We are peristent
that God has to save us.

enough to ... forward to God's ... It is the mystery of the Divine nature

why God has chosen some of us and not others. It is a mystery which we cannot
mystery

understnad, but we s' say that it is unØ'conditional election in the sense that

there is no wisdom in it is certainly utterly contrary to what the Bible teaches.

God has His reasons for what He does and His reasons are good reasons, and some

day we may know we- what the reasons are and see what they are. Election to

salt- salvation ± is unconditional in the sense that it is not based upon any goodness

in us, either in what we do or what God foresees in us, but only upon God's wonderful
lost

mercy. No man is/saved because God is mean toward him; man is lost because he

sins and deserves eternal punishment for his wickedness. No man is saved because
in His

of x good in him; he is saved because kGod/wonderful mercy has chosen to

save him, and to give him the gift of faith. We can't fully understand these things
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but it is unfortunate to expr s them in-wasy ways that give people ideas that

are utterly contrary to± what the doctrines are and so this second point is the

see answer to the second attack of the Remonstrance. There were five points
Synod

at which they attacked ard at these five points the,''net-e-(?) gave specific

answers. And the second is unconditional election and the third is the worst

expressed of the group; the third is limited atonement. And I have come across

people who have been fairly steamed up with fat- rage over this awful teaching

of limited atonement, becLa se they had no idea what it meant at all, -beeat&e

e-ha-d-- It would have been much better if the term had never been used because

it gie- gives an utterly false idea. It was K stated by the Synod of Dort and has

been agreed by all G-aavn Calvinists of any intellectual standing at all that the

Atonement is sufficient for all but efficient for the elect. Now Armenius and his

followers c claimed that God intentioned that the Atonement was meant for all

and that is quite a different thing. In eeta- contrast with that the word limited

is not so bad but the general -ba- idea of limited atonement --definite atonement

would be a mbetter word. If we believe in the substitutionary atonement. If

we believe that Christ bore our sins on the cross, then certainly we must believe

that when the time comes and we look backa_ we can see how

each one who believed in the Lord Jesus Christ did send .... but Calvinists have

always maintained that the Atonement is sufficient for all and that no one can

say I'm not one of the elect, 4- I can't help my&.e4 myself . Anyone can look

to the Lord and the fact that he looked to the Lord and seeketh .. . the Atonement

is sufficient for all but now Grotious who was one of the x great leaders of the Armenians

and who has been considered the founder of terai't international law, a great legal
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student, tried to make a theory of the Atonement and Pmeithts- Armenian theory

of the Atonement that would do away with limited Atonement, but what he succeeded

in doing is making a theory that does away with any real Atonement--he calls it

the governmental theoryof the Atonement and according to the governmental theory

of the Atonement and according to the governmental theory of the Aem- Atonement

God has a just ruler--cannot simply forgive man, because that would destroy all

the basis of God's justivcce therefore Godk gives a display of how terrible the

punishment would be if k He punishes man if he deserves to be punished, ai

by causing Christ to die on the cross; therefore, the deatho of Christ is simply

a displayof God's righteousness rather than an actual bearing of the sins of those

who are saved through him --it is true that the death of Christ does display to

us the jtice of Gal. Itd-ie displays His righteousness, -d4a-- displays His love,

but it is highly questionable whether it would be so ix He buried on the cross the

penalty of tI tc sinxwbofor all who believe on His name, and so to believe in sub

stitutionary atonement aid you must believe in what the Synod of Dort meant by

limited att- atonement, but ix it is ±o-- ot'tuanr- unfortunate that the

term used which is very confusing. It was Grotius .. . actually the bulk of the

evidence z cone s from the later years --you see the Synod of Dort tc met in 1618

and A.rmenius died in 1609, and Armenius was very careful in his public utterances.

It was mostly things that he had written before. AThe The Armenians said that

the Atonement was God's intention was . ..but only a few had enough sense to

take advantage of it. That's not what the Bible teaches. The Bible

e&1-e&(_--teachesthat no man is lost except for his own sin, and no man is saved except

for the marvelous grace of God. x Whether Armenius is
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And therefore that might induce them to turn from their sin and to ... actually that

is of course the contention of the ... and of cou se many state that the distinction

between it and Pelagius is not easy to make at all.. . it is in that direction. As

one writer said , As Armenian&ism came into England--it was more semi-Pelagianism

like the semi-Pelagianism ofk the Jesuits. The terms are often misleading because

many different people hold a view ... but unfortunately, c the term limited Atonement

is a very inexact term to give the meaning of the true scriptural doctrine, and

I think particulark atonement would be much better, but substitutionary atonement

would be still better. The Bible clearly teaches t- substitutionary -atie atonement

and you can't ustte- just have substitutionary atonement just for &nyboey- any
for it even though

body, it must be God who is substitutecing,4ei4t.s-o-we wont know it until we come

to glory . Well, then this word tulip is very handy for remembering . No. four is

irrestible grace . And of course the x statement , Irrestible grace can lead a person

to think that it is all just a form--there is no reality to it. God ... but the Biblical

teaching is that God is sovereign , God has ordained what has come to pass but

God is not the author of sin. Just Ia.e- how He has ordained everything flat has

come to passicx we can't fully understand in this land, but we esely probably

will understand when our minds are cleared of some i1 the foggy effects of sin upon

them, but it+- the se two are clearly taught in the scripture, that God is sovereign

--He has created His universe for His own purposes, and the purposes --and His

purposes will be carried out. It is our place to keep on trying to overcome the se

resistences, and only God knows when it will be. You get into mysteries that we

don't understand and can't understand, and it is very uftfer4e- unfortunate to bw

call these the five points of Calvinism, because they are not. These are the five

points at which the Remonstrants lx made their attack and actually .. . but that is
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Grace
* 4, Irrestible,aet, and *5 is the perserverance of the Saints. And here we

could have made a much better term and still kept your letter, so it is too bad

it wasn't done, but when you say Perserverance of the Saints i5--what you nan

is Preservation of the Saints, and that would have been much better. The word

pers erverance has this advantage over preservation,- u--p efva4e- pres erva-

tion seu-l-n- sounds rather packet and it is certainly not entirely packet,

the-p.&-manwho is saved will press forward and if he doesn't press forward he isn't really

saved , but that doesn't men- mean that he is going to press forward in a e&&

straight line. There are ups and downs, but e the fact is that he that has begun

a good work will continue and we ca n believe that if we are 1xc truly saved , we
could change

are s.uc saved for all eternity. It would be nice if w'eei4. our English language

back to what it was 300 years ago, use all the words as they were used then,

but all languages are all ... and as these words are used today , they give a

very false impression,

These five points were not an attempt to summarize Calvin's teachingsèut but
s4.*mm&fze-answer

were an attempt to, eweftx the five points ax at which the Remonstrants attacked

Calvin's teaching. Calvin of course ... the three main principles of ... and they

were most primary in x his teaching, First, t1at the Bible- is the one and only

sourc.f knodge in religious matters, and that whatever the Bible says ix

is conclusive and primary in ... one thing that I like about Calvin is that when

he would get true teachinRgs of the Bible in vh ich there was no doubt that vom

they were taught in the Bible and you take these two and you infer a third from the
he

two ,,4eu-never would speak dogmatically about the third unless he found scriptural

evidence of it as well as of the two from which it would be deduced; that is to

say , the scripture is our source of knowledge and human understanding can err.
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Of e-±r- course the seccnd poite- point of the Reformation

by halonet in the finished wc-of- work of Christ --that was the great

point of the Reformers and GaIn- Calvin was just as strong as any of the otle rs

arid the third, the universal priesthood of the believers, that no individual in order

to be saved has to have any other human being do wee- something for him,

that He comes directly to God through Christ, Christ is the only ne diator

Ministers are a help , not a necessary or essential means of salvation.

Now, the only point at c Wi ich Gat Calvin differed from LtteLuther

was in the Lord's Supper and he was about half way between Luther and Zwingli,

but that is the only point of differentce between-t4em- them. There were certain

points tc in xwhich GIi- Calvin developed further than Luther had b-t-the- the

main one being the doctrine of co mmon grace, on that one Calvin Eli-f- did considerably

further development in the understanding of the scriptures. The point that are generally

thought of in connection with Gal-f4 Calvin , the great emphasis on the sovereiglxnty

of God, that God controls all things, that God has predesigned whatever has cone

to pass these were taught by Luther more strongly than they wer taught by

Ca]±vin. -&3-therewer-e- Though there was considerable backing away from them

on the part of the Lutheran Church after Luther's death, but Luther e- himself

must have presented them more strongly than Calvin an ever did. Now, if you

ask Calvin what is your theology, what is your }el4ev=--he-l4ev- believe, Calvin

would say Here are 66 books , and that is what I believe in, and whatever is in

those 66 books is what I believe, G-e1i- Calvin wrote his 4tt- x Institutes of the

Christian religion to give a summary of what he believed and in 1662 when Philip II

of Spain who controlled the Netherlands at the time was bringing his attack against
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the Pit-oes- Protestants there, they prepared a Confession to present to Philip

II to give a summary of their beliefs, a summary Wi ich is called the Belgiac Confession

because it was prepared in what was then the southern part of the Nee- Netherlands,

they called it Belgium has held a great position every since. At about the same

time the Elector of the Palatinate in Germany who lived in Hi1 Hiedelburg asked

two young theologians to prepare a catechism and they prepared the so-called

Hiedelburg Catechism and this Hiedelburg Catechism Bk has been accepted by many

reformed bodies as a statement of Calvinistic beliefs; this is -t-e- perha9cps the

most personal, the most subjective of all the Protestant beliefs , and I have never

heard of any questions raised about -the- either the Belgium Confession fc or of

the Hiedelburg Catechism as being an excellent summary of Calvinistic doctrine,

then the Synod of E Dort m met because Armenius , in response to the extreme

statements of Gomar and some others--certainly , in every . . and I do not like

to group people in one or the other. I do not feel that we can do that. Certain

people have epeea- special talents for music , more than others have. But I don't

like to group different people, but it does seem that the-Duhe- Dutch people have

can be characterized by a tendency to be thorough, in fact to be so 9h-et thorough

that they are abt to go to extremes, and I remember when I was in Germany , people

in the Eastern part of Europe everything is dirty , and you get into the-- Germany

everything is decently clean,-and- but if you go on further west and everything is

just so spotlessly k clean that you could eat your breakxfast off the floor cf the

cow's stalls, that is the 4mpees- impression that the people have of the extreme

--t-g- that the Dutch people 4e-4eie- tend to go. In things like that it is far

better to do too much than too little. But I have felt that the re is often a tendancy
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in this group of people to take a matter and perhaps go to an extreme, and

so we find developimng among the, not merely in Holland, because it was

also in Switzerland 50 years afterc that, but there was a tendency ,-an-a-1so to go to

an extreme to- on t4ie- certain of the points that G4n-a- Calvin and Luther

tuaght, I read certain statements of Gomar yesterday w1i'h which made God the

author of evil and w14h which would carry the idea of xg predestination, the idea

of God's sovereignty to the point where many were simply nbe. mechanics moving

about without any power of choice at all. Some of Luther's statements actually

sound that way where he says in the book that he treasures more than anything

else that he ever wrote, he says that man is like a donkey, God may ride him,

the devil may write him. Well, Lutler often presented...

Ch History *183 (*182 omitted in numbering)

Calvin was more carefully the individual than Luther was to make it correspond

to a full understanding, and both Calvin and Luther very strongly held that God

is not the author of evil and no one is ever lost except as a result of his own

sin, but they both held that man has intentionally, -&t-ue- stubbornly eei4ttte

continued in sin and deserves the punishment that God will give him for his sin,

I find that when you adx are talking with somebody that is an inquirer or

perhaps an opponent of Christianity and they try to m raise questions, try to make

out that it is unfair for God to condemn us on account of Adam's sin, I think it

is foolish to spend time arguing these matters w±h- with an unbeliever. The

Christian has the b Bible which he can study and see what he did but when you

are talking to an unbeliever you can sec say Well, why worry abcut e that now.

Certainly there is no question that you ,dc have sinned and that you are a sinner
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and deserve God's punishment for your sin, you 4e don't have to

30-wept-worryabout Adam's sin, you have sufficient reason for His punishment in your

own sin. 44- Of course our own sin is the result of Adam's sin--there is no question

of that but it is man's sin that brings punishment, not any arbitrary act on God's

part . On the other hand , every many e---n- man who has been truly saved

as he looks back does not look back and say , My, wasn't I brilliant, how sensixble

this is. Wasn't I good to put faith in Christ, nobody ee-would ever truly say

anything like that. He says My, wasn't God wcnderful to bring me the knowledge

cf salvation. Wasn't He wonderful to lead people to come and show them how to

be saved. 4ee-kee- Looked at the way God wer worked in my life to bring me k into

contact with the knowledge of salvation. Every true Christian knows that into

his coming to know Christ there are many factors that have entered in for which

he deserves no credigt far whatever, and all the credit , all the praise of His
Belgium and

salvation belongs to God and not to him. Now thes'Hiedelburg o Confessions

are very excellent summaries of the teaching of Calvinism. If you take the writings

--the canons of the Synod of Dort, the whole long statement with which they concluded

their deliberations, you will find that they did not follow the -.d- ideas of Gomar

--the extreme of the people who took certain of Calvin's ideas and carried t-he

them to extremes. They did not k do that. The conclusions which they expressed

thd were not extremem conclusions. They are on the whole a reasonable statement

of the teaching of the Bible but the presentation of them, the arrangement of them

is -&ui-ae not as was the writing of the Belgium Confession, aft- an effort to give

a rounded picture of what we believe so tiat Philip II could see that we are not

anarchists or atheists, not like the Heidelburg Catechism, an attempt to prepare
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a statement d what we belie ye as something for the church to rally around

and ee#-eftetr- centralize the great doctrines of Christianity, but it had a definite

purpose to deal with a particular problem and to answer the specific points t t

the Remonstrants had raised and therefore while the Synod of Dort did declare

its affirmation of the Belgiac Confession, the partilcular points which were

taken from it were called the five points of Calvinism--its very

unfortunate to designate them that way because they are the Calvinistic answer

to the five points xf on which the Remonstrants were wrong, rather than 9C a summary

of Calvinistic doctrine. Now, many believe that about 20 years after the
Confession

Synod of Dort there we-e--wefe was another Calvinistic7 .ateme1t made which
Catechism

summarized a careful study of the Belgiac Confession of the Heidelburg/'Go*{essen

of the He4u position of the Synod of Dort and which we believe gives a

more sound picture of the ti ole thing than the conclusion of the Synod of Dort.
few

But that is a matter that we will come to, I trust, in the nest- nexi/weeks. At

R present I was ac pointing out how much I regret that the term the five points

of Calvinism has come to be applied to these particular five points singled

out from so many other points which are of at least equal importance and how I

regret that they happen in English to be called by particular names that have come

to be used for them. Useful as it is to have names that follow the word tulip-they

it is easy to remember , but the particular terms give the person who hasn't studied

the matter in the Englishf speaking world a very false idea of what Calvinism is,

and when we notice that -tea total depravity eau- calls attention to a very real point

of scriptural teaching , x holding Augustine's view as against the attitude of Pelagius

who held that human nature could step forward, realize the good that was in it,
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and raise itself up to where it could receive God's grace, and Austine said
only

No, human nature could never do anything to win God's face. It is 4-iwa.y¬ the

eaee grace of God that . . well, if you understand total depravity in that sense,

it is a very important part of Christian teaching, and I believe tla t every true

Christian la s truly believed this, whatever words he has expressed it in, but

the person who knows nothing about theology and some who think they know a

lot about theology iteor- interpret these words to mean something that they w

never were meant to mean, to mean that the unsaved man is just as bas- bad

as he can possibly be, and I know a young fellow who was-ri-e- raised in a

fine Christian family--at the age of 12 his piety was marked . His mothe r would

tell how he would pray in each particular situation and thought that he was so

interested that people should be saved, and later on he went to an engineering

school and there in this engineering schoolñihe roomed with one of the nicest

fellows he had ever met in his life,afid! but this fellow was an atheist and the

shock of the man who had all his life lived with Christians and thought that all

Christians were goad people, ard all non-Christians were wicked people just

completely upset his whole life, and he got &eqie4He acquainted with other

fellows there who weul- were very, very fine chaps, probably most of them were

of Christian background and had in themselves the ethi-e- ethical standards

the -effeetw effects of tFe Christian background, but peepè- people who had

believed in all Christian -dee-- doctrines had been destroyed in the course of

their education, and this p fellow thought that everything that h-he had been

taught was wrong because here were all these lovely people who were not Christians

at all and It taught with the fellow at length and he said- admitted to me--
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he said that the arguments that I he- ha heard them give--the viewpoints I

head heard them express I see that reasonably you have anosanswer to every

one of them, but he said that it isn't so much a matter of reason with me as

it is an emotional matter. I have a1wa felt tFat Ic only Christians were good

and now I have found fc some k of the loveliest people who were not Christians

at all and that is an utter misunderstanding of the doctrine cf tear total depravity.

Total depravity means our inability to save ourselves. It ea& means our 4ra

in ability to do anything that could deserve God's favor until we have first been

saved through the Lord Jesus Ghr-&- Christ and it means that every part of our

being is affected by this, and it means that unless we come under the gae

grace of Jesus Christ our character is going to deteriate c instead of et-es

increasiing. It means that, but there is many a man with a fine Christian

background who has what appears to be a much better character than the character

of many a man who has come to know the Lord who has a poorer start, but the

important thing is the direction of it. And in u unconditional election, the

Armenians said that God looks forward and he- He sees what is going to happen

and He- this man is going to put faith in Christ, so I will elect him to salvation.

That man is not going to put faith in Christ so I wont elect him to salvation, and

the Calvinist answers that and he says No, God's election is not conditioned on

any e- good or evil-t-ba-t of man, and certainly the Be- Bible teaches tiat we

have nothing to boast of, we have net no reason to say I'm so much better than

these otl-e re--so much w4ses- wiser--so much better ---No, it is neteial-

unconditioned by any goodness that God sees in us, so if you understand it that

way it is a good term, but if you take the term by itself it suggest that God is

arbitrarily acting and some have even said that it is only God's will--that is all
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that matters. God's will is based upon God's wisdom, and His election is

conditioned, very definitely, but it is conditioned upon factors which He has

not revealed to us. He has done everything aeeeFki- according to His wonderful

wisdom, but He has not done them according to some good in us which He has

foreseen. To understand the term right , it is a very important teaching , but

the way the words are expressed even true believers misunderstand and certainly

both worldly people .... limited atonement--that word me- limited gives an utterly

false impression. I was a member of a faculty of a dfe- different seminary for

a number of years, and one time we got a letter from a minister, and the minister

said I have heard that you teach limited atonement; now, I would like to support

your seminary, but how can I ue- support limited atonement. We are trying

w to win people to the Lord. How can we win them to the Lord if they t4

think that the Atonement is limited. Well, t1t faculty group spent two hours

every Saturday morning for four weeks, working to get a precise statement tin t

every one of us could agree with. And we got a statement when we came totlE

conclusion that expressed what we really believed on the matter, and the statement

was i sent to him and I believed he was thoroughly ac satisfied, because it wasn't

at all what he thought limited atonement meant. The Atonement weis certainly for

all. That has been believed for all, but if you believe in substitutionary atonement

then the Atonement is tc Jesus Christ being substituted for those who are saved, ani
the on

He ix has borne,4e- sins/of the eroee cross of those that are saw- saved, not for

the sins of t e--toe-- thcs e who are lost, and God knows those are, but no man

on earth ... and no man can say that the Atonement and not . . . if a man takes an

interest in Christian things and starts to move in that direction, it is pretty good
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evidence that he is one of those that God has elected to se4e- salvation. I

think that the term particular atonement is better--I like & substituticnary

atonement even better than that, but the term limited, rightly understood is

all right, è4he-t-e- but it is a term that has ms1:ed--ia- mislead many, and

the term irrestible grace, is again just a repetition of what has been said before. If

God has elected one to salvation, naturally that one is going to...

Ch History #184

Perserverance of the Saints--that is a term on which it is a little hard to quite

expres-s-- as critical as the other four, for the reason that the saints do peer
Past

perservere, and ir eservation i4mpe- implies something4aeket and the Christian

be-- life is past in justification. Ic justification is once and for all, we are save

and Christ bore our sins on the cross, but sanctification is not ee once k and for

all , but there are many, many steps and we must sanctify ourselves every day-

insanctification we must persvere . And if we are sac saved we will persevere,

and it is4ta fact that if a person is a child of God that person will continue as He

says, He that hath begun a good work in you will continue until the end, and so

if you just mix up the word perseverance a little with the word preservation, because

the power of the word pe-ev-er- persevere is not of ourselves but is of God and

he p- He peeete- prey pFeeeveies- K preserves us ard enables us to persevere

and when you find somebody that hasn't persevered you can be pretty sure tt that

person just went through some words and repeated something that their parents said

or that their minister said, but didn't actually because if they really had been deep

in their hearts they would have pesevered. The perseverance of the saints --t1re
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is a big argument made for the peseverance of the saints, but these points properly

understood are stressing the great teaching of the Reformation, of Luther and Calvin,

that it is God's wonderful grace that matters and not any magical thing that we can

do, nor any goodness in us that inclines God to give us His grace, but His grace

alone is what matters. I just wt-that wish that it wasn't called as it is so often

the five points of Calvinism, because it isn't. It is the answers to the five points

of the Remonstrance. These are the points at which they attacked Calvin. Now

e. is the entrance of Armenianism to England. In 1618 when the Synod of Dort was

held King James Wxsent fortFp leading scholars over to participate in the sessions,

and he gave them definite words before they went that they were to resist any
on the doctrine

innovation in doctrine and to stand solidly/which ha s been passed through Calvin and
Know from
be-Augustine and -he- James had been raised a strict Calvinist, an g intellectual,

aiti he never wavered from tl t position, but*-Ghal G-hales g Charles I wIe- of

whom we will speak more rapidly who succeeded him seven years after the Council

of Dort, in 1625, Charles did not have the education that James have--he did not

have the training that James had but he w& was thDroughly indoctrinated by his

father in the belief of the divine right of kings, and also in the idea that when

the p people of the church begin to . . . . in their doctrines, and their attitudes

and their service, instead of taking what the king tells k the m to do, they are

in for danger, and so Charles had taken the attitude that James took but did not

have the beginning of solid training that James lad, and the leaders of the Anglican

Church came more and more to adopt a Semi-Pelagian view bute± an attitude that

they came to call Armenian, and it was an attitude that made la-i- little of the

great doctrines of grace, and put confidence in forms and ceremonies and began

to ix increase the amount of oec- ceremonies and to take away the communion
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and put an altar in its place and to increase the colorings of the attires of the

priests and all that and to insist moe more rigidly on the power of the bishops

and along with±k it the leaders began to give up Calvinistic teachings and to

adopt those similar to Armenian or Semi-Pebgian, and so some one asked about

that time what -ded- do these Armenians hold and the answer was that they hold

most of the top positions in the Church of England. The doctrinal statement

of the church will never change, and when G-h Cranmer wrote the 42-pei-n&t

points, it was definitely a Calvinistic doctrine, but Queen Elizabeth toned

it down in a few places and removed 30 of its strong statements but the general

body of it remained, a definitely Calvinistic statement, though not as thoroughly

s o, not as strongly outspoken as it has had been when it came to-Gr-G'h Cranmer

and the doctrinal statement has not been changed but the statement in it which

rs- on thc particular points wherex they conflicted with the Armenian attitude were

forgotten or pushed aside or re-interpreted as fm-Armenian views took over under

Royal patronage the leading positions e-4i of the Church. Thefe- The controversy

in Parliament reu-th- brought the matter to the fore, and the people that King James

never had any idea of de&t-feye1 destroying Calvinistic doctrine in any point, he

was much more interested in maintaining the king's power and getting the Bishope

to follow the Abbots in the control of the Church and he found that the young men

comeing up in the church who were anxious to do this and to repress the going

far of the Puritans, the men like that he adva-iced and they came to be men who

looking at this controversy found themselvecs in the -dqeeten-of direction of the

Armenians. The Swedes adopted tc eventually the Formula of GeRd- Concord which

was made in 1518. Sweden refused to allow . and resisted for a time, but eventually
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adopted it, and in this under Melanthon 1e-the influence, the Luthe ran Ghe

Church had moved back from the stand of Luther quite strongly, but I don't believe

that Armenius o: his policies had any influence in Sweden, and the Swedes were

part of the Lutheran group which was very much against all of Calvinism, and

I doubt that they had .... 1 shouldn't use .. . Now this was number e---the entrance

of Armenianism in England. That was under A.6. now A.7 is Englaid under James
I am not

I and Charles I / Vnder this head is speaking about the early part of James re4gi

reign , nor am I speaking about the latter partof Charles' reign, but I am speaking

about the middle part of the reign , because the main heading here is the first

third of the century. During this first third of the century, we have seen the

general developments in England and we noticed how Archbishop Bancroft was
made
the A1+Archbishop by James and in 1604 to 1611 he was the Archbishop of Canterbury

and he very wrongly .... a-el--and did his best to require that 9-ti--all ministers

in the Church of E13_ England should not merely agree to view the Book of

Common Prayer but to swear that they as they dii not take it with any protest

or with any mental reservation but that they ascribed it from the heart, and). Ban

croft did his best to enforce it but it did nl not have such a wide effect. The

great bulk of the ministers were thoroughly convinced ofGe-1-nCalvinistic views

arti inclined strongly vx toward the views , asking through the e-kIetx elders that

they elected rather than through the Bishops whom he appointed and his-at-tk4- attitude
of
toward the people was naturally shown to quite an extent by the attitude of the

English -Pa-I- Parliament. In Queen Elizabeth's reigh& most of her leading officials

has had been strongly of the Puritan persuasion and now in the Parliament , the

Parliament severely censored the actions of Bancroft and Bancroft had a court of

high commission which Elizabeth had established and James had continued and this
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courxt of high cxmmissionx he would bring ministers øí before or men who were

circulating literature and would fine them and--or imprison them, and the Parliament

brought censor against the court of high commission, and the civil -i-se-w- would

sometim es punish high commissioners or the actions that they were taking, In

1610 the Parliament of -&e-eel severely censored the Court of High Commission and

the King made a speech to Parliament in suspense, and the members of Parliament

just listened in -se1e- silence , showing that most of them disagreed with the

King. About this time there was a ji-ee- juress in Cambridge who published a booklet

called the interpreter and ux in this booklet he said that it was uncontrollable that

the King of England is an absolute king, aid the heads of the Church is serving
had

in an qc unqualified way the divine right of Kings, but Parliameri/as- the author

of this book i,mprisoned and ordered all copies of the book destroyed a-4- and not

circulated in England. -In-i& The fact that Parliament was able to do that shows

pretty clearly that James wasn't the absolute king that people claimed that he
he wanted to be but

was,/but- he was very, Ixveryfar from being. He wasn't even as near as Elizabeth

or Hen Henry VIII because tie y always knew how to manipulate Parliament to get

what they wanted and if they found it impossible to manipulate Parliament , they

yqjgL wouldn't even advance , but James didn't have anything c like the

practical ability that they had. In 1610 Parliament demani ed that the Puritan

ministers that had been removed by Bancroft be restored and complained of the

existence of gross abuses and Parliament was addressed on the whole --

enthusiastically in favor of the Puritan cause, and the king directed the Archbishop

to remedy such abusives, and the-- some ineffective efforts of reform were made

and all the sessions reiterated-t-- the demand
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small d is Archbishop Abbott , because Archbishop Bancroft died in

1611, and with Parliament taking this small stand, the Kings said that he better

be a little careful what he did and she- so he picked out a very fine theologian

--a very steW- strong Calvinist, and he made him Archbishop and from 1611 to 1633,

Archbishop Abbott was the head of the English Church. Ar Archbishop Abbott was

a thorough going Calvinist and one who had no sympathy with the eettt eFr-of-

efforts to put down the Puritans, but who had to be rather slow in what he did because
Tyndale

after all he knew what had lx happened to Archbishop-G mead- when he differed

with Queen Elizabeth --how he was kept in his home for 6 years until he died, and
against the Puritans

so Archbishop Abbot was doing just what it seemed he had to do./but of course

the King appointed subordinate ctficials to him and so m some were subordinate

carried out the King's 4es4iew- desires against thePuritans to a much greaterg

degree than Abbot desired, so that the period fin- from 1611 to 1633 is in general

a rather mid mild period as far as the Church is concerned in England. There

were in the Church great numbers of Ms ministers who just had a job to do.

At least the people had a chance to hear the wonderful truths expressed in the

language they cai Id understand, they went through it as a form, they spent the

rest of their week ax in sports and other activities .. There were many of them

in the church but there were a great body oin the -ehti4- church of thoroughly

Christian men who were giving wonderful Christian teaching and were looking

forward x with longing to the time that they could have a government of the

church in which the representatives of the various churches could come together

and decide wit-whether instead of being controlled from the top this way, and

so there was a sort of transition period from & 1611 to 1633 when the top control
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of the Church of England was very m 1-mile- mild and the Puritans were

increasing in the number of people who understood their fdx views and who

who stood with them, but there were certa n bishops who were enforcing the

rules rather strictly and toward the end of the period of Archbishop x'k . . some

of these bishops were getting to the pe±- z position where they could just

ignore aril proceed rather ruthlessly in their error. And so we go to c. Develop-

ments of individual churches. Now, have already said a good bit about
gained

the English Churches who moved over to Americaix and how they4a.thtr-ed their

independance from the- Church of England, but under Archbishop rb&oAbbotit
safer than it had before

became /. . .to have an independent church in England/, the law still forbade

any religious leanings in the church as such in the church, all people were eq.u-ie

required to attend the regular church, but Abbot did not enforocce the law very strictly,
when

in fact, it was onlyha the evidence was brought before him so plainly that he

would be in danger before the King that he took any step to enforce . Some

of the other bishops did take k steps of a fair amoutit, but during this time there

were a number5c of groups that had gone to Amsterdam -th-which had returned

to England and a number of independent churches had been established in the

neighborhood of London and in other parts of England . Now , in these independent

churches there came to be a certain amount of variety of belief but the principal

subject ix on which variety developed among the independent churches at this

time g was the question of Armenian claims or of the Calvinistic viewpoint.

And while the bulk of these independent churches took the Calvinistic attitude

there were perhaps a third of themwhich took a definitely Armenian attitude,

and between the independent churches which took the Calvinistic attitude and
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those that took the Armenian viewpoint, there was a very -5tr-i-- strong

difference of opinion. They had no cooperation with each other. Now within

these churches other differences began to develop as individual ideas developed

and there were a number of these tdx churches in which the ministers came to

the conclusion that baptism x could not be given in infancy but after the

person became e,-_ older and consequently we have a beginning. There

is no immersion. That didn't start until sometime later, but we had a beginning

at this time of doing away with infant baptism in a number of these churches but

it was not felt by any of them aet- at this time to be a major point and, sc consequently

you had some independent churches which baptize infants, some which did , and

some which did whatever the person wanted, ut-t-e-se-ete some ux were the

Calvinistic and some were the Armenian views. But k between the Calvinistic
groups groups
views and the Armenian ews-thçe was absolutely no fellowship, so tia t in

not until
fact it was/almost 1900 that the Calvinistic Bat- BaptistsK and the Armenian Baptists

unithed to form one denomination.- tffit- During the 250 years before that they

felt far more separation over the x grounds of Calvinism and Armenianism than

they did over the matter of .... But we will look more at that later but here is

a very rudimentary point.. the matter of the doctrine of Baptism having begin

begun in a few churches at this early time. During the next -P~i& period the

matter of immersion having begun. Now, we go on into tc gD the rise of Laud.

Now, I am going rapidly to read to you the positiors-the--tah- that Laud held

to show you how he rose, but please don't-et-tep attempt to write it down 4Je8

because it isn't worth that time. I just want to mention that Wm. Laud was

ordained in 1601.In 1611 he became Principal of St. Johns College at Oxforgd.
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In 1616 Dean of Gloucester, in 1621 Bishop of St. David, inl¬¬-O 1626 Bishop ci

Back in wells, in 1626, Dean of the Chapel Roa4 Royal, in 1628 Ga- Chancellor

of Oxford Un. , in 1628 Bishop of London, and in 1633 Archbishop of Canterbury

and Prime Minister of England. Now this is just to show how this man Laud was

rapidly &dw- advanced during the period of thirty years by the Roay- Royal

Authority clx. So that in 1628, although Abbot was still Archbishop of Canterbury

Laud was Bishop of London. He was a great x favorite of James son, Lharles.

Charles was anxious to carry James ideas forward after the Supreme power of the

Kings and the importance of ceremony ix in the church and he did not have his

father's Calvinistic training, so from 1625 when James I-thd- died and was

succeed by Charles I ehe-h4p-Laud began to have the strong, royal power

behind him. A Our heading A here is the first third of the century and that would

about end with the A chbishop AUDt , but during the last - part of it you wee

see how the tea- royal-heuwe- hois e wee with Lta Luad the active worker in it

was trying to do-awy away with Puritanism in England and the .... ard that leads

us into the-ewiee-middle third of the century, which we wont take next, becaus e

we must look over the continent a little further. \& So we call Capital B the Thirty

Years War. And in the history of the world ee-ix it is questionable that there

has ever been a war mtst that was more devasting, more destruction, more

terribleEx.. . greater in the portion killed than the portion living in the area. .than

the thirty years was--T--war. This thirty years wee- war is considered to have

begun in 1618 and ending in 1648, and it ended with ettin certain advances for

both sides in tI-e war, but actually with a crystallation of the situation. Neither

side made really any great aeeøi'ipi accomplishment by the war if it is balanced

against what the other side won by the war. There were millions of people k killed
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in it, because of what . . . the armies marched back and forth--particularly

across Germany, mirauding and pillaging, and living -oe-off the land.

It was one of the cruelest times in the world, and we could have an interesting

month looking into the detailsof the 30 e ars war, but for the purposes of our

course the main thing that I want you to do is to have an t4ersta1 understanding

of its existence, its terriblexrss , and of the causes of it and the effects,

just a brief idea, and that is all that we can take time for a in this course.

But it is very importanUc that we know a little about it, and so under ID. the

Thirty Years War, we mention number one, the causes. The causes of the war

are pretty hard to list in an accurate way, so when I say causes here I am meaning

the things that came before that led into it and produced it, and so under this

I am going to call small a. The Jesuit Advance. As you know the Treaty of
had

Augsburg/1&s. been made in 1555, and it shad established it thataCler

had the right to determine the religion of his area, aid that the a Catholic

government was not allowed to tolerate Lutheran nor a Lutheran government

required to tolerate Catholic but they eee were raui ed to give them te- the

opportunity to migrate. They were not suppose to mistreat them in any way,

and there were certain otFe r principles of this in S-1- 1555. When this treaty

was made in 1555 the Pope declared that it was false ai- but ete---tee-nobody

paid any attention to him because all the participants on both sides were so

" . . and so determined to have a peaceful, permanent basis ....
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The Jesuits came to the fore and were very active and the . . schools which

they founded trained the sons of the Catholic sovereigns of Europe ard the result

was-th-e- that the next generation of Catholic sovereigns were , many of them, very
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fanatical in their opposition to . . T ttas--weie whereas at this time in 1555 the

sons of many of the Catholic sovereigns had been almost on the point of becomirt

Protestants themselves, but the Jesuits, by the activities of their schools, they

managed to raise a generation of Catholic sovereigns which were fanatically determined

to do away ±Nx with Protestatitism, and the so the counter Reformation won back k

large areas xt in which Protestantism had been almost completely triumphangt, largely

by the activities of the Jesuits and the other groups of the Jesuits, galvinized into

action. Now, we go on to small b then. Small b . Disagreement regarding certain

parts of the treaty c Augsburg. The jesu±&t- Jesuits induced this newer generation

to bring persecuKtion in ways that were nct the ordinary ways, against the Protestants

in certain areas, in such a sway that the Protestants felt were very definitcly breaks

in the terms of the treaty. On the other hand, the Peace of Augsburg in 1555 had

established it that if a Bishop or a Met Abbot decided to become a Protestant , he

must turn over his -p *itx- position and his property to someone whom the Roman

Catholics would put in his place and during these 60 years there was many an area

in Germany Nxwhich was under the rule of an abbot or a bishop, and the people over

whemlmingly became Protestant and so did the Abbots and the Bishops, and he simply

declared himself a count or a secular ruler, and established himself as a secular

ruler and continued as a Protestant ... and this the Roman&sts were eeobjecting

violently, and so we have eejeet4- objections both was-p ways.. . the cause which

resulted not in simply in a way- war between two nations but a movement that

involaved many nations that involved most of continental Europe and had almost

exterminated whole areas, in fact there were countries that had a pe9p population

of 4,000,000 in the beginning, and ended up with a population of 1,000,000, and
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this was true of several areas. We mentioned small ö. Dissatisfaation regarding

certain parts of the Treaty of Augsburg. a-beca -geat4-y- There had

been great dissatisfaction in 1555 when this treaty which was supposed to am establish

peace for all times was established, because it had to be a compromise and in the

compromise each side had to give up something, and as time went on and during the

war when the miseries of the war were went on thc and the effects ofthe Peace a

Treaty were felt more , each side began to feel badly about it and to disregard them,

and when they disregarded it, then the otle rs began to get around the ... and this

.at the end of the hour I mentioned Donauworth. Donauworth is a city on the

Danube River. It is a city whichis on the edge of the territory of BavariaR, but

it was a free city of the Empire, they were just as independent of the neigh=
each

boring areas as/the Dukedoms inGermanyT-e-s--the- were of the neighboring ones.

And each free city had been the first areas , aside from Saxony itself, where the

Reformation had been solidly established, and Donauworth was an independent

city, a free city on the edge of Bavaria, a city which, like most of the free cities,

was overwhelmingly protestant. And in s this city there were large monasteries

and so in the arrangement in 1555 it had been... so the arrangement was that each

city should be permanent for itself , which of the two permitted el4t religions

it would follow, that of the Confession of Augsburg or that of Roman Catholicism.

The case of this city, having this large monastery in the city, they agreed not to i terfere

with the monastery, to allow it 'c to continue unhindered and people to come in and

joins it and leave it and go to Bavaria and these other sections without any inter

ference, with the one-sti± stipulation that there were to be no great public processions

from it , and this agreement had been made and had been kept for many years, but now
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under the Jesuit impulse in 4SH606 the most in this monastery the monks in this

monastery were induced to holding public processions, and at first the y started

very quietly and then they held up banners which were more and more insinuary

about Protestantism and ... making considerable noise and interferring Ic with the

Protestant Church, the people couldn't hear what was happening. And some of

the people got quite excited about it. It was definitely contrary to the law that

permitted the monastery to remain. Areas that were under Romanist control did not

allow any Protestant z centers to remain in them, aid so some of the younger people

who came out of Ic some of the Protestant churches and they statted a riot against...

and some ofthe people stoned them, and then the Duke of Bavaria made representations

to the Emperor that c the Protestants of Donauworth were causing great trouble to

Roman Catholicism, and that the Emefp Emperor put it under ban and permitted the

people of Bavaria to march in and seize the place and all th e ft t were implicated

.but to go beyond that and put and end to coteat Protestant worship in the city.

So in 1608 when the city of Donauworth ard Protestantism suppressed, as a K result
been

of te- this riot which they had reason to think had/stirred up intentionally . The

Protestant princes in Germany, and many of them anticipated trouble ard tae

deciddced to form a union to pretest protect themselves theirselves in case they

were attacked. However, the Elector of Saxony refused to answer. He said we

are not interfered with. We are preted protected under the Treaty of Augsbur,
part

and he refused to take/i4-with them, and in a situation like this you k always have

those who stand aside and refuse to take rt in the defense against aggression,

and usually they suffer more than otters, though it is a few years before it reaches

that point, but the Elector of Saxony now refused to enter into it, and as you
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--the attacks were being made particularly against Calvinism. As you remember

in Germany , while the largest area was Lutheran , there were many of the Princes
greatest

who had become Calvinists, and one of the/Reformed Confessions is the Heidelburg

Confessions x and the Duke of the Palatinate was one of the electors who had no

right to hold their r-e1t4- g religion within the Empire. They were que4t- quite a

number , and they were active , though they w&e by no means the controller of

this Protestant union andwhen the Catholics formed a Catholic league against the;

with the Duke of Bavaria at its head, and with these two facing each other, they

were heading up toward a revival of the hostilities that had been occurring fifty

years before . Then small d . is Bohemia. Now, we have frequently referredo

during this year to Bohemia, and I expect that you allkR know now that Bohemia
more

is one of the names e- for an area called Czeche. We are i1-familiar with the

name Gh.e- Czec1toslovakia, The but they are two different countries. And this

area of x Czeche is an area of very able people a peasant once said to no we-i-n

when I once mentioned having gone to Prague. He said they are the Prussians among

the Slays,
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Whether his judgment was right or not, at least they certainly have k been known

historically among the finest of the Slavic people, and Bohemia was where John Hus

in the fifteenth century had preached salvation through Christ alone and he had been

burned adc at the stake in 1415 at the Council of Constance but the people of Bohemia

had stood solidly for his teaching, andthough they had been attacked by the best

armies of Europe they had been able with pitchforks and implements to drive them

back , and this story g in France appearing about these common people whh- which
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led the French, when a group of wild Egyptians entered the two town to say Oh,
wh4-h--wheh- which

those must be Bohemians, and so t-oady- today BohemiW'stands for one of the most

cultured and most solid people is a term used in our English speakirx world to mean

a wild sort of life utterly different from most of the Czechs, but at this time at the

beginning of the 17th century 80 perxcent of the people of Bohemia we were Protestant

--Bohemia was a separate nation but the Archbishop of Atteti-ra- Austria of the Hapsburg

family, which had come Emperors and then they had one one line which came from

Spain and the other was the Archbishop of Austria and many of them were elected

Emperors, they had managed to become elected as Kings of C-h- Czeches and by this

time ha had gkx claimed a hereditary right to be rulers of Bohemia and so longas

the pee people were not much interfered with they wFe-he- had not strenously

oe- objected but not these younger members et- of the m 3s family had been educated

by the Jesuits and , by the way, the Jesuits k had establikshed tie best schools in

Europe by this time, so that even me l3er-s-e many of the Protestant

princes sent their sons to the Jesuitx schools because they could get a better education

there than any other school that they knew of , and some of them were converted but

many of the m ... went quite a ways different from the attitude ci the parentsx, and

the Emperor had shown his attitude by his giving authorization to the Duke of Bavaria

so now his position became vacant and the-peee- new ie--n- one was elected the

people of Bohemia th4 said that they did not want him for their King, and instead

they chose a Calvinistic prince, Frederick of the Palatinate, He was king of the

region around Heidelburg. He ruled in Heidelburg and the place whete whre

where the Heidelburg Confession had been made. He was married to the daughter

of Aim King James of England. He was a man of standing among the Reformed Churches

and -then- they asked him to 1eee-e- become -K- King of Bohemia , and he agreed
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to do so, but historically he is called the W4g- Winter King, because the--

he did not last very long in that position. So .* go onk to number two the first

stage of the war. The first stat- stage is 1618 tol683 , a five year period, and

during the this perio d, a x five year period, the Austrians attacked Bohemia because

the Bohemians refused to elect the Arehb4sho Archduke of Austria. The-Frederick

e- from Heidelburg had gone over there. The other Romanists attacked his territoiies

--Heidelburg was attacked. The great University was pillaged . The library of

3500 manuscripts, the finest library in northern Europe was packed up and sent

down to the Vatican. The Hiedelburg Gas-tel- Castle remains tody one of the

great monuments of the Middle Ages but much of it has been pretty well wrecked

at this time. And Bohem&ia was conquered and in 1621 , the very year when the
Bohemia

Pilgrims were get.t3g getting established in America,/-Be-nai fell entirely into
the Duke

the hands of e--eu of Austrians , Emperors of the Holy Roman Empire who

were of a different type than the-- his x predecessor, and the result was that he
S

opened up the territoryoth for great numbeixof Jesuits and his followers to come

in, a4 eele ealed-4ew--- drove all the Protestant pastors into exile i-id-+,~ie&

pulled down Lutheran and Reformed Churches and by the end of the 30 years war,

Bohemia which at it s-bega- beginning had a population of 4, 000, 000 who were

80 percent protestant, at the end of the war they had a population 1,0(X), 000 as

far as anybody could see 100 percent were Romanists. tic The statues of John

Huss were. had been all over because the people looked on him as their great national

hero. Many of them were destroyed while others had their names eradicated, and the

name of em- some Saint put on in place of it, and the attempt was made to remove

his memory but that didn't succeed , the people still remembered after all these years

that John Huss was the national hero. But there was no opportunity for any Protestant
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teaching for 200 years after this . And there wee were hundreds of people who

retained their Hussite Bibles and read them secretly and passed them on to their

children. There were hundreds of them that came out of hiding 200 years z44ater

when toleration was pei'øiet-ted- permitted. And after the fc First World War I was

there. It seemed that the place had just come to life after sleeping under oppression

for so long. It was a rapidly d eiepn developing country until the end of the

Second World War, shortly after the Communists took over and then ... was thrown

out of the window and on his table was found this old Hussite Bible that had been

passed down through the ec centuries. The communists are holding ix it today in
a

utter subjection, so as far as Bohemia is concerned, the 30 Years War mad/complete

and utter change in the nature of the ccuntry. And this was accomplished in this

third stage of the war. Also, Heidelburg--ft t area was conquered. The Electoral

title was taken away from it ard given to the Duke of Bavaria and some of the Calvinistic

sections suffered greatly for-in this fe,c first stage, but the second stage--that's
stayed on

no. 3 ,-1&6-3.-te 1623 to 29, In the second stage the Duke of Saxony still/&tiiee1-tip

the sidelines , thinking that he could out of the controversy. He could continue

Protestant teaching in his area. Nobody would bother him. He was good friends
but most of

of the leaders of both sides. He stayed out of it,/an -t.heti-g1-Europe became involved

in the second stage. And in the second stage the Romanists decisively defeated the

Protestants in a succession of battles. So this second stage, which ended in 162 9,

looked like a complete victory for the Romans. All of-t-e- the Church Property which

had come into Protestant possession was ordered by the Emperor-a rre-t

to be turned over to the Romanists. This involved two Ae-Archbishoprics , and a
as in the Peace of Augsburg

great many monasteries. It was ordered that,ehe- Au-s.ta_on1y Lutherans
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would be tolerated in the Empire, aside from the Romans, no Calvinists nor

Zxwinglians. All Protestants were to be excluded from Catholic lands. It looked

as if Protestantism had completely lost out except in a few small areas of Germany

--at tie end of this war in 1629. And Ia Germany and Europe would have the same

fate as had come to Bohemia, but now we come to the third stage, 1630 to 32. And
Romanist

the third state of the war , from these victorious/leaders beginning to fight among

themselves othc over this war. And there were-j-ca-z- jealousies ard disagreements

among them and some of the Protestants who seemed to be just about to have lost

everything through it, were wondering if they could not yet recoup sore thing out of

it, and word came to Sweden about the situation. And you remember what happened

ix in Sweden--that in Sweden the Jesuits had gone up there and had converted the

Son of the King and made him a zealous Romanists,-t-oti-thought that he had decided

to move too hastily and changed the laws of Sweden, and as a result he lost out and

a his Uncle Charles became King of Sweden. Now, Charles had a son named

Gustavus Vasa. He was the grandson of Gustavus Vasa, the man who introduced
Adoiphu s

Protestantism into Sweden, and his grands on,wa Gustavus/(Je-se-, was an earnest

Christian. He saw what was happening here and he decided that k he should i&h

risk everything in an attempt to helf. So Gustavus Vasa landed a s W Swedish army

in Germany in 1630 , and finally the territory in Saxony threw off its neutrality , figurirg

it would be next in line anyway, and this army marched against theRomanists and

v n victory after victory, until in 1632, November, there was a decisive battle fought

under Gustavus Vas&s leadership , and this battle brought to an end the victory of

the second stage and it would lae- have been a complete victory except for one thing

--in the battle Gustavus Vasa was killed. There was no one to take over his leadership.

The power of the opposing force was broken. The edict of 1629 remained a deal letter
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and if they could have, both sides said now, let's make peace a& -they--if they
-if-to have

would have been just x as well off a aey-Id- waited another 17 years.

But perhaps Gustavus could have worked that out but he was killed in the battle,

and so the third stage izx had neutralized thesecond stage but housands of the

people had been killed, not merely the soldiers but the camp followers, the t4w-

towns. The a.me-- armies lived off the area they were going through, aid people

who were left desolate often followed the armies in order to try to get something.

G4-H49txy 4I188

From 1632 to 1648 was a stage of lesser fighting but back and forth across Central

Europe; mercernary troups devasting the country untilthe sheer ethat-ng- exha9custion

of war and weariness finally forced the contending parties to agree to make peace

--and k so this fourth stage of 16 years was the most destructive and the least

effective as far as accomplishing anything is concerned, ard the devastation aid

the misery of the 30 yearsw'wa-e-- war is just about impossible to conceive of

It was armies constantly fighting anddestroying and- &&t-- devastating

x and continuing most of the time for 30 years like this. The population, at least

/- 2/3rds perhaps 3/4s had been killed, and the wo towns, were left in ruin

and delapidated. Business almost entirely et destroyed, life almost exterminated

--it was nearly a century before the area -re-v-- recovered from the devastation of

the war. But No. 6 the Peace of Westphalia. It was felt in 15555: that now anything

is better than the continuing of the War, and both sides were ready to compromise,

and the compromise that was made left thins alma t as they were before, nk- n

entirely. Bohemia was in the hands of the Romanists, and cx Protestantism lad

been completely wiped ei±p- out euf of it , and in Austria, and inBavaria, which has
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had at one time been perhaps 3/4s Protestants, eame-- the Kirgs, and the K

Dukes were left free to eradicate it entirely, and it was just about completely
castles

eradicated. You still find some of the/s4iaeMes of some of the Protestant Dukes

who were killed, youstill find their oz x castels in ruins in Southern Au3tirAuara-

Austria, but that country was completely--Protestantism was completely eradicated

from it, on the other hand it was agreed that all ecclesiastical property that em-

came into Prttestant hands up to 1624 was to remain--that was 6 years after the

thirty years war had started, so that left them everything that had been taken over
in addition to

between the two wars and for the first six years, arx1/at-ei that the people agreed

t1 t Calvinists should have the same rights as Luther and Calvin within the apr#r

Empire and the reliion of each state was to be Protestant or Catholic according to

its position inl624, and the Princes were to decide and they were not to be allowed
the

to punish anyone for ho1ding4 other religions supposedly, but to allow them to

immigrate. The Pope denounced the Peach of Westphalja. He g declared that it

was done without his sanction. He declared that it was wrong to permit x Calvinism

to exist in the Empire, that anyone who agreed the to this Peace was placing himself

outside of the G-hrieh Church and did-met- should not receive the right to the Church

but the Princes went right ahead with it. The y reached the end of their possibility

during the war, and so this wag established conditions for the next two or e three

centuries in Central Europe and the Peaeh-e- Peace of Westphalia divided Germany

up into 250 little sections, each K one of which was separate from the rest except

for a nominal allegiance to the Emperor and of course that held back the developne nt

tremendously . It wasn't until 1870 thatGermany eea *e--beei became united

into one nation, but the effect -t1a- meant that for a century afterwards it was a.u1a4
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gradually r-eeev-e'i- recovering and gtt getting on its feet again and Southern

Germany and Bohemia were definite ly in the Romanist camp, but there was very
C

little interference in this time in the area . Now, capitaVe is -F-a-rn France during
during this century yet.

the 17th century. I have not said much about France/ I did not mention that

in connection with the 30 years war , but I might well have mentioned that the

French stayed out of it and sent an army in with whenever they saw an advantage

for themselves. They stayed clear of getting themselves involved in the real

issues where they ay saw that the political advantages for themselves, atx an

attitude much like DeGaulle is taking now in relationship to the East and the

West, and they even sent armies at times to-f4f fight on the sides that they

disagreed with in order to get an advantage fcr themselves. But the situation during
is

this century is very interesting. No. V4tthe situation at the beginning of the

century , and of course you all know that a. under that ic should be the name of

the King who is so important in what ac happened in France, Henry IV had been

the great leader of the Protestants. Henry who had led their armies and who had

conquered most of France, Henry who was next in line to be king of France but

who couldn't take Paris, and so he said Paris is worth a mass. He became a

Romanist, took the Jesuits for his confessors and for the 'et- tutors ±his children

and then his wife-e-- died and he married a Romanist wife but he d made the
guarantee of freedom

Edict of Nates wh-i-h-- which gave the Protestants abso1utef-teeem-from interference

forever, equal privileges in the gene government, equal opportunities to advance

in plans, and not only that, but-the-right in their cities they had many things in

Southern France which were almost ... to have their own ... their own fortifications

so that they could vec never be attacked or in any way interfered, Henry thought
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that he made Protestantism safe in the area fcr which it had taken, but Henry

was interested now in healing up the wen- wounds of France, calling all French

people, making France again a strong nation, and he continued to do that very

successfully until 1610 when a man who adx had been trained by the Jesuits attacked

him, and he was succeeded by his little boy Louis XEII, a lazy, indolent fellow who

never was of any importance k particularly in thc his conduct and it was in the hands

of his advisors, but He Henry IV is so important that I mention him again under
century

small a, the situation at the beginning of the 4otwa-*y in France, and then c. the

vaFi-u-sa- various parties . These are parties from the 4ewpoiiig- viewpoint of

Church History, these are groups into which you could classify great numbers of

prominent people. They were not like necessarily by any means groups that were

standing togeth'r for a definite cause. But under this we must mention the secularists.

And that you find in every nation. You find those that adopt the prevailing c religion

of the nation, so that the prevailing religion of their parents, and they may feel quite

s ncerely that they are following it and that it is vital, but there is real interest

in the things of this world, and during this period in France there were a great many,

including Cardinals aid leaders of the Romanist Church, whose interest was in

French advancement, glory, and secular affairs, and among the Hugenots we thte

must say that there was a great increase of this x viewpoint during the century. The

Hugenots during the previous century had been fighting for their lives for a period of

40 years and they had bravetly si suffered for their faith, and fought tc against

terrible odds and they had resisted the attempt to destroy them and k when there would

be a massacre ee of St. Bartholomew's Eve and thousands of them were murdered,

and a year later there seeme d to be more than ever before. In the face of adversity

and persecution they showed marvelous courage and persistence, but now there were
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to be no more persecution. They eve&y-ha even had their own garrisons in the

cities in Southern France, they were -se-v- safe from all ... they were allowed

to advance to the top positions of the government, and many of them became so

interested in political advancement and economic advancement tia t they religion

becc me quite a secondary thing to them, and in a way freedom from persecution
had done,

did more injury to the Hugenots than all the attacks efe- before4,e-eed- because

during the next 80 years , at least during the first two thirds of it, while you had

a large Reformed Church in France , a large and very effective Church with many

great Christian leaders in it, and a great influence on other countries, yet you

do not find much increase during that tin. In fact, mxyou find a eet.an- certain
its

amount of declension, and you &I- find that in/his leadership tia t it becomes a

thing of secondary importance during a period of about 60 years, and so the-&eeia

8eei4- Secularists is no. 1; and no. 2 is the Hugenots and the Hugenots were a

great factor during this period, rticularly during he this first 50 years. They

had their sse -as-9em]4&es assemblies of all kinds, and these assemblies received

greetings from the rulers of France. K K K After Henry Iv's death Cardinal Richilieu

was the power of France, he had the power in his R hands for many years, and after

his death when his little boy , Louis XIV , was killed way underage, Cardinal

Mazarin had the control, and though the time that Richilier and Mazarin ruled France

the Hugenots were not much interfered with. They would allowed to advance in

the government. Both Richilier and Mazarin were interested in the glorious in the

" and the advancement, and the found among the Hugenots the most able and skilLkful,

and who were the most educated.

Ch History *189

A very great amount of the high positions in the French Government during the
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60 years were in the hands of the H+.ib- Hugenots. The Hugenots held their assemblies

and these assemblies would receive greetings from Cardinal Richilier or Cardinal Mazarin

--greetings w4eh-weFe- in which they would assure them of their great interest in

their having their meetings and their statemerts, and signed Your most obedient

servant, C . Mazarin ... but before very long after Cardinal Mazarin got power, while

he gave much favor to ii'4d individual protestants he began to say that it is not

r1ght to have a state within a state. Here is France and these Protestant cities

have their own garrison, and he said, we o wouldn't interfere with their religion

of course--they have 3-4-- just as much right in the government as anybody. Look

at al-o-t- all these people that I've put in high positions in the government. Look

at the fine words of greetings that I send to 4.ha their assemblies. There is no

eason that they should have private armies and private garrisons, in cities which

are way in the heart of France and couldn't be attacked from t1 outside.

He said , Do away with your garrisons. Think of the tax money you will save not

having to support --the government of France will support you. And many of the

cities ge gave up their garrisons, gave up their special means of protection. And

the ones that did not , Richilien ordered to , and when he they didn't , he marched

against them, and the others had given up 4he±r- theres. And the others having given

up theres, many of them were condemned . . ..Why should these people be so obstitcnate

as to insist tl-t- on keeping-t41ef their fortifications, and their arms, and so in one

or two cases it took as much as one or two yearsof f4n- fighting before the city

was reduced. And so particularly the city of Laochelle. It took three years to

reduce LaRochelle (l62x6-29) , but in the other k Hugenot e4-y- cities diEin't do

much to protect LaRochelle, because they had given up their fetie4- fortifications.

v were -par- perfectly safe. The Cardinal guaranteed their city , a n d the King
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before that. Just like today, why do we need a United States--there's a United

Nations. Why do 'sx we need an army. And so LaRoche lie was attacked k and

for three k years it was besieged and then it fell. But the Hugenots were allowead

to continue under Richilieu with no interference, except their removal of their powers

to protect them, and that is one thing about the Romanist Church in modern history

that is noticable that they don't insist in getting results immediately and make a

win or lose battle--sometimes they do but as k a rule there are willing to wait--move

forward steadily. W-e- If we don't win this year, we will win next, and if we don't

win next, we will win fr- fifty years from os- non. It took them 80 years to reach

the place where they could destroy the Hugenots, and then move forward steadily

e and slowly. So k with that ... 41 3 I c will entitle the Jesuits. The We studied

about the nature of the Jesuit organization. It is a secret organization , absolutely

controlled from the top, an organization which is devoted theoretically to the eeal.1y

supremacy of the Pope, but actually to the supremacy of the system of which any

particular pee- pope is merely-epfes- temporarily representing, and the Jesuits were

active in France , establishing themselves, establishing schools, training the coming

leaders, and rousing hatred &ga4s against the Hugenots wherever they could, and they

worked E steadily and effectively during this period ci 8 years, but now there is another

party which came up in France, -a.nel-e- another party which is not large but which became

very influential . I will call them the Augusti rians. Now, this involves quite a number

of very prominent people in France. It involves a number of people who ha--e

imp--had important positions in the Romanist Church. It involves a number of highly educated

people--people who were in the Church and who listened to the propaganda against

the Hugenots, and said that is all true . We i will have nothing to do with the

Hugenots, we detest their separatist attitude, ii but they said , what matters xx is not
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separation from the Romanist eM-iia orgnization and making a separate organization

and all that. The vital thing is getting the truth of the Christian ela-- religion and

making it effective in your lives. Now, this was the order o-t-h-s-i-- this Augustinian

group . Wlieter-h- Whether-had many had been affected by Protestant teaching it

is has- hard to say. They declared that their had nothing to do with the Protestant

separati46Lsts who were apart from the Church and they even joined in Revival, but

they were people who par- paid great attention to the writings of A St. Augustine,

and, as you know, both LutFe r and Calvin, were tremendously influenced bythe

writings of St. Augustine, and these men felt that St. Augustin&s teachings were

very different from the attitudes of the Jesuits and so to quite an extent these people

became opponents of the Jesuits. They said that the Jesuits are making it easy for

people to receive absolution by simply going through a form and a ceremony, and that

absolving I them fromthe worst sin. The Jesuits have a scheme we* worked out by

which they can explain away your sins and they make light of sin, and they said we

need the teaching of Augustine of the terrible nature of sin, and that it is only-t4wkt

through the grace of God that we can be saved, and they said we need to lay

&&t-Fe-stress on these big points of the Christian religion. A.- They said, Augustine and

Pelagius had their great controversy, arid the Church venerated Augustine a-nd-- as one

or two of the greatest leaders in their history, but they said that the Church has , to

a large extent moved a long way to the direction of Pelagius teaching, that human

nature a -eH-be-need only be i-m improved aid they said , We xi need to get

away from that and get back to the teaching of Augustine. They did not put the Bible

in first place, they largely put Augustine in the first place, but what they got from

Augustine , Augustine had gotten from the Bible. They did nd talk about the supreme

authority of the Bible, they didn't talk about justification by faith. They said, No,
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we don't believe that you are saved in one act. But they said there has to be

a start, and that start has to be a personal relation w-tk with the Lord, based

on the death of Christ, and they said that begins c your justification. Thus

there termonology was very d different from the Protestant termonology but if

you get into the inner meanings of their words and the lives and -t4d--ettk-ee--.

attitudes of many of their people, k it's so close to justification by faith it is

very -h&d hard to be much suspicious of it, -bitt-the except they didn't want anybody

to think that they were with that group of separatists, those Hugenots. They were

se- loyal to the Church. Whatever the Pope said, they would stand upon, but-the-rn

then they would reverse it . They would stand for the grace of God as the great

fundamental princip1. Now the interesting thing in France during this century
did

how on the one hand/the Jesuits succeed gk after 60 years of gradually softening

them up. During another 25 years in just about absolutely destroying property.

so that it was completely wiped out from thexxnation, hung- hundreds of thousandts

of people escaped and they included the most able and skillful, best educated people

in the country, but also during this same period the Jesuits opposed the Augustinians

to the point to which their writing was bane- banned by the Pope, their monasteries

were torn down, their people were taken apart and z x scattered, ard thc in the end

they were treated just as badly as the Hugenots were treated. They were a much

smaller group and a group which tried to get the teaching of Christianity without

having people think that they stood with these people who separated from the Church

but in the end they were just as badly destroyed aix as the other groups, and so

France is a ver%' interesting study during Thks this period to see how the Jesuits

were not only destroying those tint were against... but those that disagreed with
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their teaching, but gave lip service to the Church leaders...

Ch History 190

Under D, 4 was the Augustinians. Then we go on to *2. the Destruction of

the Hugenots. That's 6-}2-- 6c2, the destruction of the Hugenots. We already

gad-- glanEced forward at this when we were speaking of the previous centu y.

Now we want to look a little at the details of it, so under that , &4&1 small a,

is the situation under Henry IV. We have noticed that the Hugenots were in a

way, a state within a state, they had 48 cities of e-refuge, garrisoned by

Hugenot troops at government expense, guaranteed against persecution. A huRg

hundred other cities were also -wer virtually under &9! their control. At the

beginning of the 17th century they were positioned to put into the field an army

of 50,000 men, and their naval strength was superiorxt to that of the King. They

had the privilege of keeping two deputy general at the -Rea- Royal Court to look

after thefaithful observance of the Edict and to safeguard the rights of their brethren.

They bad had been guaranteed absolute freedom from any descrimination against

them by the Edict of Nantes which was declared to be perpetual and ±ee irrevicable.

Now, the Pope had protested against the Edic of Nantes . Some of the ecclesiastical

leaders had Ix objected but it had been definitely made by Henry IV and it had gx

given them all these guarantees of safety, so tFa t during Henry IV's reign the Hugenots

seemed as if tie y were ix in a position-w4th- which could never be possibly destroyed.

Then in 1610 Henry IV was asssinated by a pupil of the Jesuits. He had unified

France, he had gained the support of all groups of Frenchmen. He was now aà

assasinated and his son , five years old, became the nominal king. So we go on

to small d. The situation under Louis XIII. 4.toti.s- Louis )(III becaKme at the age
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of nine in 1610. He reigned unte- until his death in 1643. He had been icai4. raised

by Jesuits tax tutors, and his mother, Marie de Medici, a distant cousin of Catherine

de Medici, whom Henry IV had married after he became King of France took over

the control immediately upon the accession of the boy of nine to be king.

Th-- When he became k old enough to take over e the power, he had considerable

struggle with his mother over it, and eventually the power was removed-fr- from

her, but one of her counsellors became a counse 1 of Louis. He was Cardinal

Richtheu, and Cardinal Richelieu is generally considered a great statesman.

He is not of great importance to Church History as an individual. He was a ga-t

great French statesman who was devoted to making France great. Louis )(III was am

nominal king. He generally supported Richelieu. Qfle- Once in a wha- while he

w ould try toga ingc a little independance against him, but usually he would come

back to recognize ti-at Richelieu was an able ruler and a real statesman and that

he himself was a azey lazy, indolent fellow who loved to see a battle going on.

He was much interested in military strategy, but didn't have much ability for anything

else. So Richelieu was the real ±ex ruler, from 1624-42, just a year before tt King

died. We have already mentioned on ' two of these occasions, Richelieu policies

in regard to the Hugenot. Richelieu assured the Hugenots of the permanence -of-

he-and certainty of the Edict of Nantes, assured them of their absolute safety in carrying

on their religiom though he did allow state documents to refer to ft m as the followers

of the pretended reformed religion. They rather eeet- objected to the insulting tone

but otherwise his attitude toward them didn't show th-s-ei discrimination against them.

They had opportunity to move i for-s- forward as they were skillful, industrious, able,

and rapidly grew in wealth and leadership in the nation, though with no opposition-

it is sad to say that quite a bit of the enthusiaism of the mass of them to some extent

did die dee- down k, but there we- were many real theological leaders among them,
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many great Christians amo among them. They had great national assemblies.

One thing that Ri-ehe-il- Richelieu insisted was that this situation cf having a

ge&t state within a state was intolerable. He said , You have the edict of Nans.

You are perfectly safe. You i&.a-ie-hold your Synod of Fra-ice and he says...

and -thank_th -thei- thanked them for their loyalty to theKing, but he says 4}±

this business of having your own garrisons, your own ships , your own armies.

It is utterly unnecessary -e-d--s-o-he--p- you are perfectly safe, and so he persuaded

city after city to give up any means of protection. After all, the King's army was

there to protect the Frenchmen from anything that was k wrort3 . Why should they

need to have local armies. And so one after another they gave up their protection

until there was one left., the city of LaRochelle, and it took nearly three years

to do th4-th-s--s-ubj -s-u4e-subdue this city, a-i--t-oe- he fought aas- against

this city which-r-el-e- refused to depend upon the guarantees of the King, knowing

what had happened in the previous century that insisted tto-- upon Ic retaining their

fortifications but the Hti-ge-net other Hugenot cities largely felt they could trust

the policies of Richeliax and the government; after Ic all, they had the -Pr&treaty,

they had the Edict of Nantes, the . . which was guaranteed and so they didn't

.the English gave a little help , and when taken , the walls were broken down

and the army was 1c taken away but the worship of the people was not interxfered

with. And so, Louis XIII reigned ended with the Hugenots retaining all of the ir

religious privileges that they had before and the opportunkity of advancement

in the state as before but they had been deprived with the means of protection

themselves of themselves. They were co-existent without investigation to support

--any means of self-support. There could be no way to prove it at all. I believe

that most . .. . Richelieu was a secular statesman, that his -ma-ri main t-eists-
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interest was making France great. Now, to wi-at extent he might have been

influenced bj other.. . but if you take the policy as it woi'd- worked out...

but whether Richelieu entered into . . . but we go on to small c. Protestantism

from 1643 to 1659. French Protestantism to 1643-59 during this period and one

year longer than this, the pee- power of Frai ce was under the control x of

any ... a man named Mazarin. Cardinal Mazarin was the ruler of Fri ce and

he carried on the policy of Cardinal Richelieu , but -be-r- very soon after4ous-i

Louis XIII 's death in1643 there wa- was a considerable uprising a- against

Mazarin's powa- headed by a man who became a Cardinal, Cardinal and

this uprising lasted for several years against Me-a4in- Mazarin. Mazarin was

the Prime Minister, the head of the government. The titular king we-wL-- was

Louis XIV. And when Louis XIII died, Louis XIV was only five years of age, so

Mazarin was the-r-et4. ruler representing the King/ e- when these uprisings came

against the arbitrary power of the king, and his minister Mazarin.. they were loyal

Frenchmen, they were loyal FFe-ie1at to the King, they were protected e under

the laws of the Land, they gave their support, and Mazarin thanked them for

their support, he sent messages to their synodical meeting , thanking them for

their leer- loyalty to the Fe-1-ii realm and for the great part -tha they were playing

in the gr atness to France, and he appointed Hugenots to high positions in the

government. However, during these -y'&- years there were Remonstrances presented

to the King by some ± of the Bishops and Archbishops , criticizing the Hugenots and
1650

the privileges that they had, however, the young king , in the year-l-6-&O-expressed

determination to execute to the letter the every edicts favorable to tFe--R-ei

Reformers, and to leave the m unmolested in their persons and in their worship and
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in 1652 he expressly )g ratified and affirmed the Edict of Nantes, but he was

only abut 15 years of age then, but Louis XIV , like his father, was tutored
licentiousness

by the Jesuits his life was a life of/se iteus-n-es-s and debauchery,-and from

the early age to the end of his long life. But he was a hard worker and ak-h alto

gather different from his lazy father. He lad great plans to bring glory for himself

and eventually he took all the wp power that came to his own hands. Durirg

these years Mazarin was in control, and Louis XIV gave his agc assurances th-at

when he was a young man, but Mzarin carried them out, andx the Hugenots

seemed to be at the very height of success in vqx every way during this period.

But in 1659 4youyoung Louis reached the age where he could take over power,

he sent a message to the General Synate mee4g meeting of tt Reformed Church

of R France, and said that it was not his will that any meve more such meetings

should be held.

Ch History #191

And then we have a period of 25 years , a per-i& period in which the change succeeded

constantly and relentlessly to cut down the influence of the Hugenots in the country.

Remember during this time , he never measured against an yone on the go- ground

that he was a Hugenot. The Edict of Nanetes stood, they were a guarantee in the

free exercise of their religioKn, but when people are well to do, prosperous, and

active in government, and in other activiites, there are always plenty of thingsthat

can be found-a-us as excuses for-p'eeeee- proceeding against them if those in control

desire to do so. And they were very busy finding them during the re xt 25 years.

i-r In the very beginning of the-2-yea-s- period, fDr instance, there was a great

Hugenot University where the Government had compelled the Hugenots to give
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up a pas portion of the building k for the use as a Jesuit College and in 1659 the

Jesuits erected a big platform in the courtyard for the performance of a play, the

Hugenot students demeFI demolished it. They had no right to this portion of the

college. They had simply proceedd to build it. The Hugenot students demolished

it. They came into shac.t- sharp collision with other c students. And one of the

Huenot students was arrested and locked up in the castle. And the Hugenot

students knocked down the door and rescued him. Some complaints were brought

to the government. The ; thing was magnified very greatly, and the whole university

was taken away from the Hugenots and given to the Jesuits. The Pt-es- Protestants

held a public meeting Remonstrating against she-i- this act and requesting to be able

to present the facts Iix correctly for the consideration of the government. Those

that took part in the meeting were charged with sedition . And an army was quartered

in the city, those that took part in the pee-- protest were sent to be a galley se1-ves

slaves, and the most important Hugenot churches were turned over to the Romanists,

and during these tc 25 years there was just one move after another where somethir

that somebody did was used as a reason fro for removing him from office or for taking

away Ic property from him Ic or for doing something against him, and people began to

see if they wanted to advance in the states and if they w-- want ed it to be safe

it would be good for the m to become Rea Roman Catholics. In weu southern ffa

France where ahe there were great numbers of Hugenots a large army was sent the re

and the soldiers were quartered on the Hugenot families and the soldiers were told

that they should treat the lx Hugenot families as slaves and th.ey whatever the soldiers

did, nothing was done against them. But if one of the families became Romanists

the soldiers were takenawa--wa away. A Now up to 1685 tyey-- they were all based
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ostensibly on supposed violations of the law or attems for royal . . there

was never the statement made t} t a person was being t-eefe!-f interferred with

in any way because of being a Protestant, but gradually peep-- people were cut

down from important offices . Individuals on very x a small charges we -e-
e

were often condemned to very sevey'punishment and there was quite a number of

the Wa- ewealthy classes who managed to x leave the country with a considerable

part of their means , a nd when it was seen that a great number were leaving the

country, efforts were made to prevent escape 1y .... and any who were caught

trying to leave were given fearful punishment, so in these years of increasing persecution

from 1660 to 1685 there was- --e4eaiM- a cleaning out 4f4- from the Protestants

of those that were cool and those that were not thoroughly dev ev- devoted to

their religion , manyof them found that .... and to turn and quite a few escaped

from the country. And then in 1685 , small e. Revocation of the Edict of -the Nantes.

In 1685 when most of their churches and schools had been broken up, the Jesuits

brought terrible influence to complete the work of destructiinrnxI by revoking the

Edict of Nantes. His latest mistress, who remained a number of -heaf years after

this with him, was a former Hugenot, a renegade Hugenot , and her there are

those who think wM- she may have a had a part in it. -Ge?t-a41-But the statement was

made that the preamblehat since the.. . have embraced the Catholic religion, it

is now desirable that the rest shall be won back to the Ron n Church and by a

perpetual and irrevocable edict , Louis XIV revoked it along with all grants and

favors to the Protestadnts, ordered the immediate demolation of all properties withing

his don in. pT-he- He forbade all gat1 rings for religious services on the part of the

protestants. Protestant ministers were enjoined to leave Frace within 15 days, nether-
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in the meantimex they were not to preach or to perform any ministerial tiitert

function. If they did , they were to be made galley xac slaves. If any of you

don't know what a Galley s slave is , it is one thc who is chained to the orr in

the ship and compelled to oar in the ship and spend his life in that hard labor in

alik kinds cI weather. John Kncx had done it for a number of months as you remember

before he kx gained his freedom. Few ever did gain tFir freedom from it. Children

born of Protestant parents were to be baptied by the Parish priest K and brought
than

up as Catholic. Protestant schools were f-e- forbidden . All ot1e r4lergymen were

foxbiddne to migrate . If -eeuf caught trying to leave the country, they were to

be seized and imprisoned or made a galley slave. And tie--s-tae with the K efforsts

that the state made, there were still many who escaped the country. The galley became

filled with Hugenot slaves, many of them eãicated ministers of the gospels. Prisons

were filled wit to overflowing. Large numbers were tortured and put to death, but

multitudes escaped. According to the most conservative efforts, they say between

300-400,000 Hugenots left France shortly before and shortly after the Revocation of

the Edict of Nantes. About 1OQ, 000 found homes in Holland, 100,000 in England

Ireland , and America. 25,000 in Switzerland and 75,000 in bGermany. When I

was in Berlin studying in 1927, Hugenot4r3-eFrench services were still being

held in Berlin as they had been held xxx after 1685 right to the wars with France.

And t-he.--hundreds of thousands of people who we- stayed in the country became

nominally Catholic, ix but most of these drifted into infidelity. A Frei ch R.C.

statesman and philosopher of the this past eeii- century says that the Revocation

o f the Edict of Nantes had as its fruit, depopulation of a fourth part of the Kingdom.

Its trade largkely ruined, and he a great many people perjured themselves and pretended

to believe things that they didn't believe, and actually 1±x introduced tremendous
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Rte-ty- insincerity and infidelity into the nation. The xieffect ic upon France

at the time was very great . There were the most skillful and able people of the

country. They were people who by free enterprise had amassed considerable
Louis

amount of property. It was a tremendous loss to Lhe country. But %eie-i )(IV pushed

ahead , determined to carry this eeii- out, trying to absolve-te his soul from the

tremendous misery that he knew must be ahead for him for his licentious life and

wickedness by doing an act-&t- that was praiseworthy in the sight of God.

Now we go on to number three , the Jansenists. But , what I gave you about the

Hugenots here, I mentioned the g reigns of these kings, but I am not asking you

to remember the dates of the Kings of that century in France, but I would like x

you to know the approximate time, to know the order, Henry IV,Louis XEII, Louis XIV.

I would like for you to know the approximate time of tI ir rule. But I would like

you to remember the date of the Revocation of the Eei- Edict of Nantes, and 25
while before-ti-t- that

years before that htee- there was a great persecution, ,4o-4-they were not

subject to persecution. In the first part of the century, after Henry IV's death,

there means of protection had been taken fran them, but now 3 the 3aee Jai eenists

and to--o- in order to really understand about the- esefls4 Jansenists, one neeth

xto know sore thing about St. -Ati-sAugustine. And some of you have asked about

him, and some of k you have not. Any9cwhere you stai in histo:y, there is a previous

period. You can't start anywhere but iix what there is a previous period, so I don't

think it i teFef matters greatly where we start, but it is necessary to do a

certain amount of-he- hearkening aet-- back to particular points. So in the next

small a , under the Jansenists, k is Augustine and elagius, and
1ust

t4-- to reminc

b
those that were i--th- in4e-ea- in the class last year and to those that were
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not on the class on the main points in connection with this about St. Augustine.

St. Augustine lived about the year 400 AD . He th4- died in 430 and he was

active aisettt during 1& 10-12 years before tInt ... after he had become a Christian.

Ch History *192

He was active in many was ways and was one of the very greatest of the leaders

of the Christian Church in the curse of its first five centuries. There are many

reasons why he was of tremendous importance . We could take quite a long time

on this. But we are concerned noW with his relationship to Pelagius. Pelaius

was an Englishmen named e -tt-Morgan, but Morgan means borne of

the sea, and in the Greek it is Pelagius, so he took the Greek name for himself

but Pelagius was a man who believed in Human nature, the goodness of human

nature. I wa once heard a man a YMCA man speak on ... yo he said that you

will k sometime hear- n&& someone say that if an appleK has a rotten core the

whole appel- apple is rotten. I do not accept this doctrine. If the ' core is rote

rete- rotten there still-mg4-e may be a ict of good in the apple. In other words,

th thing you want to do is to find the good in every person and develop it and improve

it. Well, that was the view of Pelagius. Human nature has its weaknesses . It has

its sin, but Ged man can use his wi-lIjowerwil1 power to make himself good , and

man should step forward and it is wcnderful that there is the grace of God to help,

but the vital thing is that we step forward and improve ourselves *c as we should.

That was Pelagius. Now, Augustiane had a tremendous eMpte experience of conversion

hen-,.- years before. He felt that God ha-s- had turned his life completely arouzd..

He had resisted against .s--e- sin for years and felt himself absolutely unable

to overcome it, and then felt that it was the graceof God that gave him the strength
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to overcorre sin. Augustine said , Man is hopelessly lost, and it is only the

grace of God that can save him. And the vital thing is God's grace and man

himself is utterly helpless. Well, Augustine wrote very extensively against

Pelagius and against the Pelagiaris, and took a very strong stand on the absolute

necessity of the Grace of God and the absolute impossibility of a&- anyone b.elg

èeg being saved except as God by His grace -e&vewr saves. And Pelagius , taking

the opposite view, the Church as a whole tended to take a -po&t position somewhere

in hetwe-e- between. And di.*ig during the Middle Ages there are times when the

Church as a whole tended to take a position somewhere in between, and during the

Middle Ages there are times ldx when the Church is called Semi-Augustinian, and

other times called Semi-Pelagianic . The trte tendancy of the Church as a odx whole

ne- tends to be in between, but there-wee- were always individuals who studied
these

the writings of Paul and got the k great truths of the grace of God from%t-i writings

and who found their faith strengthened and blessed as they read Aug tineg's presentation

of these great truths. And Augs tine had a tremendous influence over such a man

as Tzx Thomas Aquinas, the great Dominical theologian whose who works are practically

the e- textbooks of the Roman Catholic 1 Church today. Augustine had a great

influendcce over him , although he didn't wholly follow Augustine by any rc means.

But the Dominican Order t-enefi tended to give very considerable attention to many of

Augus tines teachings in this regard, and so we have all through these pages , all through

these centuries . And Luther felt that there was no one aside from the Bible, who

was as great a teacher as Aigs- Augustine. Luther was constantly quoting Augustine

and so was John Calvin. Augustine then was one who was-ref revered in the Church,

but whose teachings were not as much liked by the Franciscans as by the Dominicans
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Perxhaps the Franciscans rather tended to disparaged him, because the Dominicans

tended to praise him, but the Dominicans tended more to favor to some extent Augustinét

view than the Franciscans. Now, x small b. The Jesuit Activity. We have noticed

the formation of the Jesuit Order; the Jesuit unlike the Dominicans were not a group

which was dedicated to the study of truth and dx its presentation. The Dominicans

used the letter O.P. after their name, the Order of Preachezrs, and while the

Dominicans have often been active in the Inquisition, and while cbc it was a Dominican

who was a 4ett- sellar of d.c indulgences , in action against t-14- Luther. Yet, there

has always been among the Dominicans quite an emphasis on finding what ::he truth

is and standing upon it. Now, the Jesuits were a military order, as we have noticed.
Their
There purpose was to specifically advance the church. The Jesuits paid more attention

to education than any other odx order, but it is definitely for a purpose, it is for

the purpose of advancing the Church, and the Jesuit is taught that whatever seemsec

to him to be the truth, he is suppose to accept k whatever the Church says. Ioya1&

Loyola specifically says that if the thing appears to me to be right, the hierarchial

church declares to be be-le black, I must unhea unhesitatingly deeae declare that

it is black. The Jesuits were dedicated to this specific purpose, are so the Jesuits

were very active in trying to spread the Church and to oppose Protestantism, and

the Jesuits we- worked out a system of rules for conduct which were used greatly

in the Confessional and the aei-t activities of the Jesuits . The purpose of which

was to advance theChurch;, and so the Jesuits were often absolve the rich and the

pp-- prominent on very easy terms. WThey would lick fin d an exew-eciw- excuse

to get around, giving absolution for thar si. s and permitting them to continue

4t-righton with this sin in which they had been engaged before. And some of the Dominicans
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and the oft rs were quite critical of some of the Jesuit books, of the way in

which they seemed to be able to excuse just about anything, of finding some

way of playing off one principle against another so as to get whatever you desire.

Well, the Jesuits were very active for this specific purpose. But now we come

to a man of a different type. Small c. Cornelius Ja&ei.Jansen was a Belgium.

At that time they called it the Sa Spanish Netherlands, because it was the Southern

part of the Netherlands which Spain still held, and from which the Protestants had

all been either killed or driven out by this time. Holland was independant in fact,

though not in name. Cornelius Jansen was a student,a teacher, and Ic eventually

a Bishop x in Belgium. But principally he was a student of the wcrk of St. S-H

Augustine . Number ore is a study of Augustine. Jansen seemed to have been very

much concerned with the low moral standards of the Church as a wa whole. He

felt that there was so much of going through forms and thing- thinking that you were

thereby found the help of God . He read all of Augustin&s work, he said ten

timesc through and his Anti-Pelagian works he read through 30 times. He was tremen

douksly interested in Augustine's teaching of the grace of God, ad Jansen felt that

no fc -sa-la salvation was possible except God in His gre saved a man and el-ea-s

turned a man from darkness to light. His streecss was very, very sirnilar)c, though

his work was quite different, Now , number two. Jansen' s attitude toward the

Christ, Jansen was x anxious to develop a high,kt-i'i4-ef dcvotai -fine devotional

attitude, a real heart k relationship to the Lord. He was anxious to advance the
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teachings of St. Augustine. He -h -een--eie didn't wi'-t want people to think

that he was one of these separatists; one of these Prbtestants who didn't recognize

the -Poe-p-- Pope's adxDc authority , one of these people who had -be*- been either

killed off in Belgium or driven off into Holland. He didn't want anybody to get

that idea. And so he said that the Protestants are wrong i---they say that tiere

is justification by faith. No, Ic justification is a slow process. Then , he said,

this slow process usually has a sudden, sharp beginning, a sudden , sharp

conversion and thegrace of God comes to the individual and turns him around

and then there is a ea gradual improvement thereafter as he comes to know the

Lord more and more.- re-rfert-eee---ef- Now , the difference between

that and justification am- may be simply a difference of termonology , because they

both insist on the sharp , definite change that the Spirit of God makes in the individual

instead of being in the Kingdom of God, he is now in the Kingdom of Light. Calvin

and Luther Ic stressed that once he is justified , eernphe is completely justified

forewNer. Jansen said No, it takes -a4-,, awhile , but he held that there was ac

sharp change and those that -held- were not saved would continue on to complete

salvation , in view of the differences were to a large extent a difference of termomlogy.

Jansen was very anxious that no one confuse him with the separatists, with the Protestants.

e was a loyal servant of the Pope. He was a loyal member of the Church. He

was a close g follower of the works of St. Augustine, and so Jansen said that the

Protestants say that the Bible is the only rule of faith and c practice. No, he

said that tradition is also important. But he said Augustine wrote
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down this tradition, so if you want to find wh what the tradition is , look to

Augustine and Augustine himself would say that- what he would get from the

Bible, and Augustine was . . and even though Jansen taught this way, he

are- urged that personal, direct study of the Bible, and he tried to keep from
with

being confused khei-the Protestants . He wanted everybody to know that he

was a thorough going Roman Catholic, but he tried to put the stress , not on

forms and ceremony, not on tk4 thinkRing that a man j-uId- could compel the

geaee- grace of God , not on a man improving his own eaage character by his

own acts, but on the teaching of the grace of God, &- as taught by St. Paul

and St. Augustine, the two men-tha-t--he--- whom Jansen elevated above all others.

So you see that in Jansen you have in a way an intermediate figure. You have

a man who wants to advance, wheawhat is very near the teaching that Calvin

and LutFe r presents, a man K who is interested in the development of personal

character and right relationship to the Lord and c in the teaching of St. Paul ard

St. Augustine, but he doesn't want to get confused with the Protestants.

Ch History *193




the
It is very ntes interestingt to see what happened to Jansenism in/time when

the Hugenots were being set- destroyed. Well, this is number two, the attitude9c

w- er- toward the Protestants. Number three, the Augustiiis-us. Now, emeowi

someone may immediately say that thaxt is just the Latin form of Augustine's name,

but as I am using it here, it is k not that, it is the name of a book, a book which

Jansen wrote but w4ewhich he finished just before he did- died, and so at k his

death in 1638, the book was in maseiip manuscript, and his close fiin- friends

and followers desired to publish the book, and the Jesuits were anxious to keep
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the book from k being published. -They--ha4- It had much to say abut their

moral precepts, and aboil their teaching regarding salvation. We go on

to small d. Jansenism enters France. One of Jansen's students had been

a Frenchman who had returned to France, ti -oaise and there in France he

was ee-eos-eis- constantly quoting Jansen and telling people about what Jansen

taught and he had a great. influence himself but when the Augustinians came

out all the- his friends were ns anxious to . . . acd and so the Augustinians

began to have a great 4l-ue¬1- Influence in France and we move on to small

e. the Convent of Port Roo Reay Royal. Now the Convent of Port Royal was

a convent , that is a place for nuns belonging to one of the smaller orders but

a convent which had been in existence for many ce- centuries. It had received

special favors from the Pope and which had the right to continue its services even

if fri-n- France were to be put under .. and this convent had a special privilege of

permitting within the grounds of the convent a number of cottages to be occupied

by md- men who might desire to devote themselves to the spiritual life to come and

live in these cottages and have a sort of a connection with the convent and 44e

live an ascetic life there and so on , in connection with the convent of Port Reay

Royal. Now, at this time, the people of Port Rea- Royal ee became very devoted

to the teachings of the Augustinians , the -teak- teachings of Jansen, so much then

so that they becamxe too ibet- numerous for the place and they took on a place

out in the country where a number of them lived and that zx was sometimes called

Port Royal and this one in t-e-- the-±}9.j--&ui±ds- suburbs of Paris called Port ReeyL

Royal, but it came to be quite a large and influential group , including many very
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prominent people. And now we go on to F. Blaise Pascal is one of the great scientists

of the w-e4.&¬1- world's histo- y, a young man still in his teens im de ade- advances

in mathematics and mechanics which are mentioned in any book in either of these

fields. If you look at any book today in this country of the R.C.-na--d- and Protestant
a

works, they will ail- always mention/great R.C. scientists.-and-fa-e named Pascal
e

because he deserves to rank as on e of the grt men of scienc,'ad literature in the

world's historyç. He was a very gat- great and able man who-d4d- died at the age

of 38, and eeoe$s4e accomplished a great amount during that brief t-h-ef- term of his

life. Now, Pascal did not become actually one closely connected with the convent

at Port Rea Royal. His sister joined it and he used to live there from time to time

in what- one of these convents. And -P-s- Pascal felt that he had had a great -ew-

convers ion experience in his life as a yen- young man and he had another when

he w-s- was about thirty , when he was in a carriage in France and an accident k happened

and he was thrown over toward the river and barely escaped with his life and he

felt that it was the grace of God that saved his -li- life at that time, ard he 4temiti

determined to devote the rest of 14ie- his life to the service of God. The University

of Chicago a few years ago published a set which they called Great Books of the

Western World, supposed to be the books that mostly iiM- influenced the Western

world. I think that it is a poor selection from that viewpoint, because neither Calvin

nor Luther is included n- that- in that at all, and certainly there are no two men that

rei-u- influenced the Western World more than those two had, but tie set includes

two books of Thomas Aquinas , -b-t--but it does include a great many of the great

thinkers and it has one volume by Pascal, in which the last third is devoted to a brief

selection tc of his sec scientific writings, which are outstanding in history and science.

The middle third of it contains what is called His (nsee. It's a French word which
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means-beos-k thoughts. Pascal would think of something about the Bible, something

about the relation of 1hi-Christianity to Mohammedanism, something about the relation

of ac man to God, and he t.e¬1i intended eventually to write a book of Christian apolegetics

--he never got to write a book. But these tracts of apepe- paper were arranged after

his death, and they were reprinted over and over; the Pen sees of Pascal are-d-en

considered as a gem of French Literature, even though the longest of them will not

have meie- more than two sentences . They had a great influence in the development

of the French language. They had a get- greatdi etaee importance in the presentation

of that language. The religious ideas of Pascal, -*y- many of which are consxldered

to box be very helpful. I haven't read them through , but what I have read I have not

come across anything that we would object to, but there are many helpful thoughts

Now, we move on tdx to g. The five propositions . Number one is Papal condemnation.
Augus tinus

It was the Jesuit desire that the book to be forbidden, the book of, tgu&tti'ie, the
the spread of

book of Jafieei'1 Jansen, desire that xxa stop should be made to/{his idea. A Papa'

decision was made in 1653 condemning 5 propositions as heretical. Ad the propositions

were propositions connected with the agc absolute necessity for grace for salvation and

w4eh-ets-- its mpePt&fte importance in human life. These five statements which

were said to be drawn from the Augustinus were condemned by the Pope, and the

King demard ed hat that every French scholar and every French ecclesiastic whou

should be clear that he concur in the condemnation of this proposition. So we come

to number two, Jansen's ev- evasions of the condemnation. The Jansens declared

that they were thoroughly loyal to the Peep- Pope aiti they-the ;-a sa4s said that

they concurred in the condemnation of these -piepe t4rt- propositions but that these

propositions aren't in the Augustinus, and so this should -et--not effe- affect our
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relation to the Augustinus. They said that we condemn them in the sense that

the Pope condemns them, and then the Pope made another tc statement that -they he

condemned them in the sense that they were ±--the- in the Augustinus , and then
is

the Jansenists said that the Pope,4''a-s infallible ?C inmatters of doctrine, but that

doesn't mean that he is infallible in matters of fact. He i&~*~ misunderstood the
(these are not in the Augustinus)

Augustinus,/or that doesn't mean that he is infallible in matters . They constantly

tried to make evasions to maintain their loyalty to the Pee Pope and still to maintain

their relationship to the Augustinian teaching.

G4whe g Church Wise History 4l94'

So we notice that the Jansenists tried by every possible means to declare their

ese1e- absolute loyalty to the Pope, their loyalty to the church and yet stand

1y the teaching of St. Augustine, and so they said These statements in their

heretical sense we certainly condemn, but they said that these could be interpreted

in a different sense which would be just what Augustine taught. Aits- N Anyway,

they said these are not what Jansen taught. They are not what Jensen taught, they

are a misinterpretation of what he taught. So the Pope made a new declaration

w-heh that he condemned these in the sense indc which they were in the Augustinus

and that they were contained in the Augustinus. And the Jansenists said that they

were absolutely loyal to the Pope, what he declares about doctrine is final and s-oll

absolutely free from error, but they said when it comes to fact, that's d.c a different

realm. In the realm of doctrine he is final, but in the realm of fact, as tow a-et4iet"

whether this is what is in the book that-A Augustinus contained. Each one of

us is able to read the book for ourselves and to see what is there and we do not

find these in the heretical sense in the book. Thus they tried to '&m- make a distinction
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betwee-i doctrine and fact which is an impossible distiction. It is like the

Modernists of today who try to say that they accept the Bible in matters of

morality and spiritual teaching but not in matters of fact. You cannot separate

the two. It is eitFe r a- eu-th*et- authoritative or it is not authoritcative.

The saying is true of the absolute authority of the Pope but they were trying to

maintain their place in the Church, trying to be loyal churchmen, not to have

anybody think that they were at all the Protestants, yet they were trying to cget

their doctrine from the Bible and the teaching of St. Augustine, and they were in

a situation in we4 which their actions had two results. All the actions of a4e

all of us have two results; they have tc goal results and they have bad results

but they were in a situation in which there were a great many good results . . . because

many people of their times heard the WFe Word of God and were tremendously

moved by it, c but they were also in a position in which their a t4v4te activities

had a bad result, because by the very nature of their action, it was doomed not

to have any permanent lasting effect to any great extent and for them to keep the

people under aelit-e- the control of absolutgism rather than to free them from it.
the

Well, we will ]-et-not take time to go -the through 9+,--further,/various details of

the evasions of the condemnalion. But small c. or 3 rather, under G. the Five

Propositions is the expulsion of Arnauld . Arnauld x was a noted scholar, a man

of high standing in the intellectual world, a leader cxfx in the Univ ersity of

Paris, and he declared that he e+&- could nct &eep- accept this condemnationof

these five propositions, that he was willing to show respectful silexnce on the

matter, but e4that he could not declare that as rnas-- a fact that Jansen had taught

these in an ebe objectional sense and that he opposed these in the sense in which
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Jansen taught them, so Arnauld wrote publicly a letter about this in which he

said that the Grace of God, without which we cannot gc do anything good had

left Peter at the time flat he denied the Lord, andtFa t of course was a terrible

thing for a devoted Romanist to say, that c Peter had been without the grace of

God x at any point. Then, he said, since not everybody x-k1-etcarwet

convince himself to find ... a submission of respectful silence should be enough.

It was not proper to euie- require that a man declare that he opposes these

as taught by Jansen, arid the Sorbonne in Paris by a majority vet- vote-pree

proceeded to expel him from the Un. This was in 1656. He was expelled fr-ni

from the Un. and 80 doctors went out with him rather than sign a declaration tI t

they joined in condemning him for being w-&i unwilling to say that they from

the heart condemned these five propositions as taught in Jansen's Augustinus.

Well, now this particular event is one of the most important events in World

History from a number of viewpoints. You would never think it, it was not in

itself , but it was because of what it led to, and so we have a small h. We just

deat- dealt with g. the Five Propositions. Small h is the provincial letters , the

provincial letters. Any account of the history of French Literaixture *i has much

to say about the se Provincial letters. Any account of literature in general has

much to say about them because they are considered to be the greatest example

of polite, ironical, controversial language -,4-e since the time of the ancient Romans .

There never has been anything since to compare with them, and often imitated but

never equalled sx subsequently. This I mentioned to you yesterday, the t-ve-volumes

ci the -grat- great books missued by the University of Chicago in which Thomas

Qti4-Aquinas tc had two big volumes , nothing from Calvin or from Luther, but there

is a volume from Pascal. And in this volume there is a third part of the volume was

--- --
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se}ect-iis- selections from his great scientific writings, which are ethical in

mathematicsk and mechanics , and in man- the study of either of the se fields

you come across important fun-d4 fundamenthl principles which were discussed

by Pascal . The third part of this volume , I mentioned to you about the third

part of this volume, his thoughts on religious matters which he i-med- intended

eventually to work into a vet book but died in the process, so there are little

brief k statemert s from one sentence to ten sentences, most of them average about

three. Yet these little pieces of paper which k he left have been arranged by people

since and everybody agrees that the arrangement has not been particularly good.

They are considered to be of such great ck value that in philosophical thought,

in Christian apolegetics and in literary history his Pensees have been translated

into many languages and republished repeatedly. Well, I didn't mention the- to

you the first part of the volume --the first th4d third of the volume is called Pro

vincial Letters, and as soon c as Arnauld had been expelled from the University

a letter appeared published anonymously under the name of Louis de . . .a uFe-l-y purely

ig.a-i- imaginary name., a letter supposed to have been written by a man who knows

nothing about theological stI3te- subtlety but he wants to u-rd-ei-e-ta4 understand this

controversy , what is .k happening and so he goes to a Thomas, a Jansenist, and

a Jesuit. And he asked each of them to explain it, and he comes tot he conclusion

that actually Amauld's teaching is very close to the teaching of the Dominicans,

and yet the Dominicans are joined in the condemnation of him, and he can't see any

reason for it, and then he finds the attitude of the Jesuits and he finds the

attitude of the Jansenists, and as you read it the attitude of the Jansenists is rather

condemned in the words, so as to give the impression that the man who was inquiring

about it can't see a way to answer it, and they are called Provincial Letters, because
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he is writing toX a Provincial authority in the Church asking him to explain theee

these difficulties, and the letter was distributed anonymously and immediately

people were tremendously impressed by it and it was copied and reprinted , and

people wre were wondering who wrote it and in a s-ecn- second letter he went

further into the matter , vh ich cam e out the same month in a third letter he dealt

w4t.h. definitely with Arnauld . He said that he had Augustine and the Fathers on his

side, yet he is condemned I just don't understand how this can be, he puts this

as an inquirer and tries to look into the matter, get some life on it, but as you read

it you see very easily what the at4i±-&&-&td- attitude is . It is so cleverly done

that even people who had no use for his ideas at all, reprint the letter that have

appeared in the Modern series that are called the Modern Library of-the- in the

English translation, and many copies x have-bet been sold . The Provincial Letters

and the Pensees in one book. The fourth lette begins to deal with the Jesuits

more particularly ai- asserting their undermining morality, that they eat- cmitute

the ethical idea , not according to what man ought to do but accord.ng to what man

is able to do, and the---the. to casuistry. And in subsequent letters he goes into

the Jesuit-ethe ethics, and he quotes from the m most approved teachers thr-ough--

eut-the-meeai- to show the habits that they brought to the moral sense by their

teaching on a- alms giving, simony, bankruptcy, and .... their teaching on

murder is permissible under eet certain conditions. He goes into the Jesuit writings

examines them, and brings out evidences that- wha wli-h- wht h are perhaps tie

greatest c blow which has k ever been struck the Jesuits. And while the R. C.

include Pascal as a great scientist, if you will read an article by them written

on the Jesuitc Order, they will say t1 t Pascal utterly misrepresented them and it
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eventually
had fe-y.- much to do with their order/being banned,, from France and from Portugal

and from nearly all the countries of Europe, and eventually being disbanded permanently

accordRing to statements by the Pope about a century after this time, axil so this

strong attack, although nothing of Calvin's or Luther's is given in this great book,

yet . . . you will find is quit e certain to contain this very strong attack against

the ethics and against the attitude of the Jesuits. And so Pascal's Provincial

Letters have occupied a great p-et- place in h- the history of literature, and

it-h- the history of thought , and in the history of religion, and they we-e- were

the results of the first persecution against Arnauld. The first few letters were

anonymous, and then before the end of the letters, hem had admitted his authorship...

Ch History *194

We notice that the Jansenists tried by every responsible means to declare their

absolute loyalt to the Pope, their loyalty tothe Church, and stand by the s

teaching of St. Aug tine, and so they said that these s temeits in their heretical

sense we certainly co emn, but they said th theyx xx could be interpreted

these statements, which woul e just w t Augustine taught. But they are not

what Jansen 4.agtaught, they ar in the Augustinus, they are te-petqt4-

misinterpretations of the A stifles, so t t the-peep Pope gave a new declaratiai

that -they--eei±kI-- he con emned these in the sense hat they were in the Augustinus

--and that they wer contained in LheAugustinus, and th ansenists said that

they were abso tely loyal to the Pee Pope , what he declares bout qaee doctrine

is final a absolutely free from error but when it comes to fact , that a different

realm. In the realm of doctrine 4c-hi- he is final but in the realm of fact, as to
what s

whether this is4he book 4-at- of Augustint4xontains , each aie of us is able

to read the book for ourselves and to see vhat is there rtad- and we do not find it
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There has been nobody else in the last five centuries who would be capable

of writing letters like this.--W--- I trust we will all read these letters before

the end of the semester. I'm not asking you to get all the details of tiem but

to get the general thrust of them and some k of the most important content.

Well, the letters did M much to win individuals to the Jansenist cause , but

the power of the absolute state which las had been established, when the

Jesuits accepted Met Henry IV's declaration become ing a Romanist as being

sincere and persuaded others to admit it and to receive x him as King. The
if you can't destroy them, join them,

old slogan-bege you might-sat say/.was carried out. France before 1500 was

divided and it x looked as if it would never be united. But when Henry said
him

that Parisk was worth a mass, and when so many were ridiculing/hem and

saying that it was ridiculous to accept him, the Jesuits accepted him as leader

on ccndition he become a Romanist, and they become his successors and

the teachers of his children, and thus there was developed in France these

tremendous absolutisms, a absolutism which i'a-s- to quite an extent was controihi

by the Jesuits, and which in the end after nearly a century , got rid completely

of the Hugenots who had been the stronger power in the kingdom before and
exc. Par their

all of the cities/were in/f4.s-contro1 when Henry became Romanist. They got

rid of the Hugenots completely efee- before the end of the eeau century.
they faced

Now/ the Jansenists who were standing on the great doctrines of the eae-

grace of God, wording them somewhat differently than the Hugenots did, but

actually its pretty hard to show a great deal of difference between their views

their insistence on personal -relat4i' relationship with the Lord , their great tid
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stress onBible study, etc. from the view of the Hugenots, but they didn't

want anyone to confuse them with the Hugenots. I'm not saying this is

Pascal. W9 have no evidence to any reference to his being a Hugenot, but

the leaders of the Jansens took the attitude that they didn't want anyone to

confuse them with the Hugenots. They were 4.e- true and loyal to the King.

They were loyal to the Pope. They were loyal Churchmen. They were holding

the view that Augustine 1c held , which was 4tkre true, but which they were

maintaining the Church had held all along. They tried to hold an impossible

position, a position 1 of standing for the truth and submitting to authorities

which we e 4i- against the 4.uet- truth, and so the Provincial letters won

many individuals, yet the persecution continued unabated. The King was

determined to put an end to them. A few years later Pascal died at the age

of 38-9 . He had been in the Poor house all of his life, and was an invalid
last

for about his/14f& year. We mention as small j, flight of Arnauld. Arnauld

thought that despite the sympathy aroused for him by letter and increased

number of adherents of Jansenism, who knows if the Jansenists had been willing

to stand with the Hugenots and to stand against-tal- tyranny and to change

the control of France into a control by the e ehe-l overwhealming masses of

the people rather than the absolute o government, who knows what the whole

future of t e historyf of Frai ce might have been very different. Today, it

is perhaps the most atheistic nation on the faceof the earth. Perhaps the hardest

nation to do real missionary work and win people to the Lord, a nation which

in moral staika- standards has long been characterized by its low standards
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and its effipa- emphasis which is contrary to all standards of decency, and

France 4-eee c.a-n¬1-- politically and economically sunk way down from

the loss of the Hugenots which were the most able in the land, certainly from

the persecution of the Jansens. Small j , the flight of Arnauld. Arnauld k

decided that if he was not get-- going to find himself one of these days

a prisoner or a galley slave he better leave the country. He fled to Holland

where there was religious freedom, and then small k. is Quesnels' NrT-r-Anotated

New Tea-Tew- Testament. -Ths4 This was some years after the tine that Pascal

wrote his provincial letters that a man named Quesnel had published a book
1693

in $94c dedicated to the Bishops of Shalom who later became Archbishop

of Paris, a publication of the New. Testament in French with moral ef-elet

reflections. And this book went through a number of editions before aiyeey

anybody began to see that it was a book being widely used by the Jansenists

and so the Pope wei-ea-s-k-ed-t&-a-s- was asked to issue a bull against it. And

the Pope issued a eeiithun- condemnation in 1713 in which he drew 101 propositions

of Pascal book which he condemned as Jansenist or otherwise heretical, and

many of these were ic almost literally quotations here of the scripture xIxor

of ... substantially identical with the decrees of the Council of Trent. And

it ordered that there should noL be reading of the Bible --it greaJy urged against

reading of the Bible in-te the vernacular, that the Bible be read in the Latin language

by people with ecclesiastical training and not by those that can be confused about

the ideas in it, like the-Janw Jansens. And the man who had become Ach-bishop

of Paris was a strong supporter of the Book and to whole this position he had to

condemn gk the book and to agree to the condemnation by the Pope. And then
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small 1. -Pert-Reya.-.--The- Destruction of Port -Roa-Royal. R A number were

ordered by Port Royal, a number of them individually , each of them to sign
accepted

a statement saying that they/eendemnefi the Papal condemnation of the thes

of Jansen from tie heart and when they refused to do it, the eeRd conduct

was suppressed .. . and which had received so many privileges from the Pope

in past days. The dnx conduct was -stppfeseed suppressed , the nuns were

suddenly seized and distributed to other convents , and a year later the è1g

building was torn down, and the 4ope Papal and Royal power united in a temi

determination to put a complete end to the Jansens teaching, teachings which

were simply a iti-on repetition of the teachings of St. Augustine who was

honored as the greatest of the ancient fathers, or one of the very greatest, art!

the building was torn down, the nuns were widely scattered, people who made

any resistence were punished by the aged king who was determined to win his

way to heap-en yet. Despite his terribly l4e3r licentious life , his wicked

selfish attitude all through, the g-at great harm he had deiw- done to France

by a series of wars which had no purpose except to bring glory for himself.

LouiscX[V was de1emn- determined that he would not go to hell, that he would

do something greaL for the maintenance of the church and the et- destructions

of tk heresy, -&is-- and so he destroyed the Hugenots aid he destroyed Port

Royal, and so we have small m. the Convulsioners. and that is one of the

saddest teachings. Here were gfa great nunmbers of people in Paris who had

been reached by lansenist teaching, who had studied the scriptures, who had

believed in the Grace of God , and who- hadx sort to know Jesus Christ personally,

whose leaders had been teaching him to study the scriptures and to follow
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the teaching of St. Augustine on grace, artl now these teachers had either

been punished or had recanted and the people were lost without any leadership,

so among these people wild fanaticism developed, which brought great... it enabled

te people to say Oh, this is what this Jansenism is . Its like when somebody

in our country.x holds up a rattlesnake in4of front of a person and lets it

bite he-i- him and he says Look, the scripture says, Take up a snake and this

proves that the Bible is true. The Bible certainly says that if we find it necessary

to take a risk in the carrying out of the will of God, he may choose .... but he

neverc-u-rge-s--s-- subjects such an at e--a-t-i-te-e-f- fanatical actions as

that, but groups of people began to have the make the most exalted religious

often . . giving all sorts of sounds that they pronounced. -14--t-he-yThey

became so immune to bodily injure y , they permitted themselves to be pounded

with sledges against stone walls, or lie with spikes under their backs and all

sorts of things of this kind. T-he-rwre m-ieie-e And one of the JansenistK

deacons was buried in the Church Yard in the center of Paris, and some of these

people came to the Church yard and they saw there a young girl who was suffering

under a disease that the Doctor said was incurable and she touched a grave and
declared

she seemed to get entirely well from the disease, and they,4empaied it to a

great miracle and so the King set up a big wall to keep anybody from getting near

the grave yard and the next day they found that somebody had put a sign up which

s±edr said, On the order x of the King, God Almighty is for-g- forbidden to work

any miracles at this place. x And the people who desired to study the-wer

Word and to learn± something of Divine truth.

Ch History *196

Within a few decades there was left in France very little of real interest in
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religion and nation was ready for the terrible excesses and misery of the

French Revolution, all of which might have been prevented if the Jansenist

leaders had been willing to join with the Hugenots and if the Hugenots could

have avoided their silly idea that because the King was descentied from other

kings, therefore he had a right to reign over them and seek to 4evee develop

a system of control where the people would have the kind oft government that

the people desired, and where the truth of God would have a chance x to continue.

So that Jansenism ends up as far as France is concerned in a completely -et

lost cause, one which was never a large a movement as the Hugenots-eal-

claim, but who- which was in Paris a very considerable movement, one which
took

attracted considerable attention, and which/many efforts by tI-e Pope and by

the King before it was finally , completely destroyed , but we could mentiGn

n. Continuance of Jansenism ii. Holland. There wee-wee were a few Frenchmen

who had escaped, had fled wit- when the persecution was not so great and

who got to Holland where there was freedom of Holland, the greater part of

what was left of-t-he- at this time of the Romanist Church was in Holland, be

cause Belgium we-wen was completely under the control of the- ee et--.

Romanists, Jansenists had begun in Belgium but had been rooted out, but

Holland was largely Protestant, h had freedom of religion and there was a
R

small remnant of ,omanists who- there who were sympathethic to Jansenism and

there a they continued and in order to maintain their views they found it-e-

necessary to throw out the authority ofxo Pope. The Jansenist Church continued
60 8

in Holland for 300 ca years. AiN years ago they had about, 000 members,

not a large group , but a group which definitely continues its existence all

through that time. Every time a new pope would be elected the Jansenists 'x
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Church in Holland would send him eogt&l--ee- congratulations on his

election and declare their s- completek submxission to him lxix as head of

the church-d-- insofar as he follows the Word of God and the tradition of the

elders that the Pope would send back in order that they must condemn Jansen
be

or/excommunicateih, and so things would remain that way until a new Pope

was elected and then they would go through the form ova again. So these

little groups in Holland continued this situation of trying to stay on two

sides x at the same time and as far as the world is concerned, Jansenism

had no continuing effect except for the Provincial letters, and the Provincial

letters, despite the fact that the-re- their teaching was completely-epo- opposed

to the group that prevailed --such a wonderful classic of literature . They

have been translated into many languages and printed and reprinted time and

again , including various tine s c during the present century, ever since the
ID.

time that they were written. Now, we go on to Gapet-G- Capito& The

ID was France during this century. I am not asking you to learn the precise

dates of the kings of France,. but to have a general idea . ..Louis XLII until

about another third of the eeutr century after that, and then Le* Louis XLV

for the k rest of the century and then going on the rest, we have looked at

Jansenism on into the beginning of the next century now. We want to look

more into detail at-Crc-t Gret Great Britain at this time. I was anxious to

take this much in detail mc at Great Britain during this ti ne . I'siit was anxious

to take this much in detail in France to see what an absolutist power can do.

even when a third of the -atn nation is against him, even when our great

movement which in among those that declared their loyalty to the peeitea

political and ecclesiastical powers and are unwilling to take any stand directly
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against them. I wanted to show you what deti- could be done and how -the

in the providence of 4a-h faith, various Christian movements can be brought

to an utter end when they xmx try to Ic confine themselves purely to spiritual

and moral matters and do not speak up and take a stand on political issues

as well. Now, for the history of Great Britain is quite a different situation.

The history of Great Britain has a more thd direct relation to us. But I was

glad ha-- to go through France at first so we could see what could easily

have happened in Great Britain. What did happen in Poland, what did happen

in France, W-i at did happen in other countries, came humanly speaking lmot

almost x-e1ae close to the situation where this would have happened in Great

Britain , and yet in Great Britain , by the grace of God, the knowledge of the

truth was kept alive and made a centerx from which it spread out to many other

countrcies. Ths4 This 17th century is particularly interesting from that viewpoirt.

We have already looked at the first third of that century and we saw at the end

how things were k shaping up, how -Ji James who was in theory a thDrough-going

Calvinist and who was well acquainEted in theology a-- ard who icloved to

discuss it, secure it for us, selected the man who made our King James Version
absolutism,

of the Bible, tied- how James put his emphasis on religious/on the divine right

of kg-s-,--e-r-i--k±g- kings, and his desire on similar control of the church , and

how his son without James' education, and understanding , aiI with James idea

tried to contine, and so we repeat again number one here, the character of Charles

I. iexk James died in 1625 and Charles succeeded him. James and Charles are
of

about the only two of the -&tu Stuarts in Englan4/whom we can say that toc they

lived decent lives, utterly different from the 44ve life of James mother, Mary,
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Queen of Scots and utterly different from the ve¬-e life of any of Charles

children. Great -Bt'ta- Britain from 1633to 62, the second third of the century.

Under flat the-eher character of Charles I, *1. Charles was a man in whom

you could not get the applause that you did for James I. He looked like

a King, he bore himself as a King, thought he did not have the education that

James had. He was able to command a personal loyalty tkt James couldn't

and he was a man whose personal life was loyal, he and James , very different

from his gr d-meer-h- grandmotaher , Queen of Scots, and very different from
any of who are important
his chiJ.drerVin the last third of the century, but Charles became a moral character

against which little reproach could be brought. He had what is perhaps more

reprehensible than moral things, he had the pride and determination to be recognized

as the authority and leader and his father had married him to a French princess

who was accustomed to French ideas of absolutism and this increased Charles
interest
1eae-in that direction. And so we noticed that k Charles had favored Bishop

Laud . We discussed him before, wh -were- when we went over France.

We discussed how Laud was c the new wiew that developed, the view that

held tot he Anglican Church; that is to say it was a church that we- was to continue
days

th-e----- they -e4 claimed the teaching unbroken from the, t4h--fa4H'of the Apostles,

whe- which continued ceremonies unbroken which did not recognize any

no relationship to the Bi shop of Rome but in which in c3ce- ceremonies, Luad

greatly 4ee-ea- increased the amount of eeemo±ee ceremonies over what had

been before , and insisted on extending it, aid he increased the power of

the Bishops and tried to ... with private meetings for study of the Bible or

religious activity, and in 1633 at the death of Archbishop ix Abbot, Laud was

ira de Archbishop of Canterbury and Laud proceeded to carry out Charles desires
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in the Church , and k before we see what follows in the state during the

next few years, we went to mwe over to Scotland for a minute. t2, the attempt

to prove Scotland under Epic-- Episcopal control. You remember King James said

SeeW- Scotch Presbytery agrees about as well with monarchy as God does with

the devil. That is what James saidc. James was determined to have the pow

come from the King down through the Bishops, not from the people up through the

Presbytery, and so the-law-was- -Lets- Laud was extending the amount of ceremony

and the power of the pcx bishops in England. Now, a se vee- service was ' sent

to Scotland with orders that this was to be t-feth*eted- introduced into all k churches

in Scotland, that the eefemoa-l- more ceremonies should be introduced to the religious

life of sc Scotland and brought in line with what he was et4-es--- establishing

in4-i.- England. And so we have small a,-James Gedths. Now, some people

try to deny the story of J. Geddes , some say her name-wa&4-e-- wasn't

but was ... Some say that &euta- actually it was not an older woman but a younger

person, but it would seem that on July-31- 23k,&l637, when the service was

introduced at Church in Canterbury. They didn't have chairs in those

days, people brought their stools, and there this old lady picked up her stool

and threw it at the preacher. And she said ... and up until about 30 years ago

she was Fea regarded in Seota- Scotland as something of a national herione,

for the re4-s-9- resistance of the px people against the fe- foreigners attempt

to compel them to give up their relationship to the ....

- fen
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The last two years the situation changed. I was at Ei Edingburgh two years

ago in the -. summer . We were on a guided tour and we were in St. Charles

and the guide told us what a wonderful Christian thing Gedds had done and what

a great man this person was , we- who was introducing his revival service into

the Church, so a great change is coming as ma- modernism is spreading its

tennacles to all the Western world. Geddes wouldn't be so important except for

what follows. Small b. the National Covenant. Throughout Scotland people were

aroused and thousands of people declared ti-at they would never s e--si-m submit.

You see the result of John Knox's activity. John Knox , 70 years before , had intro

eued duced they. system into Scotlari of having each local church f have the

set scripture as the primary influence of the church, the reading lx and the expounding

of the scripture. And then having the people whom had evidenceof personal conversion

to Christ be the onlyk ores in the church who would have a voice in the selection

of the leadership of the Church. And then these people would elect their-ee elders

and the ministers and these would meet in Presbyteries in order to consider the keeping

out of false doctrine and the maintenance of pure doctrine in the pulpit. Knox

introduced this system in 1660. Now, we find 80 years later when the power of the

Stuarts came to whome the Scotch people were devoted, they were their own people

their own Stuarts , who had become Kings of England and they were proud of it, ard

they wanted to be submissive to them. They wanted to be loyal to them and to stand

by them, but when they tried to introduce what the people thought was contrary to
up and 4eendown the social scale,

the scripture , the people as J.Geddes ,/and people 4e- like them , rose at once

to oppose them, and in all of Scotland there was objection to it, and there wave

was an enthusiastic and almost universal subscription to the national covenant in
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Gray Friar's churchyard in Edinurgh, in which they took the previous statements

of the Scottish Church 50 years before and declared their loyalty to it, they declared

loyalty to the King, loyalty to the Church , determination to stand by the scriptures,

and came to be called Covenanters because of the declaration of their loyalty to

the Covenant, and King Charles Ic found this necessary , in order to put this down,

sent troups from Eia- England, and so small c. the Military resistance. There was

a Scotch General who had been a General of the Gustavus Adoiphus in the 30 years

war. The Scotch soldiers-, -n-ths in this ir evious century, -Ie though the Scotch

were a-sial small nation, ale- their soldiers were found in just about every country

in Europe and they would have two countries, and they would have a General in charge

of both which was a Scotchman, well, this man had been a General with K Gustavus

Adoiphus and he led the Scotch, and though the nation was small, as compared with

the Enl-s-i-h-- English nation, they wou wre-- were able to resist them , to

hold-helm--themback. The General avoided any vigorous iwa-t4en invasion which would arouse

the Eg-l¬41 si--gl-s4h English sentiment, but got himself established quietly

on the border and Charles found it impossible to ut-- put down the Scotch -Fei& resistence

--and this is what led to Charles'4.eu-g- trouble in England, and so we go on to number

three. *3 the c&l-l-i4- calling of the long and short Parliament. Now, in Enlgand there

had been an institution which had originated way back in the Middle Ages, of the

barrons coming together w-heh- to counsel WK over the wa welfare of the

which came to be called theParliament, and gradually this had been extended. The

Ho se of Lords included the Barrown and the Ecclesiastical leaders. There had

been a House of Commons established which was representative of the other people.

Henry X VIII and Elizabeth had already moved with the concurrence of their r-1±&mrte
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Parliament. They might be arbitrary in certain circumstances but they never made

a general law or a general action withougdx t getting the concurrence of tFe ir Parliament.

They were skilled in seeing what Parliament would stand for and not going beyond it

and winning Parliament to their views. Now the Stuarts did not have the..r skills.

In x the reign of James when someone had written a book declaring that the King

of England was an absolute King, the Parliament ordered the book destroyed and
printed

the man who/d-i-d it, and James did not feel it wise to resist it, he did not want to

go back to Scotland, he wei±1¬1- wanted to stay in the-ate-tea England as King. And

one time Charles Ax Lord Chancellor , the famous Frances Bacon , was tried tc by

Parliament and was convicgted of having received bribes , and when Parliament

conviaed Francis Bacon of hav4g having received ic bribes they ordered him

suspended from his office, forbidden to ever again to have any position of activity

in the Eigi-s4h--Ei.g-ls4-English e-*iriet Government, to pay a large fine and to

be imprisoned at the pleasure of the Commons. Well, the Commons pleasure was

that he should be imprisoned for no time, but he had no more part in the government.

James didn't go beyond a certain point in his relation to Pa-l4m Parliament, because

te he knew that they had -pe-rmte- permitted him to beccme King of England and
son

he wanted to stay . But his - e-i---yetig-Charles didn't have any such feelings,

but in the early days of Charles reign tdx he found Parliament opposing him so severely

that he just quit calling Parliament. So , there went a period of a number of years in

which Charles had no Parliament at all. And Parliament had e a4b±h established its

rightsi in the previous x century to impose taxes, that no taxes could be imposed with

out the Government' action
> Jmsc proceeded to levy-g-- gifts on people, that

people would make gifts to the . .. . and to quite an extent it got away k with asking

iivh- rich people for gifts and calling for what he called ship money, that shippers
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would have to pay him a certain-moie sum, and he was able to get along for

a number of years without money, but now that he found Scotlarrit resisting him

and refusing to allow his officers to come into the land, he found it necessary to

call a Parliamert to ic means to carry on the war, and so in 1640 a Parliament

was called, and as soon as the people had . . . they began expressing their dissatisfaction

with what the King was doing. K And so after they had say for three weeks, the

Parliament was disbanded by the King, and that is wa- what we call the short

Parliament--small a. k& 1640. The Parliament was disbanded, but after the

disbanded, the ecclesiastical leaders continued to meetx, somethix that was

never done before, they were only suppose to meet during Parliament, and under

Laud's guidance they adopted 17 canons wIh- thwhich called on the English clergy

to take an oath never to act ... ect. And the people said we don't know what this

etc. means, that's too general, the King can make ixc it x anything, and so Charles

found it necessary to suspend its operation , but unable to put down the Scotch,

Charles found it necessary to call another Parliament, and this is called the Long

Parliament, small b. November 6-,-l0-60. The Short Parliament met for three weeks

-- the-t&-ee-the Long Parliament met off and on during a period of 20 years. Se-.tee

teb44-eal1e¬1--te- This Long Parliament proceeded to give the King the money

necessary to maintain His ew- power but to Remonstrate against the agc absolutist

action, and eventually it came to civil war.

Ch History *198

The calling of the Long and 8-oh Short Parliament, and under that , we were just

at the k end aft-e of the hour speaking of C. the grand Remonstrance, Dec. l6-'41.

The- This Parliament which Charles called in 1640, theoretically continued until
5

16,9. 31 It was carried out nearly 20 yap- years.There was one in the next reign
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that cm tinued for 17 years. This one , however, had its continuaance iiterrupted
actually

two or three times, so/atr.a-11yJt was not occupied jxnearly as long then. For

a period of 7-8 years it was really active, but i4x Charles had tal- called it in order

to get money to put down the rebellion against him mx Scotland. He could not

do it without money. And he had gotten all the rnet-y money he could by abt.af

arbitrary power. There was a limit to the amount of money that could be raised w-le

without Parliamentary authority back of it. And so, as much as he hated having

Parliament . He thought they were a nuisance, he was the supreme ruler, his work

should -&eik-e sett1ecit, yet they-it was est&b h-et-1 established by

El-s-01-Englishpractice that taxes could only be levied by Parliament, and so he had called

the short P-ai&.Parliament, but k then he had dismissed it and found it ne necessary

to call anotFe r, and this one which we call a long Parliament had not met very long

before i:. proceeded to say tia t before they gave Charles more money they wanted him

to declare that he would not continue the e-hy- policy that he had- would not eon-
He

continue the policy that he had between Parliaments. /.hey used all kind of excuses

to raise money, to get money from people on different pe*- x pretexts, and to rule

in an arbitrary way, and Dec. 1641, after -ha.d having had relations wt4h with the

people in Scotland and agreed with them on the general justice of their cause. They

wrote a grand remonstrance w-ith which they presented to the King in which Parliament

expressed his dislike for arm his interference to exert in England and Scotaland mc-

his attempt to bring it under strict control of Bishops who were strictly under Laud

who stood right with Charles in an arbitrary power, and they included in the Remonstrance

tta request that the better to effect the ixic intethided Reformation we desire that
grave

there be a general Synod of the most -b'ae-}re, quiet, learned , and judicious divines
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of this island, aseseiassisted by some from foreign carts, professing the
who may

same religioMn with us,/t4-i.ey consider all things that are necessary for the

peace, and good government of the Church , and represent their results for their

consultation to Parliament, to be there allowed and confirmed and recieve the

stamp of authority , thereby to find .. and obedieKnce throughout theKingdom.

This was included in their Remonstrance, but there were many otFE r things in it

which k the King disliked even worse than this, ands so we have small d. the

outbreak of War, Some of the actions of the Parliament displeased Charles

very greatly and she so Charles decided to arrest five leaders of the Parliament

and he came with a group of soldiers through the Parliament to arrest these leaders,

but someone had found out about this and gotten word to them, so the five had left

the parliament before he arrived, and when he walked into Parliament with his

soldiers to arrest these men he couldn't find them, and they searche d through

the Parliament and these men had disappeared--they had-- were in hiding in London.

And the people of London as a whole rejoiced when the King was unable to find these

people. But when the King sought to use force aieis against Parliament, Parliament

decided it was-iteee-s necessary to use force to protect its liberties against the

encroachment of the kig king, and so for the next-749- 7-8 years we have a period

in which to look at all the details it would take us a great deal of time. We need

for this discouse simply to know that during the next seven to eight years Parliament

was able to continue meeting most of the time, but there were constant skirmishes

and and fightings in different parts of England between the forces represented in

Parliament and the forces representing the King, and there was constant effort to

reach a4- agreement between them, and all the time Parliament was continuing

in its deliberation and its actions, aiti the King was continuing its deliberation and
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plarx to get supreme power but the concessions that he would make in order

to get people with him when necessary which he was always ready to break

immedn tely thereafter, and it got to where no one could trust anything tIa t

he said. We want to look briefly at the summary of the progress of the war

k-e later. I think that before doing that we can go on to look at this assembly

that the Parliament wanted called. An action of the Parliament , you see the

Parliament --the House of Lords was --but the House c Commons was most

active in this. The house of E Commons was most active in this, was4aI

largely made up of the Mercantile class of the people who were ii moving ixix

forward in the development of the nation, ann most of these were strongly

Puritan in their ... and were strongly opposed to the King's effort to reduce

the English Church to a set of ceremonials , with more forms and eereene

ceremonies than there had been, less-pies-peah- preaching of the iWord, although

the King 4-id had not interfered against the doctrinal statement wh4h- Crammer had

written, which was read -*-egua4 regularly in the service. Also, one thing tht

that irritated him a great deal of course, was the sread of Armenianism, beca se

Bishop Laud was a very strong Armenian, -en-+-the and they found that the Armenians

were disposed to support the absolute t government of the King, and , consequently,
put

they,eek men of Armenian view into the top pe±t4s-±positions. I mentioned already,

someone asked , What do the Armenians g hold? The answer was, They hold most

of the top positions in the Church of England. Most of t1 ministers were -s-ma-rn

em&i.-Ge-I- strong Calvinists, and the 39 articles h their original form had been

strongly Calfcvinist. Queen Elizabeth had toned them down considerably, w1e

she hadn't changed tc anythirg, they we were still definitely Calvinist, but the
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strong inner Calvinist statements had been toned down and so you could not say

here w&s- is what it says, and this Afmea-IM- Armenianism is definitely contrary

to it, but if you leei-- look at it as a whole , there is no question but k that they

are definitely Calvinistic. But the government ... had not tried to prove that the

39 articles were Armenian at all but bad ordered that the people not engage in

discussion about Calvinlsn and Armenianism, had ordered that the people simply

give their agreement to the 39 Articles, the Book of Commonf Prayer, take part

in it, and the King sent out statements which the ministers were ordered to read

saying that on Sunday afternoon a much better practice than discussing doctrinal

matters would be for the people to engage in ... cock fighting, all kinds of games

afts-ad1- and sports--the ministers had been ordered to read it, and some of the

ministers had refused to read it , and some had been put out of *e- their churches.

So the Parliament wished that the Doctrinal Stand which had been that of the

Church of England should make clear against the attitude of the se Armenian leaders.

That the control of the k Church , from the top down should be replaced by a control

of the church wMth- by those who were trained in theology, acting together with

representatives of the people in individual churches. Now, before going on to

the next point, I wat- want to deal with a question that someone asked me at-r

after class. Now, hs this question, those of you who have had a evew-ef-4t

good deal of this will find something that will be unnecessary to answer, but there

naturally there are many in a class like this who have had little history, and it is

well to be sure that the basic points of it are clear. I have mentioned 41-t- these

facts but haven't stressed them; that is , the relationg between Scotland and England

in this period. We have noticed that Scotlard continued during the Middle Ages
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werec two separate nations, constantly at war with each other r- England, four

or five times as many people in Scotland, far better land able to produce far more.

Had tried several times 1xto conquer Scotland, tt.-hed--e4&e- and x had almost

succeeded two or three times, but usually failed in the end, because of the rough

mountain territory which was very difficult to hold by force, and through most of

the Middle Ages, the Scots weI-tt-o& stood against wht whatever the- IsTh

Engixish were for, and thus when England was la-g4 largely an enemy of France

the Scots were very close fr4ie- friends of the French, and you remember that Mary,

Queen of Scots mother was a French woman, and Mary, Queen of Scots leFes- herself

was c Queen of France for a time, now the relation o between Scotland and England

had k come a little closer because of the Ic fact,x that Mer-, Mary, Queen of Scots,

grandfather, had married a sister of King Henry '1111, and sonc ees consequently,

you have this marriage relationship, arri on account of this, Mary , Queen of Scots,

had claimed the right to be Queen of England and we---eh when whe she was er-d

forced to abdicate from the throne of Scotland from having murdered her husband,

she had fled to England and there she lived in the North of England for over 20 years

in a semi-captivity, given everything she could want but kept under pretty close

watch, until she had finally been implicated in several attempts to assicnate Q. o

E1-- Elizabeth, and she was ordered beheaded and was, but her son bac at the age

of one year had eem- beccrne King of Scotland, and he Peg reigned in Scotland from

about-l66-O-- 1560-1604 when Q. Elizabeth died , and he became K. of England, and

so now , in the perid-o- period that we are looking at now , Scotland and England

are still two separate -u-nti countries. Their laws are different , they each

have their own p-- Parliament . Their churches are if very different. Scotland

has been accustomed for nearly a century to have the people in the church
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call their own ministers. England has been accustomed to having their bishops
-of-1eai4y-& ef1#r-

appointed. Scotland has been accustomed/o-have4 having the people elect

elders who with the ministers controlled the church. England has been accustorr d

to having the church controlled by the Bishop who are responsible to the King.

The laws are different, and there is tremendous difference even today x in 4e

the ole social structure in England an d in Scotland. 60 years ago in England there

was a caste system that was very rigid and everycrie knew his place, and looked down
Scotchman

on thc e below and bowed to those above it, while everyone- considered himself

an equal of any other Scotchman.
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So at this time there were two distinct countries , but the king of Scotland had

eeme- become King of England , and England -ben- being a much larger and greater

country, -at-V+ James usually stayed in -'ia-n¬l- England , and simply -siietsent

representatives up to Scotland, and v*ien James was succeeded by his son Ghare4-

Charles stayed in England most of the tiny. Them Englxish Kings before tried

to conquer Scotland --but-- and failed, the Scots wouldn't have an English King

aver them. The W But when the English accepted a Scotch Kir over them, the'

Scots continued to be px proud of him and the so, the two we- were united under

one ruler, but were x separate in government until 1707. At this time then, the

rebellion in Scotland made it necessary for King G-& Charles to call the Parliament

and the Parliament now, when they were having difficulty with Charles , asked
the Scotch t o
4r1es-4e-e-i- stand with them, and the Scots pointed out that it was desirable

that the whole island, that Scotland and Eng nd both, -v- should have a thorough

reformation, eueh-ec- should get rid of all the traces of Papacy, should get rid
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of k the forms and ceremonies that a nfuse people's ideas, should get rid of

the control of the church from the top down and4e-v4ng-- have the church controlled

by educated theologians working together with representatives of the people. In

other words, the pFeeet Presbyterian system which was used throughout Scotland

and which Charles tried to put an end too they said ought to be adopted in England

if the two were to work together and the Puritan leaders, most of them were strongly

in favor. And so the Parliament proceeded to call an assembly of learned and godly

divines who were to meet and draw up plans for the advance of true reformation, and

forthe establishment of true reformation throughout Great GH-- Britain, and so this

assembly was called 4j:4, the Westminster Assembly. Now, it was i& 1643 when the

Parliament cast an ordxinance for the calling of an assembly of learned and godly

divines to meet at Westminster, Westminster Abbey you know is where the rulers

of England are-eros- crowned. This assembly was to meet in Westminster, in
and treat

Henry VlIs chapel, in July 1643, to confer, among themselves of such things as

concerning the ur liturgy, discipline, and government of the Church of England

or the vindicating and clearing of all thettg-hts-ef ... and misconstruction c to be

proposed to them by either both or either of the sets of the Houses of Parliament,

and they went on and directed the toneing of this, so small a. under this, is the

calling of the Assembly. It was called by Parliament, and Parliament called it for

the purpose of carefully considering the welfare of the Church and the advance

of true Reformation, so small d. its membership. The Parliament elected the members

of the Westminster Confession. This GofwConfession met constantly for a period

of time here, andoccasionally during the next four and so you see, it met for a long

time, it was called by Parliament to do such tasks as Parliament gave it, but the

membership of it was very carefully selected. The extremiAnglicans , those who
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would hold t--a-t-x that it was absolutely wrong to do anything except what the

King should order and His bishops, naturally they didn't put in the Westminster

Assembdy, and those that felt that any .. that had x any connection with the

statement was wrong--there were very few, though very few, they just put anybody

like that in, because naturally they could not cooperate with the others for the

purpose which the meeting was called. But aside from a few hundred-exte--extime

extremes, they did call men who represented all views on Church Government, though

they were agreed on Doctrine. All me-eR--t-he-- members of the Parliament were men

k who held the theology of Luther and Calvin, men who held to the Reformation

Theology, and after 4-e- the differences of LutFe r and Calv.n over the Led- Lord's

Supper , there was no gmne- argument in England at this time, they all held the

Calvinist view on this one pei-t point. There were none in t-e the Westminster

Assembly who held to the Armenian view, aside-fee- from some of the top bishops

and some of the men that they had put into position. The A membship then included

quite a number of different views onChurch Government, that was the only -e-pert

point on which were- there was any real difference among them. Among them as

far as Church Government was concerned, there were four groups, then there was

a fifth group I -wat- wt to mention briefly, so I will mention five groups under

the membership. These are not erg&iie- organized groups. These are just general

groups . ..Number one would be the Anglican. -Wha4 That was the Bishops and men

who were bishops in the Church of England, men who had obeyed the general

instructions of Laud and the King and-whe- but whose s- sympathies were with

putting Biblical teaching at the center and with holding to the e± definitely Calvinistic

viewpoint. They-&- had invited a number of these, but oie- only one of the Bishops

came, èeea-e- because King Charles ec4er-tha-t ordered that no bishop should attend
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this assembly. ha-r-e Charles gave the word that anyone loyal to him would

not attend such an assembly, and there was only one who camç. I am not

going to give cyou the name of the one who came but I am going to give tc

you the name of one who didn't come. Because , althoughtc this man did not

come to the a Assembly, his ideas had as much importankce as those of anyone
Us s her

at the Assembly, this was Archbishop James/TJ-s-her. Now, Archbishop 51K-s}e Ussher

is an important enough man that I would hate to make him a-&u.bj-- subordinate

point m and yet in our history he doesn't fit in very logically here to give him

a great point. His p importance x is not so much in Wiat he did as in his writings

His writings had tremendous effect, and especially on the Westminster Assembly.
not

Archbishop Ussher had/been subject to Archbishop Laud, because he had been

Archbishop e--the of the Anglickan Church in Ireland, which had a large measure

of independance from the Church of England. He was Archbishop in Ireland. He

was a man who was ±iivefaa-1l--- universally liked . -He-was- The Puritans liked

him for his see- strong Calvinistic views, the Anglicans liked him because he
Epel-- Episcapal

fitted him with their/sensible system of Church Government. He was always able

to present-nate- matters in such a way as to stress the things on which there was

agreement and move people p forward in that direction aeat-e- rather than in

making strong dissension, but he foolishly proclaimed his views on many points

and he was gc highly regarded throughout the British isles. He came over at this
17

time from Ireland to England and speai'--s-pea- spent the laste years of his life

in England. At one me- tine he was given an offer of a pax pension in Fe- R

Free France with religious freedom by Cardinal Richelieu; it shows how, though

he strongly opposed RC. in Ireland, bec it shams how een- generally he was

highly regarded. Now, it is too bad that a Ix man of the wide theological learning

and the great number of writings and careful and accurate studies that he made , should
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be knowscn in our day for t-he- one of the least important things that he ever did.

I was at the Un. of Chicago a few years ago and I happened to be chatting with

a man whowas a worker in theology there, whom I knew very slightly and he

didn't know anything about me except that I was doing some work on some Babylonn

tablestts there, and we were chatting and he mentioned to me that he had been

asked to go to the Inaugeration of the-Pra Pe&-Pes4de-t-- new President at

Wheaton College, and he said that in . a man from Wheaton College was di

sty- studying Archaeology, I don't know why a man from Whea ton College would

be interested in Archaeology. Why, he said, th t is one of these old .... places.

I wouldn't be stipr-ies- surprised if they didn't have a stati±e-- statue of Archbishop

Ussher over the door. That was his th idea of A '-s-he-JArchbishop Ussher. WHen

the Pilgrim Bible came out, about 10-15 years ago w-th--wh 444&m- the-&1s4h

English trecied to make notes that would be helpful to young Christians, on the-wele

whole I think they did a very good job of it. The- It was published by the Oxford

Press and . . . not a tremendous circulation, but a very wide circulation. When it

came out Time magazine had an account of its issuance and they devoted a half of

a column to it and 2/3rd of icc it was devoted to the statement of its introduction which

said that the re is no valid reason why we have to depart from Archbishop Ussher's

chronology. That was an incidental statemert,.-- -ehe-r-ha- along with otle r

statements that on the other -hed -he-hae1 hand we don't have to stand by his chronoi

logy . and it certainly is true that there is no historical event in which we can prove

that Ussher's chronology is wrong, but when it comes to the date of the creation

Archbishop Ussher thought it would be very g beautiful to have 4, 000 years -ec-aa

exactly before the birth of k Christ, and then 2, 000 more and then 7, 000 th the Millenium.
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And so he made have injected a number of points, so as to make it come out

4,004 B.C. There are many such guesses tht- that have been made. There have

been maybe a hundred different guesses-tha-t but the Bible doesx not give an exact

chronology, but1c the points where it does give chronoloy E x- Us sher studied

carefully in his writing on .. . but he thinking on this day of 4,004 B.C. that is

a thinking prnetap- principally known today, and that is unfortunate because

it is a very minor thing in his activities and certainly W en you get back into

the days of Abraham we have no way of knowing i'iytF-i.ng-- any day , and the Bible

doesn't give us a hint as to any day back in the days oA4a- Abraham, but TJssher

had in Ireland made 104 articles for the Irish Church which was called the Irish

Church ich were called the Irish Are Articles . And these Irish Arek Articles

had to have more activities
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Now in that period it has . . to draw up theological articles, in various churches

and in variois groups, theological articles and catechisms , pea1y probably

o.rer a hun red of such intents, but none that had k greater i-ff*d- influence than
had a tremendous

Ussher's 104 Irish articles because they/1t dhere gra eet-ef influence than

T.ss.hecL& through the action of the Wc-a-tcrrt Westminster SC Assembly. Well,

Archbishop Tjssher followed King Charles' order and did not attend the Westmirster

Assembly. He took no part in it but his writings were given tremendous c attention.

The second small group in the assembly. A small group that was very vocal, a

group which ee34 could be called the Erastines. Now, the Era stines is a name

which is given to the idea that the Churchis controlled and directed by the state

and this is the attitude into which the Lutheran churches had followed, not by
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careful pa planning but by not planning anything, the Lutheran churches in

the continent were largely under the control of the state. Now, Calvin of

course had admitted the authority of the civil leaders in Geneivak but had tried

to restrict their influence vh en it came to v±a- vital matters of the church. to

inssist that the Church should decigde its own vital mt-t- matters, and these

Erastines were very vocal in the Assembly. They were earnest Christians,

they were x fine theologians, but they strongly advance the view of the state

control over the church and that sharpened the dc idea of otl-e rs who felt that

the church should control itself. That it should -a-be be protected by the state

but not controlled by the state, and so -there- they took a very= considerable

part in the discussiore of the Assembly. There were not many independeait-mt

at this time, compared to the total par--op population of England , they would not

be half of one -pete- percent, but they had perhaps 1500 people who met at

Parliament, and many of them came back at this time ard some of their leaders

were invited to participate in the Assembly and some of them were very outstanding

tee-]o4ea- theologians and had a very active part in the WestmRinster Assembly.

Now, in New England at this time, still considered themselves members of the

Church of England, but actually the Church of England had not actually exerted

anyx authority over them, but they had some very fine scholars in New En1and
a

and 1(Iie number of scholars in New England were invited to come over and to pa.Aea-p--

participate in the Westminster Assembly, I don't believe any did, but they were

invited, so I don't include them as ... now, a fourth groups is the -P-re Presbyterians

and this groups was the overwhealming majority of the members of the Assembly,

that is to say the people who e re the members of the Church of England but people
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who believed that the Church should be controlled, not by Bishops appointed by

the King, but by the members of the Gent Congregation , not themselves deciding

every ... and matter but electing elders to k meet with their ministers and cnsidering

the matter carefully and reaching the conclusion c as to what is the teaching of the

Word of God was on this point, and then it was their efforts and should meet with

other representatives and thus there should be an oversight of the church to keep

out false doctrines. And there he-was---the people of that general view on church

government were the everewhele overwhealming majority in the Westminster Assembly

tei*- though all the members of the Wes-t-m±ig Westminster Assembly were Calvinistic

in their views. Some of the members there had attended tI Synod ofDDrt, and they

had heard the discussion at the Synod of Dort, they were aware of the termonology

and they definitely rejected some of it when it came to their actions . They felt

that some of the statements at the Synod of Dort went further than they thought the

Scripture went in certain directions, and they were familiar with this termonology

but definitely e- omitted it from the actions wt-h which they took. They were more

influenced, as I said , by the Irish artist than by anything else, but a they did not

adopt anything without very careful consideration, and here is where the Parliament

got Ax iax irritated. So we go on to small c. Its works. The Assembly met and had

a long sermon by the moderator of the Assembly and they had religious eees

exercises and the next week they started to meet. And they would meet usually from

nine until one each day, and they would appoint committees whom would eensk-we-

consider matters and then bring them back next time. . . this group had no vote,
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BUT Was very influential, but this groups was the Scotch representatives. This

was an English assembly to consider the English Church so the Scotch had no vote

in it, but it was the desire of the Parliament that they should cooperate with the

See Scotch, and it was their desire tha-t- to stand for thorough reformation and to

bringing the Church entirely in line with the Word ci God, and so the Scotch had

selected some of their leading people and sent them as representatives to tie Assembly,

and the se representatives set next 0 to the .----ef-t-he-A pie&kI"e- presiding officer of

the Assembly . They-set- sat next to the presiding officer, had no vote, but had

the right of discussion and debate, ard so there was eie- only five k or six of

them, but they had very considerable influence in the Assembly. During the preKvious

years when in England the Puritans had been constantly been having to resist the

attempts to .. . in Scotland the Churches had been discussing the meaning of the

Set- Scripture and its relation to their lives and the development of their churches and

so ... But then c. its work, and 3, its method of wcrk. They would meet and discuss

the -s*e-i subject from the scripture, and 4eate the debate andth.s-eu.s-s4ne- discussion

was unlimited, and , consequently, they would discuss each point very, very fully

and thoroughly before any action was taken , and most of the actions were taken

only when the evewhela- overwhealming -- mass were agreed on what they wanted

to do, and so, during the next five years Parliament was constantt1y saying , We

would like this done, hurry up and give it to us so we can consider it and adopt it

if we like, and they said Yes, we will do this as fast as we can but t we have to consider

it thoroughly. There was no ph but re+teFe- neither was there any pushing

anything through. There was thorough discussion , ± everybody had liberty to discuss

as fully as he desired, and probably there has been no period since when there have
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been larger groups of men , thDroughly devoted to the Word of God and having

given so many years of careful study to it, able to form k ... and to discuss

theological matters in the way that this assembly was able to. I his was44&me*t-'-s

- Pa4amet Parliament, . . it was a committee to consider recommendations
in

to Parliament, and so Parliament supported tIE work which they carried on, ard/every

now and then they would devote a whole day, from nine in the morning to seven c at

night to fi-tker religious exercises to further devotional study of the set-i-p- scripture.

They we- were determined to move forward slowly and carefully, and with constant

recognition of the need of God's leading in all that they did. One time, for instance,

at one point in their deliberation, there was the desire to lB ye an ais ans'e r to the

statement, What is God. And they discussed different approaches, different ways

and after tley discussed it for a while, the moderator called on one of the leading

divines to lead in prayer, and in the course of his prayer , he said , 0 Lord God,

thou art infinite, eternal , -ui'elegeebee- unchangeable in thy wisdom and power,

goodness, and truth, and when they fibished they-a!4ia sie- said, That's what

we've been looking for all this time, and they took the words o& from the prayer

ard reacheid their conclusion, and very ofteRn es4efte- conclusions were reached

that way, not that they said, We've goat to have an ens-wr-- answerr-t-he.t--t-hey

ai4,-We-- We will pray God to give Ic us the e-n&ef answer now, tt but when they

had discussed and went through it from every angle, and tey4- then looked to God

to enable them to summarize their thought and bring it to a conclusion and reach

an expression that would put it in careful , balanced poirt s,. and so ac small d. is

x its accomplishments. Even though you have no agreement of the view point of the

Westminster Assembly, they wre- were united in their praise for the careful and scholarly

and devotional a-td.u- attitude which was maintained throughout, and for the very high
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standards of devotion and of iit-eee- intellectual attainment. It would be hard

to find a group of a hundred men, compare them with,-ialmost any period. But

now , number one, the first he thing that they undertook to do was to revise the

39 &e Articles. Parliament said to them, We would like for you to revise the 39

articles, make a revision for them so it will be clear what they mean, because the

Armenians were saying that at he some points this could be interpreted in an Armenian

sense. And so, they set to work revising the 39 articles and about 15 of them were

revised. -fir-&t when Parliament told them to quit. So the first point was

revision of 15 of the 39 Articles of Religion. K Well, I don't believe tFa t even though

that task wew- was not completed I don't th-ig- think that the time spent on it was

w asted because the -&mae- same subject was discussed later in other connections,

but that was .. . working on that task from which they were withdrawn, when Parliament

sent word, no , we don't a revision of the 39 Articles, we want a braid new Confession.

And so they set to work to make a brand new efif- confession of fat4- faith, instead

of a revision of the 39 Articles, and so number two is what is called the Westminster

Confessiiion. And on this Confession of about a year ard a half --they we*'- worked

on rd- preparing this confession aril ....
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But the Confession was sent over to the United States in the form in which the Assembly

wrote it, not the form in which Parliament changed it ... but the changes were not

" the churches themselves. . . they ae adopted it, but without paying attention

to ". . and the Scotch churches eventually adopted it and it became the standard in

Scotland, and it has been a4- adopted ix by see several different demoninations

by different people in the denomination since that time, and it has been g used very
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widely with occasional changes inone direction or another. The Westminster

Confession departed from the usual order of such things, which usually followed

the order of the Apostles Creed, instead of doing that it started in k with the

Bible --how do we know anything ... His sovereigncty , His decrees, His relation

to man and man's sin, and so on. And it has been not used a great deal on the

Continent of Europe but in the Engliksh speaking world it has been used by most

of the Reformed Churches and by many otle rs, and it lc has been generally been
very

recognized for its balanced statements, AA-- stating the truth in%recise language

and avoiding any extremes in one direction or another, very careful in the language

which it uses. Now, this is number two then, the Westminster Confession. While

the Assembly was making the Westminster Confession, they also worked ont

two Catechisms. Now, there had been perhaps a hundred catechiJBsms made by

Pwia- Puritans in the previous 50 years. There had been many catechism, on the

continent and in England. It was the commDn method of teaching. One thing that

the Westminster Assembly did that was different was that they were to be answered

in such a way that the questions was contained in the answer so ox you didn't have

to have the question to get meaning from the answer. The question was asked and

the aftw- then the answer was a complete statement in itself. They -ma-k& made
shorter

no. 3, is the larger catechism. No. 4 is the ,arer-catechism,--iie..I don't know why

they call one larger and the other shorter. You think that there would be longer

and shorter, or larger ard smaller. The larger catechismcx is an excellent, balanced

presentation it's unfortunate that it is not used anymore now. The shorter k catechism

... and in our less intellectual day the shorter catechism seems to be ... but the

larger catechism has many execellent statements on ... and very clearly put. But these

,two were prepared simultaneously with the preparation of the WestmiEnster Confession,
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... at that time which has had tremendous changes to take place in its whole

p3-- political set-up, in different directions, over a period of 20 years, and of

course there would be . and ftr anyone who is willing to understand , and when

" were determined that the King should be supreme and t the Parliament was

determined that ... and the result was that there was a war which 4e-t--- lasted

quite a number of years; that is to say it ac was . . a definite line of demarcation

each pushing forward against the other. You had the ... and you kx had

e some who favored one and some ic who favored the other, and some tc who didn't

take sides at all. Now, small a. the closing -s-tat- stages of the war. The

trading and in tia t sort of k activity. -They- Many of them calle d who-.-weFe-

because they cut off the long locks of their hair, whereas the Kir s followers usually

wore long flowing locks, and we-it in for a great deal of fashion and style in their

parties and grooming. But they were not men toc who " . . they were people of the

business and mer-o- mercantile class. The bulk of them of the landed gentry

who had an estate on which they lived. They spent their time in fox hunting and

horse racing and all that sort of thing were accustomed to outside activity of the

sort that .. . in the early ... though there was quite a considerable number of them,

and in the first year and a half of the war there was no decisive victory over them.
rise

Then small b. the/i4fe- of Oliver Cromwell, and here is one of those circumstances which

occurs in history which is difficult tDC to explain. He was a country gentlement cf

limited-men- means. He spoke strongly for the liberty of tec the people, not a particularly

good people but by the vehemence of his speaking , ascribed attention to himself

at that time, then in the 11 years between when Charles reigned without a Parliament.

He was not a man of any great note in-pe-l4et- political affairs net- nor any experience

or c training in war. Now, he was a member of the th e Long Parliament and one
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who had been active in one of the committees. When it came tothe necessity
been

of war, Cromwell who had haçYa very ardent follower of the scriptures and was very

active in presenting the Word of God, gathered a group men of similar attitudes ctx

as himself and formed a regiment which he called the Ironsides, and these were men

who spent their time in presenting the Word of God , they dec did no swearing or

diiftk-g- drinking , or anything of the kind, who spent their time singing songs, but

men whom he knit together into a well disciplined group and whenever Cromwell! s

ironsides met the forces of the King , it had }xx long been observed that Cromswell's

Ironsides were victorious. Not only were they well disciplined and able to work
ta ctition

together as a unit but Cromwell showed most unexpec1d ability as and

also as a stragocist in war. And so we go on to C. the New Model army. Ironsides

was the name given to the regiment that Cromwell . .. but now the Parliament decided

to form a whole army on a new model. And the new model meant to try to make the

army as a whole as much as like Cromwell's Ironsides as possible, and in addition

to have officers who were capable men, not simply men tc who were et-ee& in
or their ability to recoup men,

Parliament for their position or their -std standing/ ... so they passed what they

called the . . . the Paris- Parliament voted that every Parliament -me-mer

member should resign o& from any position as an officer in the army. They did that

in order to get ridx* of the ones that had no special appitude, but then they passed

an exception. Cromwell alone was to be an exception. O.1 Oliver Cromwell was

nominally second in command of the New Model army, but actually it was his leadership

which directed and the X New Model army was soon to found to xk have defeated

the Kings forces and eveilything else. There was one great battle which Cromwell
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remarkable ability in planning, and his strategy , k in which the Kirg 's forces
fell

were completely roused. And the King fled anci,4e1-t--into the hands of the Scotch

army which were cooperating with the Parliamentary army; by this times, it was

1648, and the Westminster Assembly had done most of its work. The Scots were

well satisfied with the work that Parliament adopted at the Westminster Assembly.

The Scots were agreed that the... and the English we would stand together, and

ta-t- that the churches of both countries should be brought into line with the the

statements of the Westminster &e- Assembly as approved by Parliament, and that

in all the churches , instead of going ewm-frc--- down from he King through Ic his

bishops and through the men that . . . by the elders and ministers were to work together

in Pres bytery and so the Scots turned the King over to the English ixx forces. And

now we come to b, Complete victory and the problem of how to use it. Now, the

advocates, militarily they were completely in control. Well, they were of different

mind as to how to use it. k Probably the bulk of the people in the Parliament x

desired to retain the King but thc to curb his w-p--e-- power. They-wa-s-nt- wanted

to have the Kg-King be a nominal King, sore thing like the English rulers are today,

but the Parliament to determine the welfare of the nation. However, the army which

had won the victory, had won it by a complete opposIcition to the King and all hat

he seed- stood far, and they had plenty on which to feed their destation of him.

The King was always making promises to anybody to--an that he could get to stand

with him and always breaking the promises that he had made. And dec the way that

he had behaved time and again , if the King was once x again in power he would

and as he tried tox seize the five leaders, he would seize alithe leaders he -eo4

could get ahold of and they would be back in worst despotism than they ever had,
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and so many in x the army felt that the King should be removed and made to suffer

for what he had done, now, this was particularly the belief in the Par-hffl Parliament

by those members who represented the various irdependent churches. There had

been very few independent churches before that time. At the beginning of this

period they had been welcomed back from Holland, those that had been exiled or

had to flee under Charles I. There were some very able members of Parliament who

were independent in view and Cromwell himself was definitely independent in view.

And when there independent leaders of the army saw thatxtk Parliament was

Chiey-*.T
N

NÔT, the arm\ determined that x it should be a total Victory , hnd

so at last the-soldiers s ped these mnfrom-enterin the prpety-- Parliament,

and only koi.i0 members re4.ed, and so at last ... but the 60" who remained who

///. . thought they would not try to
TçQa

deal with the king, but wouPd . ..and in

the next month, inJaary... King Charles ried and... his execution showed

great epage..,Lwe have War in Scotland eland, and Cromwell led

an arr' Crmwellefeflanci and completely overarnrs4orcs of both nations

He seemed to havbeen-airasér strategist. His army was asell

(
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...And the soldiers tepe- stopped these men from entering the Parliament, and

only about 60 members remained. Only-&bei.tt4S--140- About 140 were dropped and

about 60 remained, and so ... the 60 who remained who ... would not try to make

a deal with the King but would ... in killing their anointed king and he was beheaded

there i-Log- in London by the orders of the court which had been set up by the

.Parliamae-ment, . ..Charles' son, who was later called Ga- Charles II took

the Covenant in Scotland, declared his allegiance to the Westminster Standards,

he stood way awye- away beside the Scotch in their desires and the Scotch +--Fee

crowned him King, as King Charles II. And so we have f. we have ...in Scotland

and in Ireland. And -Gr-owi Cromwell led an army which went to Scotlard andto

Ireland and completely overcame the forces of both nations. He proved to be a

master strategist, its' army was as well disciplire d an army as the world has ever

seen. The re was te- little of violence and cruelty on its party as any army

in the world's history, the only t-h4tk-t- thing that people didn't like was that ME n

ever they were off duty , -they-. . . they were all concerned about spreading the gospel

and they were completely v efi& victorious in Scotlard and in Ireland, and after

that Cromwell had± an arduous eew campaign txx.. returned to London, and for

a year and a half acted as a ni simple member of Parliament, working on committees
to fefw forward

and endeavoring to do what things he could do/er the peace ard the well being of the

country. Now, G. the Council of Officers arri the .... Parliament. The-beg- Long

Parliament continued during this year and half trying to plan how to summon the

country and it-s- it's pretty hard for a group of 60 men to govern the country. Xt

They needed an executive and they didn't have any. The Army established the Council

of Officers, and the Council did not agree in ER its ideas c quite frequently with
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wit_ what Parliament felt and Parliament was arguing among themselfves. Nothing

satisfactory was being worked out until "x one day ... they would continue for life

.and they were working this plan out and Cromwell became convinced that it

would just lead to anarchy and confusion and so one day he rose up with sorre

soldiers and he said you folks are doing something that will just make things go from

bad to worse... and he drove them out... the Council of Officers then took charge

and they appointed a New Parliament, arid this is called the - Parliament,

and the liked, were ee- earnest Christian men who spea

spent a great deal of their time in religious exercises and in Bible study but they

knew nothing about how to govern a country and k after a few months it was decided

that something else must be done. Tw4-¬I- Twice great numbers of e ople petitioned

Cromwell to aeet accept the position as King, and he refused, and they he was

asked to accept the position as Protector, and so H. the Protector. Cromwell accepted

the position as Lord Protector, He was given the position for life, authorized to

appoint his successor, and given great power , mtis- much similar to the power that

the King had possessed before, and now . ..and the two years in which Cromwell was

protector, constitutes the highest point in England's international standing until within

the past 150 years x And the few years in which Cromwell was protector constituted

the highest point in England's international standing until within the past 150 years

or perhaps much later than that . Cromwell caused England to be respected a way

that it never was under the Stuarts or under the Tudors and ... for a century or more

afterwaxrds. In fact, when hr-ethere was persecution of the protestants anywhere

in Europe, Cromwell would send word that if they didn't stop he would send a force

against them and the nation reached a fear of him that they would immediately stop
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and send him promises not to continue.. It was the customocthen for one King

to call another king cousin, and somebody said to the young Louis )(IV, are

you going to call this commoner my cousin. Louis )(IV said , anyone with the

effectiveness and the power that Cromwell, if he askas me to call him my Daddy

I would. And Cronv 11 was respected and he stood for the .. . endeavored to

pr-t- protect Protestants from persecution anywhere in Europe when they were threatened

it, and Louis XIV's persecution of the Hugenots did not start until after Cromwell's

well, and the end of the Commonwealth in England. Then, K. Cromwell's domestic

problems . .. . but trying to organize the courtry--he had no experience in civil affairs

except what he had as a member of Parliament, bec the followers of the King were

the smaller lords and te larger lords, people like this, didn't have much use for

the commoner who w was Lord Protector, they wanted the style and the fashion of

the king of the Me -h¬ey Monarchy. People of the Long Parliament who had been

driven out by the ... they didn't see the churches being established according to the
leaving

system being laid out by the Westminster Confession. Cromwell who- was/le~mg

each k church by itself to do what it wanted. There was nothing being done as

.Knox had done in Scotland to try to organize the churches and bring the people to

study the scripture and x study the situation and x work out things for themselves.

TheAside fromthe indeperidance , nota great many in England at this time, there were

very few who were spoken of as strong supporters of Cromwell, -e-met except for the

army who completely ... but he divided England up into sections, and put a major

General over each sections, and this major General with each section were there

watching for any sign of insurrection , but there was practically nothing of the king

as long as Cromwell w lived , England had peace and a very sustantial degree of
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individual liberty and freedom. The people who w!ete wanted to use the Book of

Common R& Prayer, who wanted to follow the services, as they had been under the

Stuarts were at liberty to do so, .iet-e nobody interfered with them unless they can

introduced into their p- prayers, prayers for our King Charles II who is now in

exile. If they did that, they were interecfered with. But he did not interfere kwith

the conduct fcof the churches, and there was a high degree of individual liberty but

no great enthusiaamx for Cromwell. T-ley There were those that thought that if

Cromwell had taken the Kingship and taken over the form and regalia and pomp of

Kingship to satisfy the desires of the Cavaliers, continue the freedom then established

--that is sone thing that one cannot say. I pets-el- personally doubt very -W_±1+- much

that he would have succeeded unless he had a son of his own eel- -eeM-we calibre.

My guess is that the on' way that the k situation could have been ee continued would

have been if Cromwell had done like the Roman Emperors of the second century and

had ht*- tw3- hunted around carefully to find a man somewhat similar to himself

and we- with the ability mc as near his as he could ft-a- find and had made him his

successor. That would be the only possibility that I could see of a eenti'ttea

continuance of a situation under Cromwell. The line had been broken when the

old Parliament had been driven out. ee- The King was a focus of loyalty to

them nation. The King was gone, and the Parliament , -wit-h- the people were accustomed

to being er4he- under the rule of the Parliament and the King. This was broken

off, and it took a long time to get new loyalty ee&.-ihse4- established.
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.his lies, his evasions, his hypercrKitical speech. . .1 don't think that it has

a great deal to do with ultimate results ... He was unable to find experienced

people v'iose ideals he could trust. His ideals in the international sphere we e

far s-p- superior. Gx General Monk,, though he ±c has an ecclesiastical name has

was perhaps the least religious of any of the generals in this army. He had

been .. . as he came south the others simply joined with him or got out of his

way. Richard Baxter ... arrl... his father was beheaded when he was nineteen years

of age. He had been in France ... Expressed that King Charles would come back

and would reign over them. Then they were dismissed, and a new Parliament

was elected. And when ... England , it was a triumphaxl march across the country.

When he came through the Parliament everyone bowed before him. He declared his

forgiveness for everything that ±they had done in the past, his desire that t noone

should be injuied but that all work together. Nothing was to be done aai-s against

anyone except of course those wicked people who had killed his father, the Parliament

was absolutely loyal to him. They was a new one elected later which went beyond

.and this one lasted for 17 years, mt almost as long as the long Parliament, without

the intermission. They succeeded to hunt down all those who has had E been connected

and killedt them .. . There were very few people ... Cromwell and two of his leading

supporters who had been buried in Westminster Abbey were dug up and their bodies were

put up on high spikes inLord on to rot away and it was 200 years before anyone hardly

had a good thing to say about Cromwell in England. But .. who had been SeeFeta-ty

Secretary of State to Cromwell, . ..had been so active in Cromwell's government.

Many thought that Milton would be in great danger. He was always blind, and nothing

was done aga#s- against him, eventually, in his blindness he wrote Paradise Lost, for
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which he is remembered. R. Cromwell fax fled to the Continent, took a different

name, and escaped , and-ethe4 nothing had happened to him, but the number

of people who were tortured and k killed amd were comparatively few, and the

nation rejoiced to have escaped from the nightmares of the 20 years of the upheaval

and turmokil, and now they had their rightful king back again. There were comparatively

few, . . . most of them wanted someone to be loyal to, and the ... there were-eFv

several different directions... 1 used the to think that if Oliver Gfemse- Cromwell

had found someone of ability to continox ue , and if had the judgment to maek make

a fair, proper selection , if that could have been done, it is possible that in the

course of a few centuries the nation would have been well satisfied with the situation

and there wculd have been a continuous freedom of reliscgion as Cromwell had established.

O the other hand, c if the army had not interaferared in Pride's purge, and if a

the King had been brought back and somehow reduced to a figurehead, xtx. . . they

might have been able to continue, butthey needed an executive officer and no one

in those days thought of such a thing as a Prime Minite, the King we- was the executive

officer and the Prime Minister was not a thing that anyone had thought of at that

time. In the U.S. when a republic was established, there was a long period in which
learned

people haci/te-l-ftB-n-to govern themselves. The go eme-he4 made their ehae

wa- charters when they landed inthis country to establish a government. They were

tint united in their religion and in their ideals, and in their standards. They had become

accustomed to eef a system of self-government before a -syest system of self

government of the whole was established. At any rate, the ... of England's standing

internationally was eeR- succeeded by the ... of many centuries. But ... during

Cromwells rule was succeeded perhaps 1w the loweste- reign durir the reign

of G-ha Charles II -wate4 But we will look at th&t a little later. I wait ethc to look
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of
briefly at No. 6. *5 was peke-political events-o,4h this period . *6 is Richard

Baxter,-a- at Kieer- Kidderminster-. -T-yer-e- There are few of the Puritans , if

any, that have written more books than have been written by Richard Baxter. I

have here a selection of his autobiography, pèth-e-od pBbl p1-ithe published

in the Everyman's Library. His books .. . on the Reform Pastor has been reprainted

within the last few years. He was a man who had great influence through his

At the beginning of the period -between-- of the strife between the Parliament and

the Kin, he was quite a young man, and he was assistant minister in a couple of

churches -fi'e for a brief time, and then he took this poition at Kidderminster which

he held with some breaks in it, for nineteen years. While at Kidderminster, i it

was probably one of the most wicked towns in Ei'tlgen-d England . There was no

interest in-re4g**io- religion and the people were a wild , corrupt sort of people

and Baxter looked upon as a wonderful place to try to advance the gospel and his

19 years there changed the plea.(-,-- place we- so that it was ore of the most godly

sections of England.
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.Richard Baxter was always in poor health. He said that during the 20 years that

he -waw-- was at 4e1ia6 Kidderminster he didn't think that there was an hour that

he didn't experience severe pain, and yet he lived to be about 75, and he was very

active. He preached as a dying men to dying men and had tremendous influence

by his preaching and his writing. The Schaff's Enclopedia of Relgious Knowledge

says that Baxter was one of the most voluminous of- 1al--g4s4h English authors

and one of the x best, but there is no complete e4et edition of his 168 treatises,

only of tc his tractical works. He wrote extensively on all sorts of subjects connected

with religion. One of his very early writings was called a call to the unconverted.
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He says L' in this book that in little more than a year, about 20, 000 of them

printed by my consent, and about 10,000 sent, ed-- . . . God c has sent h

-His message on to many beyond the sea, for when Mr. Elliott had printed the

Bible in the Indian language, he next translated this, ;my call tot he unconverted,

as he wrote to us here. (3. Elliott was a great missionary to the Indians here

in New-&1- England) He translated the Bible into their language and then his

call to the unconverted. One tinE when Baxter was very ill and they despaired

of k his life, is the second book which he wrote, called S ints Everlasting Rest,

and this was one time when he had been weakened k with having been bled much,

which was the common treatment for most any illness?c in those days, but he wrote

this very long work, the Saints Everlasting Rest, whkewhich has been reprinted

many times, d has had a tremendous influence. He wrote 168 treatises, and

how he ever did it, with all the practical work he was engaged in is hard to understand

--especially with no mechanical help that we have today. But w then we must menton

small öb. the effect of Baxter's preaching and his pastoral work at Kidderminster.

Before he went to Kidderminster , as a-ye young man he had had .. . and he had

a brief time at the court but was disgusted with the general type of life there and

decided to go into theology, and .. . then he got the oppottunity to go to Kiddermirs ter

and he said after ... that he never wanted to go to a place where there had been a preaching

of the true gospel without much ax effect except in the hardüng of the people. He

wanted to either g go to . .. . but move forward in the teaching of e- the teaching

of the great points of doctrine. And so he felt that Kidderminster was an ideal place

for this and by 25 years of ae he went 135 miles n.w. of London, it is about 2 miles

S.W. of Birmingham in England. It is a small town of a few thousand people, but it

has always has been famous for a long time fx particularly eeam- because . . btt
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at this time at the beginning of the Civil War, Parliament had taken a strong

stand for Reformation in the Church of E'1@- England, . . to the Representative

Parliament about the unspirituality and inefficiency of the ministers in their

area. There was a vicar who was pastor and he was in charge of the hurch there.

The vicar was almost awy- almost always drunk and he never preached the gospel.

The people had no respect for him at all. The protest had not been made by the people.

The region was regarded as one of the most backward as far as religion was concerned.

Hardly anyone had any interest in it and were given over to gambling, drunkenness,

and loose living in general, but there was a man of general leadership in the area,

who desired something better and ,b made a complaint against the Puritans, and when

this ... began to come before the people, the . _began to worry about his good

income, and so he asked that- if they couldn't make a deal wo-- so as to settle the

k thing out of court, and so the ... which came to the church . was about 200 pounds

of year, and the deal was that the vicar was to get 60 ox pounds out of 200,-i-s-s

less than one third. He very seldom preached anyway. He just performed the service

but he would continue to perform the service, but a man should come in and preach

as much as he cared to as .. and should receive 60 pounds a yeara out of the 250.

60 pounds in that time in our money would be 300. Baxter had a small income of his

own, he wasn't greatly interested in the financial end of it. He was interested in the

office of the church. And young Baxter went down and preached and they decided to

ask hi to take x the position, and so for 19 years he was - in Kidderminster

carrying on ... his work in the church and practically ignoring the vicar who devoted

himself to general pleasures and receiving 4-e-- the greater part of the income...

it is a name used in the Epe- Episcopal church today for a man who is an assistant

like an assistant a stor. So, Baxter came into Kidderminster and he preached there for
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about 2-3 years , then he went off with the Parliamentary Army for a couple of

years, then he came back and stayed the rest of the 19 years until Charles was

restored, and the result of the work that Baxter did in Kidderminster was such k

that at the end of this time, instead of being an area given to drunkenness, and

licentiousness, it was known as one of the most religious towns in England . He

preacEhed on Sundays, and also on Thursdays x nights, and he went about the homes

catechizing x the youngsters so that every year he would get around for that, he

did a great deal of pastoral -ea-Ua4f1g- calling and visitation, he dealt with the problems

of the people's lives, and in addition to that he gathered all the sound ministers that

he could find a- who lived in quite an area around and formed them into an organization

for discuss.on of the scriptures d and for practical ways of --rn- advancing the

ministry, and so .... and it was especially great... and of ways of extending, and

Baxter-weiie worked at Kidderminster k during thewe- these 19 years with such that
250
2Q0 years later a large monument was erected on a hill by admirers of the work that

he had done there
1T
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TO memorialize the great work that Baxter-hd- had accomplished at Kidderminster.
But along with this work he was constan1ly writing works which received wide

other
recognition in England and/English speaking areas. Now, we go on to small

c. Batter's attitude toward Cromwell and Charles II. Baxter felt that the important

thing was the preaching of the gospel. He wasn't interested in Cromwell'sX attempt

or the political situation. After all, they had always had a king and the king had

ruled that way. He did feel that the r-s-t Charles I had exceeded his rights and

that the Parliament was right in much of what it was doing, and so Baxter went

and became a Captain with the Parliamentary army for about two years and said

that he went particuB larly in the hope of trying to emphasize the pure gospel

and to keep down the influence of the ... which were be -4&eem-- becoming

very active among the soldiers. He preached once before Cromwell, and Cronwell

didn't seem to particularly like -the- his preaching, and he didn't particularly like

Crom9cw]xell. And then-e,w when it came toocward the end of the E decade,

in pt. Dec. 58 C01 Fry kept 2/3rd of the . . and the rest proceeded to .. .the

King, he felt that the- England had completeddy derted from a constitutional

position. That instead of having a Parliament that-rep-ese- represented the people
reign

working with the King who had a hereditary right tot. and proceeded to try to

organize the religious life of England in a sound manner, that the ... had seen

a dictatorship over the .. . and so he never was at all very favorable toward

omwell. Cromwell as Major General held peace around Kidderminster and Baxter

was enabled to go ahead with his preaching , and with his c great spiritual work

but when it came to the political situation, Baxter felt that it was utterly x wrong

to have a dictatorship of this kind. Once, 4a-tBaxter called on Cromxwell and

he spent about 4-5 hours with Cromwell, and told Cromwell that he fet- felt that
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England had in the past ... by hereditary monarchy and he as much aa ... by

giving up this herediatry monarchy. He says that Cromwell talked to him about

an hour in a very ... way ixix presenting his ix views on . .. . Baxter , and so when

through England people began to-epce reach out. Baxter began to sound ep- out

people about getting back the hereditary monarchy in Engnd, he found that Baxter

was one who was very favorable to the idea. And s o that particularly when he

received letters from Charles II, assuring him that he was anxious tax that no

one should suffer for his faith
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(starts at 3). Baxter had no objection to most of them, but there were a few of them

that .... (starts at 5 1/2). And this is the sort of attitude x he met in ... under

the new law he would be unable to please, and he . to goc back to K- kidder

minster and take up again his place in the work. t-- And so Baxter was never

again permitted to preach at Kidderminster, and rarely was he permitted to preach

in England. *7... because this large heading... and ne the new situation (small

a) . That is to say, the situation of the 20 years . . Cromwell is considered by

most Englishmen as a wise creature who had established a dec dictatorship, turned

against constitutional authority, and who deserved to have his head .. . dug up

and placed on a pk- pike and left there a long time for people to see. Charles II

was the established King, the head of the governmert , the Puritans no longer

had any voice whatever. The conditions were like they were back in Charles I

and k yet they were different. They were different in this way, that Charles I

was conviacnced that he was the . . right to be king over England , and no am one

had any right to interfere with what he wanted. Charles II had been in exile for

11 years. He had to be in hiding for some number of years, after... in order to
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get the Scots to back him he had to sign a solemn lease and promise them

that the government not from ... above but government by the people ... and choosing

their ministering . work together for the welfare I of the . . . He had to do that and

make them think that he meant it in order to get them to support it. Whenever they
Charles

would get into any strong disagreement, , h--Ge-we1l would say , Well, I don't

want to start ... you go ahead and tax do it the way you want, and so Charles was

always conscious of the danger of loosii power. He had two great desires, te-

wee- the second of these was to keep fc his place, and he knew there ws- was danger

of loosing it. Consequently, Parliament had a power in his da%r much greater than
father historians think , wha- was much brightE

it had in the days of e--- his/power. Charles,/. was a much more skillful man

thati his fathers That's hard to prove . He was very lazy. He used to get .. and

did many things that made people think he a was a lazy,easy going sort of a fellow

but most historians now *ha think that was a false impression of him. At any rate,

he was King for 25 years from 1660 to 1685, arid those 25 years had a tremendous effect'

upon English life and& upon the whole attitude of the English people. I think that it

would be wise to remember those dates : 1660 to 1685. It's easy to remember because

1660 is the year when Louis )(IV started his persecution of the Hugenots, and 1685 is

the year when Louis XLV revoked the Edict of Nantes and commenced but during

these 25 years Charles II reigned with tremendous power and influence but very,

very far from the absolutism which his father had claimed. However the situation

in the state was that when the pe people turned and brought back the king. . and put

an end
to-the-;l

ua
epat. dictatorship and put an end to a situation in which they

didn't know who ,tg the ruler was going to be, Oliver Cromwell having died and his

son having proven u'tal3-te- unable to carry on4abdicated
ard people haveg

having turned in that direction, they overwhealmingly elected to follow him, men
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who favored the King, men who k favored the King all ± along , men who had been

against the Puritans, and so a Parliament came in which was altogether different

from the Long Parliament, overwhealmingly favored the King , favored the establisha

ment, and Charles kept this Parliament for 17 years. So for 17 years this Parliament
body

was the leading legislative/PaF14amen of England, and this Parliament was one

det1- determined to maintain the supreme authority of the King and the supreme

absolute monopoly of the Church of England in religion. So the state wass1-r-

far more to Charles .... WWell, Cromwell's men had perhaps gone too far.

They-iteiide-t-o- in their intent to institute a righteousness upon a legislation.

Th7cey had tried to do x away with anything they k thought would interfere with

morality. They had not-been- x interfered to any great extent with4id

individual religious observance, -eeept- so long as people accepted the Bible and

followed it as they thought it meant and didn't interfere with cE-t-o4e- others.

They had intereferedw -w-- with ... but ...Well, there had been among these

Puritans not ei'tl- only an amourt of legislation which tried to -ti¬lu-- inculcate

pious morality, but there was such an influence, such an emphasis on high morality

that those that did not from the heart vx agree with the Puritans thought that it would

be well thought of c if they pretended to do so. And so there were a good many

hypocrites during the time fc of Charles who went about trying to make people think

that they were very fine people but actually weren't at all, and the Cavaliers thought

they were typical of all the Puritans. The real Puritans, the earnest Puritans were
Christians

some of the finest 4m-people- the world has ever seen. That can easily c be told

by reading their works or by seeing their activities. But there were x these hypo

crites who were not the saintful. . and now were are seeing a complete reaction in

the opposite direction. Now this reaction I don't think you can blame on t lie

of the King and yet...
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... Puritanism ceased to be as it had been (begins at 6) You have a background

that produced , not immedate1y, a certain number of very godly bishops, and
not

from 1660 -1700. E. is4tem- Great Britain from 1662-1700. And it is,o easy to

accept his character, because he was trying to become King, and he would promise

anything to anybody inorda- to get it, and he always checked his own ideas. A

certain amount he-have- gave constantly in the most px wicked practices and yet
health, he was very careful

not to an extent that would hue- hurt his/ehaFaete in that regard. . . and having

very considerable influence in many ways. I picked up a book some years ago

a- an ad from one of our publishers, and it said, Read this book ... but Rochester

went on for about ten years this way a nd then he was taken seriously ill and in

his illness he began to think of the i-t-he teaching of R his Puritan motle r, he

called for a Bible , he studied it carefully, aid he wrote a last testament which said

he had eme- come to the faith of his mother, declared his trust in the Lord Jesus

Christ for salvation, and his utter repentance for the life tI t he had led. That is

what the author of this book didn't mention, but it is recorded in-the- most of the

enclyclopedias . . .-1-m- From tin.e to time lives were affected bytbe teaching of

.and now we go on to *2, Scotland from 1662, to 1685. . . This-Well, Charles

now that he began king me¬I4ati-e immediately bega-per-seoithg- to ins titute perse

cuting measure's in Scotland, and there are many today tFa t try to excuse Charles

for the persecuting measures in England. They said that Charles wanted to gie

toleration to religion, but it was the Parliament that did all the persecution. x

Well, there is a measure of truth in that , but the measure is overdrawn, because

the English Parliament had .. . in t e ogcx government of Scotland, and thc it was

the Kings power that was affected in Scotland, and inScotland in 1662 ... that all

the ministers that had become mt-i- ministers tie re since the bishopas had been
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Jesus Christ1-atoe- who-se-h- shall judge both quick and dead at His coming,

that nee none of you be found guilty of this great evil. Then he was very much

at&ked-te- attached to preaching of sound... of church , but he was himself one

of the minority of the church which had their children baptized, and he felt

that over mattersof this type there should not be divisions, but the matter of the

loyalty to the gospel was the thing on which they should stand, al d of course the

church to which he belonged was definitely a Calvinistic church. Once in ccntroversy

with some who felt that these matters of form were very irnpDrtant Bunyan said,

Because I will not suffer water to carry away ________, because I will not let

water baptism be the rule, .. wes- wall of division between the righteous and t e
shall I therefore be judged to be a man without conscience of the worship of Jesus

righteous/the Lord deliver me from superstitution and idolatrous thoughts about Christ,
-ay

any of the ordinances of Christ and of God. He said that you ask me next how long
since I was

is it (ha4-ha e-beer-a Baptist, I must tell you I know of -k-ftow- none to whom that

title is so proper as to x the disciples of John. Since you would know by what name

I would be distinguished from others, I tell you I would be ard hope that I am equipped

and . . . if God should lxx help me , a G&i-s-ta4 Christian, a believer, or t other such

name which is approved by the HolyGhost. The writings of Bunyan were so fine

in their emphasis on the central e-s- doctrines of the gospel that all denominations

have cone to use them since that time. ± He was imprisoned much. I don't think

he suffered too much, because the people were very friendly in the area where he
he had

was, but of course/-he--et-- great deprivation and difficulty ins upporting his family

and the family suffered from poverty because of his inability to work while he was

in prison. Now, we go onto number 5, the Quakers. There was a man named George

Fox, another man somewhat like Bunyan, in that did he did not cane-itp- from an
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educated background , but he was a rather exemplary young man, but could not

find satisfaction for a long time as Bunyan could not. But George Fox in the early

days of the commonwealth of England . George Fox went about talkirxj to various

ministers, trying to get peace in his soubd and not seeming to find it, and then in

1649 he had a great illuminating experience which he felt gave him satisfaction and

peace in his heart and he felt he should start out to preach to others, and George

Fox felt that the Christians should not take part in any war or fighting or anything

of the kind. But he did feel tI t he should warn people about the dangers of eternal

destruction. He wanted to calix h his people friends, but the other people

called them Quakers, because they quaked and feared for the wrath to cone . After

Fox began to preach among the poorer people of Englard, .hs-es- his success

was very rapid in getting people about him, and within a few years there were

thousands who were following the teaching of Fox, Baxter was very much against

the Quakers. 14e- He says that one time at Kidderminster, the quakers began to

make a great stir amongsc us and acted ... under Charles II they didn't as

they had in previous periods. Yet many of 1 the Quakers x under Charles Iii were

very eameEt and .. . Baxter said that at one time that--one- the Quakers simply sat

together waiting for the Spirit to come upon them, and the Spirit didn't come.

But the Quakers d suffered much persecution, and the Quakers however persisted

right to the present day,-4 4rg4-- and they have had .... history, during Fox's

after .. .been jea1e- preaching for about 10 years, a young man of noble family

in England was a student at Oxford and had been somewhat interested in Fox's teaching,
were

and t4-As- then when Charles became king, the people/put out of their positiols of teaching

the Bible in Oord who would not take the oath, and many of the Oxford students were
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very much upset about this .... and William Penn began going out speaking with

the Quakers and . . . eventually he had an interview with Charles II and said that

Charles II is just an ordinary man , like the rest of us, even if he is King, f

and Penn said even if the man is a king, he is only a human beng like the rest.

He xx gyac said I refxuse to stand in respect, and take my hat off ... . However,
they

Kins were not thought of in sc the sense tha'-he is now. Penn established here

a region where the -the Quakers could have freedom from persecution. " Charles

had borrowed a very considerable amount of money from Penn's father, and akef

G-hafel- Charles paid off his dept- debt the by giving thc Penn the territory which

we now call Pennsylvania. And-Penn And it was given in absolute ewiide- owr ership

to Penn. And R Penn established here a region where the Quakers ea-- could have

freedom from persecution, and alsom he established ati*- toleration for otI r

groups, and many persecuted Christians came to this area, and as long as Penn lived,

he was truly a Christian man, he set an example. Unfortunately when Penn died,

and was succeeded by his son, they did not seek to maintain such ax high standard

as he did and eventually t e people revolted --egeiagainst him and got a new

that would have some pride in the control of the colony. But Penn was a very

Now, the Quakers in recent years have a reputation of believing that the Spirit

speaks through you and that it is the only ... but that was not true of the early

Christians. k Fox did not like to speak of the Bible as the Word of God.

He said that the Word cf God is what God speaks othc to you, but he said that the

Bible is the W.ethef-God- Words of God. Well, he k held the Bible as free from
it was God's message to us,

error /but he emphasized the det- deity of Christ and the necessity of the Atonement,

but..thQ_ and the great fundamental docttii s that were held by the Church. Now,

the Quakers rejected all and they did not iwe have established ministers, they
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welcomed women to preach as well as men in their services, and they would sit

in their sit in their services without an established order and wait tt-thefor
20

the Spirit to speak to xc them. About/29 years ago there was a man who was

a professor in Temple Unisersity, ard he was a very ... man, and. .
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But the -rep group continued, and up k until about 40 years ago, a great bulk of

t hem wwere real believers in the teaching of the Word of God and the- in the last

few years, modernism has been- had tremendous inroads , and the Bible -he-- has

becane simply for general, eth4ch- ethical te4on discussion and charitable

.but this change has mostly come within the 2xk last half century. Up to then they

were on the whole a very godly group of people. They are still on the whole a group

of very good people. I've been reading about the Revolutionary War hre- here

in Pennsylvania, down here on the Brandywine, GeerGeorge Washington came with

his troops and they wanted to know, is there any -pe- place that we can cross the

wee- river , that we can cross the creek and get our army across, and the Quakers,

farmers who were living there said that we have nothing to do with war, we wont

tell you anything about it, so they wouldn't help Gee- George Washington's toops

because they wouldn't have anything to do with war, so Washington couldn't find

a place to cross and he went and camped at a certain place and then the British

came up on the other side, and the British came to a quaker x-fem- farmer and

they said, Tell us where there is a place where we can get across the etreea

stream, and the quakers said We have nothing to do with war, we aren't Ax interested

in either side , we wont help you at all, so the British officers seized a man and

tied him up and said, Now, will you tell us where t1 ford U3C is or shall we shoot
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you, and he said, Oh, I'll tell you where the ford is, so he showed them where

the ford was , and they were able to p cross, and adx as a result there was alm t

defeat of the Revolutionary army , and Wahington as a i&4- result of loosing that

èattel- battle had to drop back to Valley Forge, and spend the winter in the snow

and misery while the British emcompassed Philadelphia. So there was one Quaker

who had his convicticns about war but at the point of severe persecution he stopped

and at that pee- point the British won that particular battle. The Quakers , were

not a large group and tFe y were a group which was very well ... in their early days

to the principal teachings of the scriptures. Now , number 6.

That- e4of-t.he-etie1t-s-we That gives you that much less to study for the final

exam. Nova, we were speaking about the Quakers, and we had mentioned various

things that had eeu occurred during the reign of Charles II. The- You remember that

we saw tc how that in 1538, the attempt was made to change the Scottish churchtces

and to make them like the English church under the e44e-- directions of all the

kings. Even thRough the Kg King was a Scotchman, the Scotch zksc --yo-tem-

people under the system that that- had been established by John Kno,c were accustone d

to having their local people study the Bible and elect their elders and run 4eM

their local churches in line with the Bible and then to have the representatives

from these churches meet together in presbyteries , synods, and general assemblies,
scriptures.

in order to keep out false doctrine and to keep the churches in line with thsyem,
English

The people were accustomed to this, the ,eople were aeit- accustomed to the King

of England being the head of the Church, but when Charles I in Scotland tried to

force them to adopt the system tla t k was in England it led to the revolt in Scotland
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and that was what made it necessary that Charles put down the x revolt

and the English people had been for eleven years submitting to personal governmert

without a Parliament, and the King had been gett±g- getting more and more control

over the churches and had been introducing more and more ceremony a though not

changing . but it was when he called the Parliament that the Parliament proceeded

to call him to order for his interferring with the rights of the English people , and

he Parliament decided to change the Englsdsh Church to be like the z Scottish

Chu ch And they formed the Westminster Assembly in order to make a plan for

the church to be like the Scottish church,a-id- a Church in which the people ruled

in line with the scriptures instead of the church in which the King ruled through the

bishops, but the Westminster Assembly a plans had 13.e- been made and set down

and adopted by the Parliament , when therewas a et group in the army who proceeded

to purge the Parliament of all those who were not in favor of killing the King for what
ten

he had done ag.s against Engls4- English liberties, arri there folloe d a,'eer-year

period, the most glorious period in English history, as far as its oeeftt external

relations were concerned , but a period c when inside the country, Cromwell we

was ruling by means of the army all over4eERg1.- England, which would give

the-&- them a great measure ofxx freedom of religion, but it was a m#le- military

government, and many people who approved of Cromwell's principles, did not appoy-

approve of that type of governmert and the great bulk were happy when Charles II
coming

came back. And Charles II ,6u-me back a in 1663 , brought in a complete change

and so in England, the Church of England was again absolutely supreme, and Charles

was head of the Church and ministers were forbidden to hold conventicles, as they

called?c it, that is, meetings of the Church of England. And there was a period cf

25 years under Charles II In which these me- ministers were 4eidf3 forbidden to
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hold Conventicles and were imprisoned if they did, and the Free Churches

of England were ground down b very substantially . There wasn't a great
physical

deal of any real directAorture or anything of the kind, but there was a prevention

of preaching and a prevention of holding of meetings, other than simply for the

ceremonies of church ... Now, in Scotlarti during these 25 years there was constant

attempt by force to change the church like the church of England and constantly

during these 25 years and succeeding mes, Scot people saw their 4±-- friends

tortured and killed, for their refusal to sul*mit. Now, there is sone thing in the

situation that we,c haven't -referee- referred to for x some little time, and

it became a very vital factor. And I am going to call number 6, the Roman
scare.

Catholic /..theR?L Rem Now, I'm using the word scare it because the English

_people during this time were subject to emoi4- emotional disturbances as a result

of their fears of what might be done by Roman Catholics. -A--ii±me.- The number

of Roman Catholics in England at this time was not great, but there was a substantial

number who retained a Roman Catholic faith, and both of these people were

lea=-law-abidingEnglish citizens and some of them found it very difficult to reconcile

the Roman Catholic faith, belief in the power of the Pope with the loyalty to the

King which k Queen Elizabeth had been excommunicated and the statanent made

that anyone who killed her would be doing God service, but the Pose did eviderz tjy

reconcile them in their actions -&uk,e4n sufficiently that most of the R.C. . . were

law abiding citizens, but there were a few of them who would et-1- stir up , particularly

by Jesuits who came in disguised into the country, Ic would stir up WK an attempt

to assisinate the Krr King or to make violence in the government, and the meet

worst of these had occurred in the k very be4rt- beginning of the centnry . I did not
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mention it then, because AAA did not have any 4meda4- immediatc effect upon

the Church situation, but it ... and there was z clock in 1605 at the opening of

Parliamert to blow up the King and family and the House of Lord s and t e House

of Commons, a- in one big explosion, and the gun powder was placed under

the houses of j Parliament, the plot was discovered because of an anonymous

letter, received by one t of4c the Catholic lords ... in the Parliament that day.

He immediately turned ixx it ooc cv er to the authorities. Actually, there were

perhaps only a half a dozen people involved in the plot, but there were tw of

these whe who were judges, and there was one man who was involved ktx in the

involved in the plot who was an English xc nobleman of high reputation..-.

was -mp!#s-ee&
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after the plot was discovered and he was imprisoned in the tower wrote letter s

to his wife in secret in invisible ink. The authorities were able to bring out and

to read, and in these he z declared that he considered tia t in k view of tie attitude

of the English govenment .and he had done nothing wrong in I3eg being a part of this

plot to blow up the whole English even govemmert , d cf course this is the attitude

of one man, and the others had that attitude is not clear, most of the Roman Catholics

who were living there at the time, did whole their loyalty tothe Pope on one hand t

and their loyalty to the King on the atle r. But there were a few definitely implicated

in this terrible ertpe-cjt gcpewed- gunpowder plot and k ± the facts that were brai ght

out were known all through englard and naturally it affected people's fears as to what

might happen, if a Roman Catholic plot were to succeed or if the Roman Catholics were

to get into power in their country, and then in 1621 they had heard how Bohemia which
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was 80 percent Pe- Protestant was taken over at the beginning of the 30 years

wa.s- war by the REiRoman Catholic forces and the Protestants were either killed

or driven out of the country. A great bulk of the people died in the wars and

the Jesuits completely rooted out all open Protestantism, but it was 200 years

after that bee before any Protestant preaching was permitted in Bohemia, and

they knew how during the kx 30 sears wae- war in Austria, which had at one

time 80 percent protestant, including many of the nobility. --Protestantism was

se-e- g so completely rooted out that there was no Protestant teaching wia tever

in etM4- Austria for about 200 years. And the ruins of some of the chatels

--xg are visible to this day. Then toward the end of the x century they knew
to

of what Louis XIV was doing/the Hugenots k in France, ard you remember ti-at

it was in 1685 , the very year in which Charles II died, that the Edict of Nantes

was destroyed by the King , after he had repeatedly declared his intention to stand

by it and support it, so naturally there were many in England who felt that the

Romanists had taken over all these areas in Europe and had stamped out the

preaching of the gospel x, if they could ve get control of England it would

really end the Protestantism in England, that was the feeling of ia ny, and so when

the-br-ot- brother cI King Charles II , the duke of York, ac after Charles had bern

KM-- King for about 10-15 years, kx his brotle r , just a few years younger than

he, declared himself a Roman Catholthc , people began to fear what would happen

if James, the Duke of York, becomes King cf England. Now, Charles U had many

children, but they were all illegitimate, the Pr&-jPortuguese woman whom he

had married, bore him no children, s and so the next in line in succession was

the Duke of York, and of course we in America well remember this duke of York
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eeue- because his brother Charles made him Admiral of the British navy and

the navy came into the Dutch settlements in the new world, rew-Pse-New

Amsterdam ard seized it and so they renamed it after the duke of York, na king

it NewYork instead of New Amsterdam, and so we remember this Duke of York

to this day as a man ... but the Duke of York declared himself a Roman Catholic,

and as a result gave x up this position-wit-t- with the navy because the

passed by Parliament required that all officials in any g'evet- eF-goene- government

position in England that takes communion in accordance with the system of

the Church of Englai1, ard anyone who does not do so-4eeswas not allowed to

hold public office, so the Duke of York resigned his office and there was feeling

against him and he went to the Continent for a few years. Now, in England

there were men who felt that there must be son changes madex, in the law of
We have

succession , so that the Duke of York would not become King./-ey-had-just seen

what Louis MV is doing, he was in process of doing then, in France, in a country

in which a third of the people x, and he k rooted it out-&:net- almost completely

from the country. What would happen if Charles lit brother, t1 Duke 01 York, becomes

King in Englard, and so rreasures were introduced in Parliament toxik change the

succession and make it impossible for the Kk XK Duke of York to become King ci

Englard in case King Charles -reegeR dIedw± without legitimate heir.
a

But it was impossible to get the-majority for the king of York. The parliament was

devoted to the first king. The king was to be heriditary monarch ruling England,

and beg'the head of the church of England. They could not change the succession.
conceded

And so was inconceivable, so James remained, and
for

abode byAhe kingship of England. James was a man of aliut te same type of

caoters
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character as his brother Charles. Charles of course was , a euphemism

for the fact thtat it was not a mora],t life but it was a lit of gaiety and debauchery.

James was just as wicked as his brother Charles, but was not so nearly as gay,

and not nearly as factitious as his brother in the general attitude toward the people.

People liked Charles ... liked James as a whole, but James was next to

and when Charles died, when Charles was on his deathbed, James had everybody

leave the room, and left alone with his brother, and then he got a Roman Catholic
he gave Charles

priest, and kheR-a-j---3ames-- the last rite of the Roman Catholic Church. Now, this
the

was kept secret until James became king. But within Ø next fiew years, it was

_ lpublicly made known. Charles had. lived a very, very wicked life, and.

4 there was nothing any Pvo;es;ant minister could say except God. will punish

you for your sin ed you have heard. the gospel oien and have forgotten it, but

Charles declared his loyalty to the Romanish faith of his mother, and he was

t given the last rites of the church, and a year or so later Jams , who was

now king, began to boast of what he a had. GI done, and z how his brother h.

died. a Roman. So we go on to x the reign of James 11. The reign of James 11.

And I think it would be z worth your remembering the dates when James II reigned.

Char]es II reigned from 1660 to 1685 , 25 years. And you remember Charles II deat4

--said I do not wish to start on night travels again, and found himself outnumbetred ,

out voted in any thing, but be never stc up when he knew the bulk disagreed, becise

he knew what 1' was to be a refugee, and. be had been welcomed back and he wanted.

to stay--so small A here is Monmot;h* rebel'-ion. I'm not re that Monmouth RebelUon

a -rrorer a for it, because ...16P5_RP. Monmouth , whom the rebellion is

named aft-r, was actually known as the figurehead in the rebellion , but he was

the one who was put up x to be made ling in a Eng]d in place of James. This was

a revolt by people who felt that under James England. would suffer what Prance would
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suffering ii under Louis XIV, and the., Lilt ;i1ai Prliamsn ad not acted

to prevent him from becoming king, and they should get na of him as ring.

The Duke of W Monmouth was one of the illegitimate sons of the previous king,

of Charles II. He was a distinguished looking fello.s end. he seems to have been

of ifairly good. character , and k they felt that with him as king, they

...and so *key there was a rebellion brought about in England. and in Scotland

b 4k. but tn. rebel1in was put down. The mass of the people did not join in

the I rebellion. Comparatively z small number of people joined in the rebellion.

It was put down and one of James friends a Judge Jethrey, made his nme kÔ

known for violent and cruel treatment in the way in was becoming -everyone who

was to be interested. in the rebellion until the people revolted againste the

terrible number of healage hangings and then they began selling them off as
sending them

sltves, nci/.eee-came over to America as slaves instead of hanging them.

But Judge Jethreys name became notorious but the reb1lion was put down and James

was securely established on the throne; be was a Bomat Catcio1ic but he was head

of the Church of England , and. for 25 years the Parliament had been insisting that

no one should hold. office in the Church of England unless he was ready to take

an. oath that he be3Ave believed that it was wrong under any conditions to

resist a legitimate King , to resist the King who was head of the Church of England.

To oppose him by force of arms ...It had. been preached for 25 years in zk the

church . This was the attitude f the Cavaliers had taken. This was the attitude

taken by the leaders of the Church of England in the time. of Charles II, and

now, James, the R.C. , but he was head. of the Church of England. The Church

of England believed that the Pope had. no authority in the church of England.

But the King of England was a man who believed that the Pope was the head. There

was ...hard to resolve but the mass of the English people sat Me quietly and

if James had the patien-ee of his brother Charles, if James had been known to be
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slow, humanly speaking within 30 years it would have been possible to do in

England exactly what Louis XIV succeeded. in doing in Pre" Prance. Certainly

that would have been done under Mary Tudor , if she had lived 50 years like her

sister Elizabeth , instead of 5 before she d4- died., if James had had. patience

he e4 certainly would have succeeded. We noticed then B, the attiud.e of the

Church of England toward resistance to a King. I've mentioned the attitude.

The attitude was declared and preched repeatedly, and the ...during the

says Jares thought people were more ... than they are. He seya tht J:mes

:he people o..the Church of Englano. nad sworn even if

the King ... they would continue to be loyal to him.
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Re certainly knew that Roman Catholicism forbids adulterv-, and. he had. Jii., series

of m4e4eetme mistresess, just s jo Cnal ai had.. W- hi-d

SIOuIa. 'P. L41 al! the clergymen and. leaders of the Church of England

would ...if he had recognized human nature, instead of thinking p,;ople will

necessarily always-aa4 continue to stand. by the I illogical things they say

when they are proven illogical, humanly speaking he would have succeeded, so

we go on to C. James' inuv.ring. Now James was tzir head. of the

Church of Znglaz and head of the state of England and -e- it was recognized

ever since the Rebellion that whatever the King says is rtgnt, ofllT thng

was that when Charles cams back they refieed to allow him to have a nigh commission

such s Elizabeth and. * James had----Charles recognized that there were certain

definite uins that he couldnPt peas ovar. and Charles on. or two iàaez times

tried to pass over them,-4 and had. found. it impoasib].e. Well, 3ames had. pro

ceeded. to maneuvar and it would take us a long time tv consider the way in which

no !nanuevered., but we could mention a few of the things that n aim. well,
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Jame a figured. this wej " Here are ;r most religious of tue !ngli h people,

forQ.den to hold qhurch servtea and forojuaen to oprad ;hir ideas. Sow,

if I announce freedom of religion , then these people will all support me,

and. thi,. will rive freedom to the oman Catholics in tfle Qountry too, am

I can get them into people places oi leadership end then I can ao what I

want, out tue dissenters recognized ... and so he d44e44 diant win their

i support at all. But fle moved. in tnat direction, as Onarles had occaeionall1
other

also . The/e,. thing he aid was that his brother had made nlin the High Admiral

again before the end of his reign and had made him Governor General O.L Scotisna

and James had led in the prsecution ox the Covenantera for wwo or three years

in Scotlam towards te end of Cr1es! reign, bu: .rAss aa saa I CaU a.3spense

tfle test act in certain caaes. .L can give e eee1e1 privilege oi. no having t

take the (12) test of showing how the loyalty e-h he-i ya4t.y on the part of

an officer of the Church of England. James proceeded to give personal deliverances

from having to take the test, and so he took men who were known to be Roman

Catholic x in ' their views ard began to putting them R into the high positions in

the Church of England. And dispendcsed them from taking the test, aril he began to

put them into high positions in the government, where it began to look a s if they

would get control of the K army , control of the forces of Englarri, he manuevered

in these different ways -tha and the people as a whole didn't become much exed

exe4et- excited until -eoe-t-h4ii something serious -hape pa- happened w--small

d. . . Birth of the Prince of Wales. Now, in Ea&d- England it has been customary

for many years, a1- that the oldest son of the King has been called the Prince of

Wales, the second son called the Duke of York. And James had early in the reign

of his -both brother Charles, married the daughter of one of the leaders in the Church
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of England, and he had had two daughters by her. And these two daughters who

were -pre- Protestant -ha¬1-mafr4ed-- -one of them had married a .... and the

other a Denmarkman (?) and these two daughters of James were both of them
neither

definitely Protestant . Itf'aee- In fact/-each of them were on very good terms

with their father , neither of them had approved at all his becoming a Romanist,

and so people had felt tht- that well, James would be king, and we will do what

he says, and when he dies , his daughter will take over. But . . . his second

wife, who was a Roman Catholic, had given birth to a son, and this child was

a boy, and so the boy would take pee- preference over the-twh two daughters,

and he would ... . be brought up L the Jesuits, and be trained in hatred of the

Protestants, and g if James had been willing to quitly wait and move slowly,

when he died he would have been succeeded by k his son, and trained by the

Jesuits, who would have take n over England , and it would have been the

end of Protestantism in England, and would have had a tremendous effect upon

the world. But James didn't have the patience to wait, he had been manuvering

rapidly, trying to get Romanist domination now, and the year before in 1687, James

had given on his own authority that the censors and the Roman Catholics were to

be released from the restrictions which had been upon them, and from the rule

of the previous ruler, and they recognized that in order to help the Rema-4 Romanist

the defenses didnot seem to help the King on account of it, and now, just about

the time when the son was born, James had urged that this regulrLon IXDCX be read

in every Church and there were 7 bishops who refused to read it, and so they were

accused of high treason, and brought to tqa- trial , and it was-tstt just as they

were proceeding with this trial that the Prince of Wales was born, people immediately

began to question whether .he- this was a scheme to-se get control by the Romanist
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in 1i'td England, and Parliament shortly thereafter made a law that no one

should be born who would be in line to become King x of England, unless a

representative of Parliament was in the room at the tire to certify that he wasn't

.... and that is the law , at least it was 10 years ago, and I think it is today .

... this meant that the English freedom of religion was found to be .. and it

was succeeded by k his son the ... so we go on to small ... the failure of the

counter-reformation in-Etg.ad- England . It was sonething of tremendous import

for the whole history of the world. What happened at that time, and what bc has

often been called the Glorious Revolution of 1688. In 1688 when the 7 bishops of

the Church of England were on tt1- trial for treason for refusing to carryx out the

King's orders, the ...whlch weFe would deny the power of the ... Church of England...

when they wee- were placed on trial there was tremendous interest Ex everywhere

in the results e4-e--t- of the trial . The .... those that had been persecuted x

by the Church of England, were just as interested as the members c:f the Church.

The King said, After all, you have declared tia t I am head of the Church of England,

there is one . . here is what lam doing. They were no more logical thank he was,

and so the trial was held and then the court gave its decision acquiting these seven

bishops of the Church of England. The effect in England was tremendous ...........

the courxt . . and the people just shortly before having heard about the . .. it was

made eEnUe-definite that there was a prince of Wale s, a boy born . xx Some

of them weewent tc over to-Seet1&47-&nd- Holland and got in touch with Mary,

and her -hea-4"i& husband , William, and asked them to come f x over to Eng land

and to deliver them from what was heading-thetoward the tExx4t-o- introductio

of Roman tyranny in EaR England, and so WI lliam of Holland -order- brought

a small force to England and peep people rallied around them. And James became
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frightened for his family and he-t41- took-t-hc adveee- his wife and bay baby and

took them kx over to France quickly, and he started to flee himself but he was

captured, and-W4H4a- brought to William and William ordered them to gk let him

go, because the worst hat- thing that could happen was to have James in England.

If James had called on people to rally around him, he might have persuaded much

of the English to rally to his support and to driven back the forces of William,

but James in the tremendous excitement of the people- ew4-t1e- over the

acquittal of the bishops, and his having a son born now, who was successore

l& over his iv two daughters, James f fled to France, and for the first time in

half a century, the Ei 1--Bg1a- English people were completely united, and rallied

around William, and William was c-atabhse4 established as King William III, aril

his wife as Queen Mary II, aid this isthe one time in English history where we

have two rulers at once, not just the wife of a king, she was a queen, Queen Mary It

the two of them reigned jointly. William and

Mary, and so we go on to number 8, the reign of William and Mary, aid there are
strange developments.

two very/.. ..When Charles II came back it looked as if the divine right of Kings

Small a, the development of Parliamentary govenment in England and . . .-nes

when William was accepted as King he was accepted and ... which he didn't particularly

ike- like , because .. rather than in the hands of
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" ..claiming he was the legitimate king in a- Englard and then when he died,

he claimed he was king in England, the next one in line from a hereditary basis

if they were not to call back one of James descendantRs. The next one in line would

be a descendant ci James the I, who was a duke of a little duchy in Germany who

didn't iew- know a word of English, aid wa so they invited King George I to come
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to England and become King, and so he came over and never did learn to speak

English, so the Parliament had complete rule in England, and his son was also

born in x.. .and Parliament ruled, and from then on Kings were mostly just figure

heads, and George H-tr tc III tried to be a king a-b again and lost America in

the process. But the Glorious Revolution of 1688 as it was called was an end

of this attempt of getting 4et-o--s- dictatorial control , going back to the

days of Queen Elizabeth and Henry 1.1111, and made the English monarchs -Per

pretty much just a figurehead, and so that is probably one of the-s-rn- strongest

reasons why England is one of the few nations who has a king, because for many

centuries, the king of England has been little more than a figurehead, everyonge

can be loyal to him no matter what they believe, but the development of Parliamentary

government in England was brought in gc with great force as a reaction against

James going too far in the opposite directionx,bu- Now , we are particularly interested,

of course, in the religious aspect, so we look at small b. The Parliamentary act,

1689. Now , 1c the head or the Church of England had been a Roman Catholic.

That was ac of course a .. . but now the new head of the Church of England was

the new King of Englan and he was not a member of the Church of England. He

was a member of the ReiRformed church of the Netherlands, and how was he going

to be head of the Church of England, Well, William urged upon them what many

of the leaders of the Churchof England didn't want, but it was 1a- largely his

influence that his toleration act was passed. So from the attempts of his eM-n--

ett4g- getting rigid control of -rel.t-oi religion and doing awayx with all ind ependence-

the result was .. now this toleration was rather limited. Very littlec toleration was

given to Roman Catholic, not because Romanist ideas were -eenether-e- cm sidered

by gm most of the people any worse than --.--bquaker ideas, but the quakers were
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a harmless people who would not try to k get control while the . ..and toleration

of Romanists was limited for a long time k after that, but the other groups, as the

Quakers, and the Congreationallsts, and the Baptists, and other ge- groups were

allowed to hold private services without interference by the government, the toleration

was rather limited, in er4d- order to attend the universitites you were suppose to

be a member of the Church of England, as recently I believe as 1860 two st ie&

students were expelled from Oxford University on the ground that they were Methodists.

And it is comparatively recently Out complete .... but they were allowed to bed

hold services without any... and it came about as a result cf James attempt to

.now, number nine. Religion in Scotland at the end of the 17th century. This

was a te tremendous century. The changes in it were tremendous, but now we

come tothe end of that century, and we want to see what the situation is now, and

so under that, small a, under 9, is establishgment kxfor all Christians to accept

Roman Catholics. R.C. ever since Henry VIII never had been tre- treated s- in

England as Protestants in France, and Italy . 1hey held their private services,

and were never interfered with, and when they were interfered with, it was on the

grounds of suspicion of being implicated in the &se4rat4n-of-t- association of the

ruler or something like that, the constant fear of this political intergference, but

there were very definite restrictions on them tti which continued on them until

about 100 years ago, but this other Christian group there was fairly complete tolerance

after 1688. However, the previous 28 years had made a tremendous differente in

it. Twenty eight years with very, very little preaching except the regular services

of the Church of England . Small b is the -prepe deraftee-prepondering influence of

the Church of England. The Church of England remained the Church of at least 75 or

80 % of the people and ietne4e- remains Ic so until this day. The Church of England
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emafte4 was the preponderance group, the great movement of 1640 arid chari ed

the church to a Presbyterian 4twe system with the power coming up k from the

people, instead of eeme--g- coming down from the Monarchy. And the great independent
professionalism

movement of 1641 were at th&- an end. Now.. number one. We- Widespread/er4eetiof'thm

is something which is a danger in any state church, in any organization in which

the tax money or endowments of give the support and a man is depededependant

not on the good will of his parishers but on the good gwill of ... and there became
of

a widespread professionalism. Number two, the eventual developmenVto. a great

degree of4d4vth±a] individual . . . Now, that is an interesting thing about the

Church of England,Bx. . Theoretically ,-t--- it is like the R.C. church, theoreocti

cally the King rules the church , but bishops, . . the government puts the people

into the position, and it ... and the Archbishop of Canterbury publically ocx

the dean of Canterbury 15 years ago 3C was an announced Communist. . but

so you have tremendous divisNion in t e Church of England, and you ha ve ... togetFer

into one big organization. Some of the.. Number three, the Puritans. So that

... the book of Common Prayer has not been altered since 1550, and so ore of these

28 years of Charles II and evangelical .... but theyalways ... . in which the basis

of ... the gospel was lost... the it is amazing today, how many people you will

d-44d find who have been brought up in a Episcopal churches in this cowtry where

they have modernist ministers , where there is no ... andt where they . and they

heard that. . . xx Sunday after Sunday , and have e.n- been K the iadx instrument

which od has used to bring the individuals ott to a clearr knowledge of the gospel.

and do not realize the ... if I donut know where I can find a church k where the

gospel can be preached , rather than go to the ordxinary churches where ... it is

a matter ". . . but .. there ... Now , that was number three x then , the service
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is maintained. Number four, the man's ...Now that is the ... in the e1nn
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they wee- were people who genuinely belived in the doctrines of the Church of

England that the King x was head of the Church of England. And tee now a

Dutchman , a man who had no connection with the Church of England,

... and one Now, small d , the lowera level of morality. in the end of the 17th

Century. Under the Puritans in 1640, the Word of God hae had been proclaimed

--the level of morality had probably risen higher than any x other time in history.

The leaders had tried to force morality beyond that, beyond the teaching .. and

many people had Fei'eeee-- reacted violently aais-- against it, and when Charles

II who had the lowest level of morality in English -mea- history, and this low

level of morality continued until the beginning of the next century. And it is

one of the non-Jurors who-t-&k-es-e- takest the biggest k stand against the

low moral standards of the day. It is a historian, who was loyal to the king,

and to the Church of England, who attacked the King of England for his wickedness

and --- immorality, and who make a big stand that helped to raise moral standards

and to pull England back a-1-e1- little bit from the low standards to which it had fallen

under Charles II.

.which resulted in a4r-meidu4 tremendous step forward and the erection of

Parliamentary Government in England and that, added to Lhe fact that a few years

later England received a king who knew no English and was interested more in his

little duchey in Germany than in England anyway, and he was succeeded by his Son

who was the same way, same attitude, resulted in the .... which had been almost
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absolute in the time of Henry VIII aid Queen Elizabeth was beeenAq becoming

a mere figurehead, and for that reason surviving to the present day, and to the

present day giving a wonderful stability to the nation, becai se everybody

can have loyalty to the crown wlthbut I it affecting their x views on anything.

The Queen gave a speech to Parliament-t- at the beginning of Parliament, and

if the Prime Minister writes the speech. If the Prime Minister is a Conservative,

a g very conservative speech is given by the king. If the Prime Minister is a

Socialist , a very socialistic speech is given by the King. He has nothing to

do but to read the speech given him. k He is merely a focus for loyalty and has

absolutely no power whatsoever. Of co.rse, it has been that way for over a hundred

years. But it has been a very stabiliting influence in England but this reduction

of the crown took place to quite an extent as k a result of this glorious revolution

of 1688, a revolution which never would have occurred if James had been more patient

--he would have gained complete control, or if James had the courage to stay and

get a little group to fight, he probably would have gotten re-established and won out

in the end. But William was wise enough not to seize him, and let him go free and

he fled to France, from which place he and his common grand-son for the es- next

70 years claimed they were kings of England and occasionally did their best to raise

rebellions to stop it, but it waw- was a great thing for English constitutional liberty

and also a tremendous thing for freedom of religion, which had been almost non-existent

in England and Scotland k before that but which was given to a very large extent as

a result of it. However, the 28 years-of- by wicked , licentious rulers and with a

Parliament which was completely in the -ha4 hands of those who were going to determine

to put down all descent and all disagreement from the esta1- established order of

the established Church, had led to a very low levet or morality at the end of the 17th
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century, perhaps as low a level as England kx has ever dropped. But, as I

mentioned at the hour, did as much as any man to ma-e- make a

great improvement, eempaae-- compared to tFe high morality of the Puritans

they were way down below it, but-cc,- they had some .. . that the aet---...

brought them up a third or half the way from the previous century, and he was

in a very strategic positionx to do it, he was ic one who resigned his church

anti- because of k his loyalty to the Stuarts, he didn't agree with them on anything,

but he-was- they were the hereditary monarchs and he was loyal to them, and

he refused to take the oath tot hese people who didn't have the hereditary right

to reign, so as a non-*=juror no one could call him a Puritan, but he wrote extes-ies4

extensively against the wickedness of the state, quotted -the- from Greek and Latin

plays, from Shakespeare and Elizabethan writers to show that the state under

Charles II had sunk to a 1ic1- level of morality infinitely lower than any thing

you would find in Shakespeare or any writer of previous years, and his writings

had considerable influence, and -t-e- the general moral ]c level was raised materially.

Now, we go on to m small d. The spread of deism among k educated people. Now,

this was not a great factor in the hg- thinking of -Elgi England as a whole.

The level of education has been far k lower than it has -bwe- been in almost any

country in the world today, and the deism did not have a long time to get securely

rooted as the naturalism of recent years has, but in mentioning this , we must

mention a man who preceded the deist, but 'tio is 4tne- often called the father

of deism. He-- His name is Lord Herbert of .... and he lived from 1583 to 1548.

So you see he was twelve years k before the restoration of Charles II to the throne.

But he was a j_ inborn ... t-h4rkg- thinker and writer, andhis views were adopted

50 years later by a rather brilliant writer, and he exercised quite a considerable
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influence in EMgnd- England for quite a period. Lord Herbert of laid

down the main lines of a view, that came to uhn called deism, and his views

include the insistence that there is one supreme God, and it is man's duty to

worship him, and that worship consists chiefly of living a virtuous life, repenting

of our sins and there are rewards and punishments here and hefeM- hereafter.

He gave up any great attention to the Bible as the sou ce of revelation of God

but considered it a wonderful book lxx of human striving and human devotion.

And he kx believed very strngly in a supreme being. He thought of the world

t- much as you4h4r think of a watch, the natural laws were here, the world

was established. There was a great creator who desired our worship but does

not interfere with this werd- world whlchk He has e9t bl4eed established , so

it was a long step away from Christianity, was this way in . . which he held and

yet the language used-ene was one which would make one feel that here was

.who really believed in God. Now, it is ñ often a- said that some of the

founders of the American Constitution that many of them were deists w rather than

Christians, and I am sure that you will hear that statement about Benjamin Franklin,

so it is very interesting to recognize that tc in the Constitutional Convention ith en

the convention reached a deadlock on an important matter that Benjamedn Franklin

asked tlu t the Convention should x xii stop its delixberation and -tun. to spend
vFy- very

the time in prayer, becuas e he said, I am,4a4rW-convinced that the one who made

this world rules and controls it, x and t unless we have x k His blessing in what

we do , we will succeed no more than the bu-l- builders of-te- the wtower of Bable

Babel. That is not a deist statement. It is not definitely a Christian statement,

but I am saying that statement makes it very definite that he was not a deist

in the h4&teiyi- historic sense of the word. He believed not only in a Godu

who made the world, but a God who controled it. But this deistic philosophy

spread among educated classes of the British empire to quite an extent. I'm not
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sure that Lord Herberth influence ... but he 1e4-4a laid down the we line

which others followed , mostly quite a number of years after his death, pretty

much along the lines that he laid down, so he can properly be called the father
even though

of deism4nd-the bulk cf the leaders of-des4- deists were not born when he died.

Well, this is part of the climate of the end of the 17th century in Englnd, and I

we-twant to go on to small e, the low state of the dissenting groups in Ert1gnd-

England. We have noticed that under Charles II and under the Parliament, it

was elected in that great way, and if the King . ..for 17 years. ..now , in England

there is a law that a Parliament cnont--eoftn cannot continue more than five

years, that is a very . but under this Parliament and under Charles, it had been

made practically impossible to
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... at present, that is to say, about the year l9 in England there were 15, 000,000

who were considered members--4- of the Church of England, there were 3/4s of
Methodists

a million who were considered/ there were about 200,000 who were considered

Ba-Baptit7- Baptists, and most otle re were ... so you see the tremendous

... of the Church of Elg-ERle41- England up to the-the- present day, the

dissenting groups which had always been. ..that is the people who descended

from this groups ... that group had been in power for 20--yai years, yet , in k 28

years of oppression they were almost completely wiped out... they are today a

very tiny faction. . so you see the K dissenting groups in England were pretty

much wiped out... these ministers were forbidden to hold any religious services.

Baxter± tells of the narrow escape he had eiee oxe . when he and another ier

minister went to pray at the bedside of an old woman, and just at4 after he ed
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left the soldiers came in, and they sa d if they had found him praying at the

bedside of an old woman, wk they s- would say he was holding a religious

service and he would have been back in prison aØit- again... 28 years of that

meant that the mi-ters- ministers could spend their time writing books as a

man like Baxter. rrbut-moet- who had privatRe means was able todo, some of

k which are a great influence to this day, most of them k did not have private

means like that --they were not allowed to be within five miles of the place

where they had .. -whey--t-here- there influence was cut down to almost nothing.

(Q) The group of Puritans which fled the country before the beginning of the R volution

I would not think that ...my guess is that they would not be . ..they k came

to this country. My mother's ancestors were among a group that came in

1630 andso when I was ... and went down to the library , I would ... tc and it

was most interesting when you got back into thcs e years to see how practically

every family had about 20 children, and one expert -on4mm- on immigration

had figured that 4t4- is it, they said that kt there had been on 4m4- immigration,

to this country at all, after 1700 and the original settlers continued tomultiply

at the rate that they multiplied in those early ya years, there would be just

as many people in the country today, a- --but those people on those farsm

framo kam . . . multiplied at tc a tremendous rater, and they ccrtinued their ei±l.

civilizatim, and their viewpoint and they became very x effective in this countr.

But 4-t- if they had stayed in England they would not have been a sufficient factor

to have beer made much difference in the outcox. Now, when you come to what

might have happened all we can do is guess. But I think that is a fai4y fairly

well. . that there .. and of course thea great writings of those Puritan divines
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had great influence in succeedig years. The great . . . the Baptist -p*ee preacher

Spurgeon , for instance, is spoken of as the heir of the Pan Puritans , because

he read the Puritan writings and was tremendously influence in their teaching

and through their work they had an influence, but their immedia te4fflf-1- influence
which of

upon the people/had affected most?6 the people who had a real interest intx

religion , in the years between 1640 and 1660 was like the . xxnd the leading

Baptist churchsx historian in his history... that about 1630 or 40 you haw the

two groups of churches 3--you have the Armenians, called the General Baptists

and you have the Calvinists, called the regular Baptists and these groups had

nothing to do with each other, bc the difference between Calvinism and Armenianism

was then considered far more important th the difference as to the mode of

Baptism, but Newman said that at the end of the Century, after tie se Baptist

had gone through this eetu4on persecution, he said the General Baptistsc,

were practically all Unitarians, and-t-hey- while they still observed tie form of

their Baptist belief, they had given up all belief in the diety of Christ?c.

The p&ft*.ettel particular Baptist in the face of persecution and the t . . . had

mostly w4tda-r- withdrawn into an attitude of taking particular . ..which they

argued about .. ancbd9x paid little attention to the spread of the gospel...

the great central doctrines of Christianity, so by the end of the century

both of the Baptist groups , like most others, were practically at ... notv the

Quaker group is a very x small group, because the Quakers settled down pretty

largely to good work and of course they would be persecuted when they

sat tely- quietly in a place waiting for the Spirit to move them, the Courts

would wonder , were they having a religious exercise or wen-_ weren't they,
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and one of them began to speek,a-nd- then they would all be put in jail for a

while. But the Quakers a settled down to a good r- spe tw--tee-ta- respectable

life, and became quite well-to do. Ard they did a lot of p. . . and they retained

until about 40-50 years ago, their emphais on the centrality of the death of

Christ, and the main essentials of the gospel. .. And sc most oft but they

were not an influence in England at any time by the end of the 17th century.

The persecution was tremendously effective w4 in doing z away with dissenting

groups. That should immediately cause . Ahe author of the Book of Matyrs is
1560

Foxe. He lived about 1&-l69, irL-the- and G.Fox liked about 1650, about a

century apart. The author of M Book cf Matrs was a highly educated Puritan,

a student of ancient history, who in his book ...the founder of the Quakers was

an uneducated man who had little formal education, but a man of very k high

edueat-on- intelligence. He started this group w4eh.and it included in

ght- this country a very large number of very-prep- prosperous people. A quality

the emphasis was on the gospel in their . . . they wefe had nothing to do wit

wars. But the sympathy was there... but the u -t4e4-ea low state of the

dissenting groups is a make- m. . In English life , although the Methodist groups

which grew in the next centuryTeoe- became quite a,pcx prosperous group,

still, today, th re are about 70, 000 methodKists and about 15,000,000 in the

Church of E1'4aH- England, for greater than any other Church.. yet, it never

became atremendous ... in the .. they lostx power to reach out, to expand,

and have reached the point where .... and now, f. there was no movement k at

that time, like the aggressive drive of our day, I think that is important to recognize.

It was a situation of a very low state of religion. But it was not a sitwtion like
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you have in Americas today. The leaders of most of our demonination k

after the image ... there was no such thing in England at this time. There were

deists vc who were pious about God but didn't pay attention to he Bible, art!

there were some bishops of the Church of England, some ministers of the Church

of England who believed everything, .. and iew' there were many in the

Church who .., but it didn't reach their e4- souls or their .. . the mass

of the people as a whole were little affected and the wonderful words the that

Cranmer did xi have in the prayer service did have an influence in the hearts

of individuals here and there through out England, there was no ¬14v- drive today

like they have in the Ecumenical Movement to take church over and to

change the nature of the Church, there was no such drive at that time, but

about 40 years after , the man whose name is famous in legal histif y, B&e

Blackstone , went though
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in thx other words, they were getting , like so many in America 40 years

ago, good ethical sermons about living good lives, but very little attention to

the essentials of the gospel, k and before we had this drive in America that

the Modernists have today, that was the sittion that we had row 40-50

years aeg- ago. We had many very earnest ministers in all our dem- denominations,

but we thx had a great many who were just giving ethiehe4- ethical sew- sermons

and simply giving good sermons on living m better lives . --No real gospel in

it , but neither any attempt to eet- tear down the gospel. They istAr just dealt

with other things. There was a man in Pasadena who was a very devoted minister

there--he thought he was sucha wonderful preacher, and out in San F Francisco
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I heard this man who was going to be guest preacher, so I went to the church

where they wanted me to hear him. His even4ng- evening me s sage was k

--this was in 1919--and his sermon was on . ..in the last 50 years and

thei but you couldn't tell from 1istenin to it whehFe whether the man believed

in Jesus, Mohammed, or Buddha. It &hd--ba- had nothing to do with religion.

In fact, I remember one man saying that I don't think religion ... that

attitude is fe1-e1ad- replaced today by the vivid drive of the ecumenicals.

In 1- England it did not ... it was ... except that the ... and so that is all I

am going to say about England, . . . but my title for this is .. we will say just

a few words about Scotland, Scotland being so much smaller than England,

we cannot spend so much time except at such-emir crucial points which are

vital and important , but this G4e Gloriou s Revolution ac of 1688 meant

even more to Scotland than it did to England. In Scotland the persecution

was far more severe than it was in England; in -ng4Rd EtgIf- England the persecution
Without

was directed almost entirely against the dissenting ministers. A-hse-leaders

wh- without ment who could preach to them.In Scotland the pe'eeei*t--

persecution was against the people as well x as the ministers, and . . the

people had been trained in the Bible and had felt their responsibilities to

elect their elders to direct the work of thei4 their churches and meet withtche elders

te- of the other churches and meet with the elders of the other churches,-as

and so for 28 years we had in Scotland you had K the most severe persecution of

the eeftgFe.tat- congregation and the ministers but the moe more they killed and

the more they tortured, the more the rank and file of the people felt their sympathy

with the matyred people rather than as in England simply to drift along and so

while Puritanism died out in England , in Scotland, when James II was noix longer
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of as in England down from the King and through the bishops, and so Scotland

during the succeedi ng years was a place where the Gods- K Gospel was preached

and 4iefr where the . ..Westminster Confession was maintained and the general

climate of religion was maintained ... but we are ready to go on now to the next

century. Nowrw1a4-wes- 7. the 18th century. No, *kx you are thinking of

the subhead , but then after that came 7. the 18th century. And I dont reed
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King, and William III came in, when Commissioners from Engä id came up

from Scotland and they said, James is no z longer the head of the Church,

they said tht William was the head of t e Church of England and we want to

continue with the services on the Book of Common Prayer, and 95% of the

people said, No, we want a Presbyterian sdx system like we had before
OK

and so, Williamc said , ,4e, I will be head of the Presbyterian Church of Scotland

and so to this day the -Engart English monarch in England is an Episcopalian and

t he4eade-t-he- and in Scotland a Presbyterian, and the Church became k a

Presbyterian church and the elders ruled the local churches and the representatives

met in Presbyteries given, and general assemblies , & only they did not get complete

freedom , because in Scotland there were certain restrictions put upon them, particularly

a s to the local lords or the local men of wealth who largely supported the church

in telling who the m±ii-te- minister would be, and most of the Scotch people accepted

the settlement, but a small group refused, and this small group called itself the

Reformed Presbyterian Church, and this Covenanter group as they called themselves

continued to this day, a very sm 11 group, but a groupc which showed remarkable

in eernt continui ng and today, the ...We had a group of them in this

country who maintain that they will not vote in a nation unless the nation recognizes

that Jesus Christ is the King and the head of the ax nation, and consequently tc

they feel it is very important in this country not to vote and not toe take part

in any political affaiz, and they are survivors of the Covennter grit group , at

this time a k very small group because the great mass of the Covenanter ... arri

t x put William the Third as nominally the head of the Church of Seeta-]&d

Scotland even though he was a thteeh dutchman, and later he was exhorted to

adjourn .. but the Church , because the control came up from the people instead
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of as in England down from the monarchs and through the bishops, and so Scotland

in succeeding years was a place where the gospel was preached and where the

.was maintained, and the general climate of reli gion was altogether .

and confession was maintained, and religion was altogether different..

during the next centu y, but we are x ready to go on w-we now what was

1e 6, .w was 6the 17th century? Ro. Numlxeral 7 would naturally be the 18th
Yu

century/-We are thinkhg of the subhead, nok. 6, and then after that came came

No. 7, the reign of James II and 8 the reign of William and Mary, and we now have
Ile

8 and go on to Ro.Ntmef Numb&meral 7, the 18th century. And I don't need to

spend any tine now telling about the religious conditia-i in England at the beginning

of the 18th Century, because we have noticed what it was at the end of the 17th,

and we have gone into it a slight distance, but we ac will kx call A under 7,

the great revival. And humanly,x speaking, if the Commissioner of England in 1700

had continue as it was, it would likely have used as it has in teis country in the

last 40 years into some sort of .... on the part o f the Church. There was no such

draft. There was a quiet acceptance of the 39 articles as true, but with the understanding

that these articles were Armenian. Now, some of the articles are k very definit]xely

ea- Calvinistic. James definitely understood them as Calvinistic, but Charles claimed

no change i the articles but put Armenians in the top positions, and the Church of

England understood that it was an Armenian Church. That-weu- was the attitude of

the leaders of the Church, and they hated the Puritans, we- so while the doctrinal

statements were moderately Calvinistic, the teaching of the Church was definitely

Armenian, While there came a Gh.e- change, one of the most tremendous changes

in the history of the world. And this tremendous change came to pass in a way that

nobody would have ever expected. And out of this strange thing came the Methodist
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Church in England which was 10 years ago 3/4 of a million compared to 15 million

in theChurch ct England. It was a sizable factor but not a tremendous factor.

But ". . in the establishment of the Methodist church . The influence which the se

revivals had on all the churchzes, all the decx dissenting groups... tremendously

affecting them and ... for a period of a hundred years. Well, these revivals came

.were of tremendous importance, and the great revodvals in the EMI4 English

speaking world. We would call A. And under a we will look at number one, the

early life of Whitfield and the Wesleyans. Now, somebody may say that

but say the Wel- Wesleyans and Whitfkield . And the -fat- fact is that over the lard

the Wesleyans have far more influence than Whitfield, k but from Whitfield came
force

the great.&s that md- made the Wesleyans what they were, so Whitfield deserves

a priority chronology , even though he was younger than the Wesleyans, and then

under that, background of the Wesleyans. They were a -ston family who had been
leaders

active/in the k k Church. Ministers and leaders among the Puritans, father and

son were k both dispossesed of their church when Charles II came back. The father

also as a p&s4te. physician spent the rest of k hs life as a physician, the son

continued trying to do what he could as a minister but under persecution it ... and

his son was a leader of the dissenters also and met secretly with others and then

when they had . ...they , but as a young man they were raising money trying to

get a n education to . . and the -yog-m- young man said, No, I am going back into

the Church of England, and there was also another family which was practically

identical in the stat- sitacuation, the central leaders and the- early in the 18th

century there was a ...who said No, I'm going tin- into the Church of England, and

so there were these 'cii two who left the dissenter group, gone back into the Church

of Engnd, Samuel and Susanna Wesley, and-beeme Sam uelWesley became vicar
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of a little church in England where he did a self-denying work, devoted to the

principles ct the Church , . . . believing everything in k AT, trying to help the

people... and this man we- Wesley in the Church of England. ..had latk children

and of the 18 children the k oldest one, Samuel Wesley eei became a minister

of the Church of England and became
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... and John Wesley's life was rescued with great difficulty and .. . and his motIf r

always said that he was the brand plucked from the burning, and John a-1waay

always remembered tlat and they said that we would like to have him continue in

the Church, and John , out of deference to his parnts, I believe, to g quite an

extent, wi- went to Oxford and studied and became a first c&-xm class classical

scholar and received standing in his e- studgies of the classical languages

and was devoted to the Church of Eng nd a nd he was ordained to preach

and he came back to be assistant to his father for a year, and now we go on to

b. the holy .... the youngest boy, Charles, went to Oxford after John graduated.

Chark1es went to Oxford after John graduated, and Charles in Oxford became known

for his faithful carrying out of the activities of the Chtirch of England. He would

go to communion every week, and he had get-- great attention to the services in

every detail of them, and e- he gathered a little group about him, and some

people call him the Holy .. . and others noticed how methodical they wee- were in

their study, 4hey-gat-h-ered- how they had a definite hour every day to study this

or that , and they said, My, thEe are a group of Methodists, and so in derision

they began to call the Holy Club the Methodists, and they turned
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the tt- term came from their habits of study ' ratIe r than from anything specifically

religious. But they also were called the Holy Club, kaE and then John came back

x from Os- Oxford as an instructor and as a fellow there and John became associated

withthc the Holy Fathers. And then c. George W&utfiedl. Whitfield came from quite

a different background. His ndaeh f grandfather and great grandfather had been'

ministers, but his father had -ben- been a teacher, and he did not have the

situation a lot of fellows have; they were considered the educated class, and

looked to that- as that. He saw the Holy Club and what they were doing and w4

wh- wished he could be associated with the se folks. And eventually he became

friends with them and ... but George Whitfield was troubled about his sin, and he

could not find satisfaction, and he went to the servicesk, he went to the communion.

Every week he did what the others did , but he did not find satisfaction in his life

for his sins. And George Whitfield said to the ... he said Mr. Wesley , I just

can't find satisfaction inmy mind. I do what you fellows do and you are all so

happy and glad , a%- and feel so sure of the Lord's blessing , but I don't feel

the Lord's blessing in my life, and John Wesley said to-Gee George, Here's a book

that might help you, a book written by a Scotch Divine, and he said I ye only glanced

through it, and George Whitfield read the book and he came to an appreciation of

what Jesus Christ had done for him on the cross, and young Whitfield becmae a

changed a-m- man, and you hear a great deal about John Wesley's conversion

which took place about 4.hei- three or four years later, and he had the same experience

that Whitfield had, but te- Whltfleld had it three or four years earlier from a book

that John Wesley gave him to read by this Scotch Divine. Well, Whitfield then

began to . . Jake an influence in helping others get the same experience he had,

but t 1e two Wesleys thought .... and having a wonderful spiritual thrill but after
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all, ... go to communion every week, etc. They continued this z way and d.

the Wesleys in Ga. So John Wesley saw an opportunity to eeee become a missionary

in Ga. and he hoped that he could work among women. But Charles WEsley got a

position as Secretary to the Gov. and Gen. Oglethorpe had founded Ga. with

the hee hope that it would be a refuge for the oppressed . . of Europe ard a great

many had come from the eeitene continent of Europe to Ga., so 4hat- Charles

Wesley sa- stayed a brief time in Ga. and then went down to England. John Wesley

stayed about two years, but John Wesley when he got over here began 4e- writing

to George Whitifield and saying George come over and help, Lhere is tremendous

need here, k the- re is a tremendous field, somebody with your enthusiasm might be

really able to make an impact he- here in Ga. k where the peepel- people need the

gospel as they do. And George Whtfield said, I'm going to go to Ga. And then

when hewwas in Ga. he found that no matter how hard he worked everyone misunderstood

his good motives, and he got interested in a yeg- young woman, and then the thing

broke up aril she mr-- married sorre body else, and he started taking an interest

in her spiritual welfare after she was married, and her husband became jealous a bout

it, there was a court case and a lot of misery that he went through, and things just

didn't work out, thought he worked hard and faltl*ully and earnestly aid tried to

carry out the principles of the Church of Englard just as fully as he could he found

that he jitt- just would not succeed. So, Wesley , after thwo-- two or three years

in Ga. went back to England, and then comes small e. Whitfield goes to G a. Whit

field ma- had a marvelous voice and a marvelous ability to speak. And he was

the more ebee- able evangelist, and he was invited to speak in other churches, but

Whitfield said the opportunities in Ga. are tremendous and he wants me to come

and help him, so he said I'm going to Ga. So Whitiffield got ... and he was in a boat

and was just waiting for the tide to bear them off, when John We1 Wesley got back
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to England, and he heard about Whitfield, and he sent him a letter saying don't

go to Ga., you will c be just wasteing your time there and you cant accomplish

anything. I've tried it two or three tk years and it is just a wast of tire

And Whitfield said Yes, so Whitfield went. And on the boat as W.h4fe-

Whitfield came over, he found the preacher on the boat . ..and he led them to

the Lord. And he said ... they had a revival on the boat, and -that- they had quite

a revival on the boat, and there were two other boats travelling at the same time,

and they switched We-r-h4tf- Whitfield to the second boat and he preached

there and he hd-- had a marvelous tine as they crossed them ocean, and t e ungodly

sailors, many of them became godly Christians and k studying the Bible, and

all this time Whitfield kept a diar and he told all about the & happenings, aid

how -at- this person came to know the Lcrd and that person cam e to know the

Lord and how they both came togeth er, and when he got to Ga. he mailed his

diary back to England andhe said 4ere- these are just a few . . and heread it

and the ministers of the Church of England said What a crazy fool is this fellow...

and so when Whitfield came back to England, every church was closed .--W-h-ev-

a-f e1t4-he-we-baek-te-R particularly in London, he had preached to big

congretions before he went , and the churches were closed. He preached from

gGak. to Maine. He preached to as many as 50,000 people here in Philadelphia.

Benjamin Franklin once wne went to one of his meetings, and Benjamin Franklin

said he wasn't going to put a cent inthe collection box for an orphanage in

ga. After he heard him preach a little, he said he would put a little, .. and

when the collection box came around tdx he put everything he had in the collection

box. And
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and finally they settled on the estate of a Lutheran nobleman in Eastern Germany

named Zinzendorf. And Zinzendorf picked out a place for them to live. There were

a little group who tended to fight with each other over little points of doctrine

and Zinzendorf managed to get them to work togetEher, and united them into a

grooup in vj'iich he became ac the head, eventually Zinzendorf came over here

and ... where they have a Moravian Seminary , where 30 years ago it was a centre

of t,-. true Christian teaching . And the Moravian missionaries have gone to many

parts of the world, it has always been small but never ... but We.ley when Wesley

wnet want to Ga. in the first pa ple4- place there were some Moravian missionaries

on the boat and they got in a b4t± big storm and Wesley got all exeet excited and

terrified and he observed how calm the Moravians were and he asked why aren't

you 90c scared, and they said, We know the Lord as our SavRiour, if he- He wants

to take us to himself we have nothing x* to fear. Whatever is his will, we are

satisfied, and they were so perfectly calm .... and when he went back to England

again there were a eeepl4-of- couple of Mora1ans on the boat, and he was

so impreseed with them t4t-- they had something he didn't have and he wanted

0 get a nd so when x he got back to England after his failure here in America

he went to the Moravian meeting house in LondoMi, and one day he said a Moravian

read from the-pief- Martin Luther's preface to the epistle to the Romans, K and

Wesley s4.a¬1- said as I head this preface being read, I felt my heart strangely

warmed and V&-,Is Wesley called that his conversion, and from that time on instead

of being a man who had been a failure, he became a man of tremendous power and

it was the reading of Martin Luther's preface to the Romans that when he actually...

but . ..Charles Wesley was converted three days before John Wesley, so all three

of them were rejothing in the tremendous change that had come into their lives,
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a change which swept England and affected the whole world.
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And k he said , It filled him wh- with joy to learn tht the true k religion

is the union of the ' soul& with God, or Christ formed within. A ray of

divine light flooded in upon his soul, and from that moment he knew he

was a new creature. The fact of the new birth became one of the principles

of the life of Whitfield, but it didn't have much influence upon his ã relation

with others because he looked up to the Wesleys , who were a fine earnes

Christian, and he was so happy to become associated with, and they were the

men who had given him this book, and he did read in the book one c or two ~

statements that he x found difficult to fit in, because in the book it said that

the k important thingx is not the relationship in the church. He said that peo

cannot ... . being .. . constantly -fuf4Ig fulfilling the duties of the church,

reaching x out thc hands to relieve the poor. It describes the eaee-ef- sort

of effort that the Wesleys were making, and it said 4h--this that thi s is not the

answer., the answer is in a personal relation to M*&- Christ, and Whiffield

had tremendous veneration for the book and whose Godly 4f- life and methodical

effortx to make e- every instance count for what was right and what was true

inspired him so that he never felt like putting himself-eg-i- against these older

men he looked up to. But he was with them, ard in his preaching the great

central things came out and kg they loved him . . but the eet'ife- conversion of

Whiti.
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Whitfield in this way we- came at the end of a long period of hunting and

just when God actually regenerated his soul we can't say, but eet- certainly

he was an em- earnest speaker for a long time before he came to the full under

s4 standing of God's truthx that was so effective in His life. I have not made

... but all x the books tell abut- about John Wesley , and I noticed one yesterdcay

it mentions Charles Wesley's convesion, it said three days before John...

I don't know what the relationship 'w4te- was that led him to feel that he had had

such an experience three days before John, but John became the most famous

of the three, and there are dozens of books that tell about John's relationship to

the Moravians,arxl todtx how it was through these godly Moravians , these followers

of Count ZnecRe- Zinzendorf, these men that originally came from Chezch . .. . it

was through these that John Wesley thought that k they had sere- something that

he didn't have and he went to their chapel and in one of their services heard this

reading of Luther's writings and felt th his heart strangely warmed. Well, John

Wesley k had this experience , he looked to get more from the Me&va4 Moravians

and when he first met them on the way over to Ga. he had been so impressed by
he

their faith, and by the way that ti'- and had aetteMy learned the German language

aa- so that by this time he was very .... in German and immediately after his

conversion he went over to Germany where Count Zirizendorf was, and there this

young Englishmen came to see Count Zinzendorf Lxx and Zinzendorf took k him to

see some friends, but the set him to work in the gethe- a garden, and John

Wesley did what I -ee tZti'ie- Count Zinzendorf told him to do and he wordked

in the garden, but I don't think the Count was very .e4t-4aeku-- tactful in the

way he treated John Wesley, and it iie maybe lx he thought John Wesley was

a little stuck up in his position and this would bring him down a little. But Welsey
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didn't keep up his connectior with the Moravians very long. He did keep it

up for awhile, but eventually .... and I don't think that ehM---.- he got the

blessing from gog over to Zinzendorf, the place from which these blessing

had come through these others that had been such a blessing to him that he

was hoping for and expecting to get. but then when he was back in England,

now , just wed-we4e- wondering what his nee- next &eU'#i4.t.- activities should

be and his next activity was the result of .. as many of the movements in Wesley's

life were, so we 4e- look at small g. -W tfH.eelWhitfield begins field preaching.

Someone invited h4.-ti-f-- Whitfield to come and preach in Bristol, Bristol is a town

some distance from London-&d- , a town where there were some godly people in

one of the churches who had seen Whiffield go and heard abouthis wonderful preaching

before he e- went to AmericaK, and they wrote, Will you come and preach to us,

and Whitfield made the trip over to Bristol, and Whitfield got to Bristol and when

they foundthat the Bishop of Bristol haI seen the . . . and the -BTh- Bishop of Bristol

said No, and his enthusiasm ... we can't have him ... . so I forbid him x to speak

in any church in Britain, and they preached in the house, H and there were too many

to fill the room and so some said , Let's go outside, and Whiffield had beenordained

by the bishop in Oxford .... but Whitfield had been planning in .... gradually

winning them .... so he said, All right let's step out into the yard, and he stepped

out into theyard and .. .there he preached to the people, and they were tremendously

moved, and somebody said that over here are the ccal mines, and the coal mines

--most of them never went tothe church. People were mostly afraid to go over lx wh re

they were NA=--they had no contact with the church at all, and somthody said that

you would think that these people would profit )C by hearing these people preach, and

they said, I should go and p each to them, since they do-p- don't have a chance to
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hear the gospel. So he went over and ge- began to speak, and there wasn't

much diversion , and it wasn't long before ... and their faces were g g ccwered

with the coal dust, a d he km said that as they preached the tears began to fall

down and . ..with grt effectiveness, and he had to go somewhere else, and

he sent a letter to J.Wesleyand said Can't you come up here and help me,and

then Wesley came up and while k he ... and said is this right to teach them out

in the ff4-- fields like this. Is this right, but Whitfield said, Look at the people

who are saved, who come to 4k- know the Lord, and Wesley said but you are an
be

ea- ordained man, you should/speaking in a church, but he said the Bishops

wont let me spa speak in the cnurcties.here ad- and besides, these coal mn

miners don't come to the church. He c said, But Whitfield said R Wesley

I have an appointment and he said will you . . . preach for us... aal Wesley

said , A1l right, I will, and Weley began preaching to the coal miners,

and he wan wasn't the great preacher that Whitfield was but he was a good preacher

and he was an earnest preacher and a very e'vv- effective one. But Wesley began

his field preaching, and ... but Whitfieki
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Number two is the accomplishment oftk George Whitfield. Arid one thing

I think should be remembered is sam- small a. Originating activit', the Activity

of Whitfield in starting tMsn things that Wesley eeHt!i-neued- continued and under

Wesley's activities were so t-fm- tremendously important, sc and should be noted.

I have hear a quotation which said that Whitfield ell-e---h4s-- was always

aggressive and he advanced his brethren in the adoption of new methods of doing

good. He led the way in field preaching, in the ax employment of lay preachers,

in organizing the new Welsh converts to a general asciation of Methodists and

he seems also the first to prepare a hymnbodk o-efor the congregation at the

tabernacle. He was a ... his zeal and faith kept him formally. Whitfiel d made
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the innovations, he pushed them forward and accomplished a r&t grt deal

with them. Now, some of the innovations developed more thoroughly and more

fully than Whitfield, and Wesley had a much longer life and there were eea4H

certain other reasons like in some ways that Wesley's work was longer lasting

but Whiffield's for the time was every bit as kx good. 1-tha- (Q) I think that

there is a big difference there. Wesley was brought up --- t-the---- in tge

church and anxious to continue the godly work his father was doing. His mother

called him a brand plucked from the burning, and he was trained ard expecting

tocarry on, and then of course he had his terrible frustrations, when he seemed
against

to failing to accomplish anything, but Whitfield came out of a cbackroun'whlch

was- he reacted and he wanted something better, and .. . then when he didn't find

satisfacticn ... then the book that they gave him showed him where to find

and eventualrof course they found k it themselkves, but Whitfield had to make

innovations in his life. He had had to make all sorts of them to shift t fromthe

background to ... so in a way it wasn't soni much to make a new ... whereas for

Wesley it was a real struggle, they never altogether got over the struggle in some

regard, but some of h the things that eWeey-s- Whitfield originated, the Wesleys

took ahold of and so it was very, very effectively, but now that was one thing

for which we deserve to mention... x small a. His originating activities, but

now we go on to small b. His preaching tours And this is z just a brief summary

of his accomplishments, but they he began to preach when he was 23-u 24 and he

was 56 when he died, g and he g kept very careful records of every time he preached

and the estimate of the number of people Wi o heard, we have very exact reacords

of all t at he did, and it is almost xx superhuman, the work that Whitfield carried

on during these k years. The ... He came to America seven times and went back to
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England six times, and in those days when k in America a-d-- and in England

tere them were hardly any decent roads. Most people travelled on horseback

and travelled thous ands of miles on horseback, preaching tree two-three -four

times ng-the- week- . . .once on ' a week-day and three times on Sunday

until his health improved. He must have had a tremendous constitution, but he

wore out ... died at56 completely exhausted but the last day of his life the

people gathered around the place wFe re 1e was staying in the evening and called

for Whitfield and he came out and stood out and held the candle and preached

until the candle burned clearK down, and then he wentx in and died that night.

And he travelled through America, from Ga. k north to Mass, and inland a good

distance. He travelled through Engard and Scotland a great deal. He was very

much favored in Scotland and much favored there. In Wales he preached a great

deal and the people in W-e- Wales were anxious that Wtf4Ie Whitfield continue

and stay right with them in Wales. But Whitfield felt that he must reach as many

people as possible and spread his message as wtdi widely as possible . He

used to stand on tables and chatrs and after a little while he foundth was quite

unsatisfacto y, so he made a very interesting innovation. He had a portable J3tt}3.l

pulpit made. So contrived that it could easily be taken apart and put together and

he preached mee more than 2, 000 sermons from this pulpit in the fields of England

i Wales, and America, He once said that the gospel had been preached fr om it

to more than 10 million people. And he carried this pulpit around with hima nd was

constantly on the go and eei&--ee- eeeee constantly preaching to every sort

of pern that he could get to hear4e hear the gospel. Now, small c. the

.mob attack. In the early days of Whitfid.d's preaching there were quite a few

attacks upon him. Even among conformist churches in some of the areas the
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resented the innovations of the Church Regularity which were introduced by

Whitfield, and in the country etf4 districts of England, the local law office

would raise up opposition to him, and sometime the local minister, and some

times drunks would come and would lead him off to attack Wht4f Whitfield, to

stop him from preaching. Dhe- The first place that he used this pulpit was in

1742 in England in a place called Northfield, he said I must inform you that North

field is a large spacious place, given as I've been told by one Madam Moore

with heart bleeding with compasion for sorn many thousands led captive by

the Devil at his will, I attrnpted to -hold- lift up a standard among them

in the name of Jesus of Nazareth. There wee- were about 10,000 waiting , not

for me but for certain amusements to amuse them. And I preached .... on these

we words, As Moses lifted up the Serpent, they listened, . . .they wept, I believe

that many felt themselves ... with deep conviction for their past sins. I suppose

that there could not be less than i 20,000 to 30,000 people .... the attacks against

him. . he was eh such a tremendous preacher that tbc he kept the attention of the

English very remarkably. They- . . the preacher of about 30 years ago .... 1 find

w some of his books a little confusing, and so when he describes this occasion

it may be that he has put something on one occasion that happened on two or three

occasions . But I think that everything that he did was true, though perhaps not

on the one occasion. fc
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... this book written by this Scotch divine. and in connection with tke this book

Whitfield got a stronghold on the g great hold on the tc great doctrines of divine

sovereignty and election and he always preached them, a nd preached them with

grat
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great power. And that is one reason of course why Whitfieldx was so welcome

in Scotland. But Whitfield ... then i Whitfield was in America, he began to hear

that Wesley was preaching against Calvinism, and Whitfield wrote to Wesley and

urged him not to do it, saying that he loved Wesley beyond all men, but he

said Why do you speak lightly of these great Biblgical doctrines, and- but Wesley

es facing some in England who were criticizing his work from the viewpoint, not

of true Calvinism, but of hyper-Calvinism, ,-t-he-fnar1- like the man Wio said when

... Young man, if God wants to convert the heathen, He will do it without your help

or mae- mine. Of course, that is not Calvinism, that is hyper-Calvinism, which

is a perversion. There was nobody who was more apt to .. than Whiffield, but

there were some who were giving a false impression of the matter i England, and

Wesley of course was devoted tothe Church of Ena'td England, and the Church of

England , and Whitfield used to stress certain-peee¬ phases of the creed in the

39 articles, yet the leaders in the Church of England , from Charles I on had been

strongly armenian, and Wesley was raised4--e- in that background, and eventually

he issued a magazine, called the Armenian quarterly, and Weley persevered in the

attackas ix he was making, and it brought about K an estrangement between the

two men, but then they got together and ac talked thaings over and found that they

were really very close together and each of them had a tremendous love o for the

other and they became very clcse again in their work, and it was after Whitfield

d4d died, that the great stri'fe came in the Methodist ranks ,t& I etween the

Calvinists and t e Armenians, but Whitfield felt these great Calvinistic doctrines

to be so vital , that he did but the primary doctrines were the doctrines of salvation.

And that was very klnteresti ng to come across a book by Prof. _of
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Boston Un. , a Meth. Un., the rediscovery of John Wesley, ad in this-r" book

and Prof. and proves that while Wesley looks over the standard attitude

of the Ch. of England, and gloried in calling himself an Armenian, yet Wesleys

grt stress was on the doctrines of God's sovereignty and the absolute necessity

of salvation through the blood of Christ, which had been the central teaching

in-the of Luther and Calvin, and that the stre ss in Wesley's teaching was in the

same k .... but there did come this division. It was originally not referred

to any religious attitude, but the methodical study, and the planning of the life

and making every minuecte count. Probably that sort of thing had much to do with

Whitfield and the Wesleys ... and one of the largest Methodist groups was the Welsh

Methodists, but the Welsh me Methodists were very devoted to Whitfield, and they

were also called *x the Calvinistic Methodists. -Wh4.t4fleWhitfiehfs Calvinimsm

was a very important n rt of his life and activity.. And we go on to small e. the

the Countess of Huntington. k Not long ago everybody knew who the Countess

of Huntington was. Today, there are probably many who have never x heard of him.

A Presideknt of Amheartst College said one time, She was certainly one ci the most

remarkable women of that or every age . ...the Countess of H. was one of the most

prominent women of her time in England, and she married the Earl of Huntington and

was one of the most wealthy people in England and she began to be interested in the

rising Methodist movene nt and she began to adopt to its principles to the dismay

of many of her illustrious friends, and she somebody said one time, that one of

her illustrious friends said of the herg, that it was one the of the most terrible

things, that this idea, that people of our type .... but the Countess of Huntington

felt the need of a Saviour and lx she came to be very devoted to the work of the Lord,
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but at the same ti e she did not agree with the theological views of John and

Charles Wesley, and#e heard that Whitfield was a Calvinist and so when Whitfield

came back, so when Whit-if- came back to England , she wrote himc

and ask him to come and see her. And then she ask Whitfield to preach in her

mansion to the elete of 4iid--Etg41--- England, and he had been preaching

out in the streets, and in the coal k mines , and he accepted the her invitation,

and she invited the Earl of Chesterfield, ard the various members of society

in EaR- Engá nd, and many of them came to know the Lord through his preaching.

The Prince of Wales one- was one who attended some of these meetings, and one

day ... but it does say what he thougit cdx of Lady Huntington and Whitfielddc's

preaching, and so Whitfield was able to reach many of the ups and outs as well

as the down and outs, but some of her friends got ahold of . ..and Lady Huntington

gave money to many cia pels... and she was a tremendous supporter of Wht4fe

Whitfield and of the gospel in general. Whitfield did not begin ... it was probably

Jonathon Edwards who began ... and the people and . . .1. Edwards was a et great

revivalists ....
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and under that we noticed that Whitfield did not start the great awakening, so

why should there need to be a great awakening. After all, the Pilgrim fathers

came in 1620, x&4-the- and they were bc... between 1630 and 40. In Ga. there

we e great numg.bers who came to that k land because the first governor Oglethorpe

intended it to be a place of req- refuge 'fieffi- for those who were fleeing from

persecution in Central En* Europe aid they g14k-t-- . . of the early settlers

of the United States were very earnest Christians in various denominational ep

groups, many from Scotland came, and settled along the Middle Atlantic shore

and .... began to o be established in this area, but in 1725 about 100 years after

th e great iMg-rart4eR-e- migration to America. And m&n- they were struggling to

get establikshed. Many of them were off on little farms ... as they went through

the excitement of Indian attacks and great difficulties... as they went on from father

and son, naturally there came a certain decline in the general standard of enthusiasm

and fervor and many drifted away, I would imagine that the general average in

religion ic here in Ph4el- ID Philadelphkia was far grater greater than lx at any

time in the present century. Yet, kk it had dropped very , very materially in

than what it had been before, and then it get- began with the work of J.eha- Joknathan

Edwards and his grandfather. His father had been a minister there in Mass, and

he had assisted as a young man and they had small revivals , but when he became

the preacher they had a tremendous revivl. It brought ]e& lots of people into a

close experience of the saving power of God, and greatly enlarged the church there,

and it spread through that area of New England, and this movement was now on

the decline when Whitfield made his second trip to America, and then Whitfield

got in touch with Jonathan Edwards and the two worked togetether and Whitfield
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.he sawed and eea&wa seasawed .... his influence was tremendously effective.

And so this a great movement in New England which had come before . ..Whitfield

had come at all was extended tothe ea rest of the territory that later became the

United States, and they say that there t were 25, 000 new members added tothe

Congregational churches in New England as a result of W1it4e-kWhitfield's ministry

there. And there were large numbers added to the Pro- Presbyterian churches in

this area, in Va. the Presbyterian Church began as a result of simply reading

Whil±field's semons, and he later went and preached there and it was extended

there. And one time, later in We4. Whitfield's life, he had a meeting with 400

minitters, all who had been converted earlier in his meetings, and they were in

the active ma-i- ministry, and so there was a tremendous change made in this area,

a tc return to the situation of religious .... that had been here when the first Pilgrims

had come a century before, but of course the re was no now far more people, and

Whitfield was the great instrument that God used in it, and I was interested in noticing

the Presideãnt Calvin Cooledge, who was President of the Un.States when I was

in Seminary, at the dedication of a memorial in Washington said. Am. was born

in a revival of religion, back of that revival were John Wesley, George Whitfield,

and Francis Adbury. And Lord George, who was the Prime Minister of Lngland during

the First World War, made this statement, shortly after the was- war.

He said , I do not know the exact figures ci England's debt to America, but I am told

that there are a ... It .... creditors--John Wesley and George Whitfield. It is certainly

true that the wcrk that i the work was accomplsthed in America by Whitfield, art!

of course much was accomplished later by men tc who had been trained by Wesley

who came over was- had a tremendous effect upon American life. And Whitfields

connection with eI Jonathan Edwards extended to a certain connection with J.o.h
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Jonathan Edwards son in law, who was expe]d from Yale Un. for his enthusiasm

for religious .... and he returned later at Commencement to see the rest of k

his class graduate, k Yale and Harvard were very much against a revival at

first and later they came to the attitude of having ... . but Brainard preached

up here a few miles north for a number of years and then was taken with T. B.

and Brainard left his girl with a devotional book ... and this book , more than

any other cx book except the Bible had an influence on William Carey in Eng nd

50 yesyears later in Eng nd in starting ac the modern missionary movement,

and then much nearer to Philadelphia than that, upbc hre here on the .... creek

a minister fromlreland, a Presbyterian minister from Ireland , named... founded

a school called tFe Log College because the building was made of logs and in

that . . . men became ec d- leaders in the qevw.1a- revival all through America,

and eventually the Log College w-s- was succeeded by the establishment of a

school by the people kg who had been trained in the Log Col]ege, eventually

became Princeton University, and Whitfield came here to PM Phila. and they

built a large building to house his meetings, and . . they called it the Philadelphia

Charity School, then they called it the College of Pal- Philadelphia, and then

they called k it the College of Penna., then Un. of Penna. and on the plaque

of the Un. of Penna. in 1909 there we- was erected a statue cf Whitfield preaching,

because in a t very true sense he was the founder k of the Un. of Penna. It was

his influence, and the interest which he aroused in Christian Edtcati n which led

to the foundatin of Penna. and it had much to do with the founding of Princeton

Un. Felt. Jonathan Edwards became one of te-- the early presidents of Princeton

Un. ix And so his life was cut off but not k before he had written some philosophical

works, the a greatest in America to that the . He was a rare combinaticn of very
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careful philosophical thinker and a very energetic , ardent gospel preacher,

a iii he left a real influence upon America. -Wt4f- Whitfield 's great relation

to the great awakening in America was far more direct and vital -t- than that

of Wesley, -we WesleVs influence mostly came a little later, as the Methodist

preacher began to ... then small g. Whitfield's death in Mass. I've already

mentioned to you now at a comparatively young age, abo- after about 30 years

of preaching , wh- h4-Whf- Whitfield preached 18, 000 sermons,the last

day of his life he was in Mass, and is buried in Mass. Now, a summary

of Whitfield's achecievements. It's pretty hard to summarize Whitfikeld's

achievements without taking into account also the achievement of John Wand

Charles Wesley because the two are closely inter-related. xxAs far as the

United States is concerned, Whitfikeld's contribution .. . his contribution was

kax far the greatest. But his contribution to Great Britain was also trim tremendous

--he preached ins- incessantly over there, carrying his portable pulpit and preaching

in the outdoors and big buildings .... x and Lady Huntington's connections which...

devoted to Calvinistic teaching of Whitfield... and the were very outspoken...

and in the 30 years . . but Whitfield's influence was so great , but his n& influence

was not in the ... upon his organizing people together into a continuing re1tionship

--he was a preacher rather than an organizr , and I would imagine that

were it not that much of it was gathered up and preserved by the oa- organizing

activity that.
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We go on to three then, the accomplishments of John And Charles Wesley.

And in a way this has more connection to the present day than the activity

of Whitfield, because Whitfield influence was a- great upon the people

of his time, and then through them upon others. Charles Wesley formed an

ea- organization which had more of a eent4-e- continuing influence than anything

that Whitfield founded, and so many of the things that Wesley did had an influence

of which we are more aware today than we are of the results of Whitfield, but the

effects of ... now, small a. their specialgifts. The special gifts that Whitfikeld

had was that of a great orator and a great preacher. And we have noticed how

such men as ... Hume and Benjamin Franklin were utterly devoted to hearing t e

preaching of Whitfield, and Franklin said after his death, I've known him for

30 years and I've never known a more honorable man, a man who was more dependable

a nd more fine in every way the.t- than George Whitfleld, everybody loved to hear

him whether they accepted his preaching or not. And great niti4.tudes-- multitudes

did aed accept his preaching. His .seea4I special gift was a great preacher.

But John Wesley, while he was a good preacher and an effective preacher and a

man . ..his p special gift was organization. And in organization John Wesley proved

to have ability of ... and his organizing ability which he did not plan to use, he

sort of fell into it, accidentally, not with any lntenticDl al planning oix on his it

at all. His organizing ability ... and accomplished much . We will see that as

we go on. We will just mention briefly now the special lx ability. By the way,

I've learned something since I spoke to you last time about Charles Wesley, Everybo)cdy

who kncw s anything about jJohn Wesley that hi s conversion came from the reading

of the preface to Luther's epistlex to the Romans. Well, since I spoke to you last

time , three days before that, when Charles Wesley x experienced what he called
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h is conversion, was the result of reathg- reading Luther's commentary on

Galations. So we see how very great Luther's influence has been on the church

long after his death , had a tremendous influence on t e life of John Bunyan,

and a tremendous influence in the lives of both of these men ... but Charles

Wesley had a very special gift as a pee- poet and although he was a good preacher

and active, and for many years he travelled as John Wesley did, then after 15-20

years of travelling and preaching here and there , he settled down inone place

and there for the rest of his l- life he had a very special gift as a poet, and I

doubt that any man in the English speakirrj world at least has written any wie re

near the number of hymns that Charles Welsey bsc has. It was a great help in

the advancement of the gospel, he wrote hundreds and hundecreds. But to this

day, I doubt that you will find a really evangelical Chrisn congregation any where

in the English speaking world, that will go as much a month or two without singing

at x least one of Charles Wesley's hymns. They Iwe have a tremendous influence

and they were a tremendous contribution to the gospel work. Now, I want to menticn

e. the reak-e- relation to the established church . God works in mysterious -way

ways his wonders to perform. We have noticed how John and Charles Wesley's father
ed

had been the son of people ccnnecM-g with people of one of the &i-- dissenting churches

and had turned against his parents churches. That is , his father had turned against
situation

his mother's views, and his meter- mother was the same/s-itateft-. Her background

ws ... and she had turned against. . and so his father was a rector of an English

church and he was brought up , and e- taught to think that any separation fromthe

established church was entirely wr-oti wrong, this was the -Ghwe-o- Church of England
to

--this was the church,Xhich people should go. This wa the church to which all
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people should go. This was the church to which ap- all people in the land should

belong . That was the attitude of Wesley. At least he never exp!e-see expressed

any other attitude. Sam- Samuel Wesley was a minister of the Church of Engb nd

ai- allthrough his life and was constantly irritated at John beca se the son were

entering in ways that were not the established ways. He was an avid worker for

the Lord. And x we have noticed ht- that the Church of England was .. .in this

time, beca se of all the eppFeje4-- oppression and ece monopoly that they had.

Thomas Cranmer... and hey it has a grand presentation of evangelical truth in it,

even though ...And so the attitude was that the Parish was the established church,

with the Bishops... with the reading of common prayer... And so Wesgley , as he

went back and ,bo forth to En -Efta-ngeftd-- England never rr eached

he did not think of himself as one who was establishing any new ... he thought

of himself as one who was interested in deepening the spiritual life of the people,

and in ..the people to know the Lord, and he always wore clerical garments when

he pe preached, aid he had his long, flowing gowns, .. . but Wesley went out among

the coal mie miners, out among. . and he felt that his wø¬- work was to stir up

the people in the Church of England, stir up the people...4f2, the attitude of the

bishops. And the k attitude of the bishops,x was quite different from Wesley attitude.

And we noticed x how the bishop ofBristol refused to allow-W44edl-- Whitfield to

pr each in any of the churches and that is what led Whitfield to start ¬e¬3.4 field preaching,

and Wesley found that any-a- even a mci- man like Bishop Butler, Wi o wrote Butler

analogy, forbade Wesley to preach in his dxx diocese, he said that 1g this is my

area, I do the work of the Lord here.. . and Wesley said, I'm a fellow of x Oxford

University, and my parish is the world. And Wesley ic refused to submit to
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the Bishop's trying to keep him quiet. And he held meetings wherever he

got a chance, but ... and he urged k his people to go to the services of the

Church of Engã nd., And- heR- mbe.-3-,-t -the-.thM hat he urged the

people to go to the services of the Church of England. And so the attitude

of the bishops was to refuse to -b&ke back up Wesley, and he was ... into

separate activities that were not related to the church.. And then number 3, the

thing that forced him still further was the diffiMculty of securing. .. so Wesley

desired to have with me- him men who were . . he would not feel that .... but

and in the course of the years there were many who ix came to .... and so k

Whitfield had k aken lay men who were alreacdy in the service oftc the Lord

and to exhort the people and to urge the people to follow the Lord and be

true to him, xx and Wesley e±- set apart men as local pez- preachers, as

laymenc who cxx would not be ministers , but they would exhort .pas- the people.

.Wesley had a ....who were working with him in leading people to the Lord

and to have their spiritual lives .. . .the-u then under c, he- we noticed tia t

Whitfield... and the earliest . . and a number of people, because of the epe

oppositin of the Lo ds that required.
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Wesley also ... and never ... one time in London he was preaching in a place

called the great garden and many of the ... theyeida- endeavored to drive in

a heard of cows, but he said the brutes were wiser than their master. They then

threw whole showers ct stones, one of tdx which struck him between the eyes,

but he said I felt no pain at all. He wiped away the blood, and went on testifying

tia t God had given them to believe , not the p4t- spirit of fear, but of power

and of love and of a sound mind. He- In London he called on the Magg4&t-fart--
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Magistrate for protection. So one time when a mob assailed them, and they

r-e-- threw stones which broke the roof, and some of them fell underneath,

he warned that. the mob that he would bring some of them before the magistrates.

When the warning was unheeded, one of the ringleaders was arrested an put

under strong escort to a court of justice. This was a determent and this put

an end to these distubances as far as London was concerned, but in the town

outside he was constantly going back and forth preaching be re and there and

place after place he was assailed by mobs, but he would march out an d face

them, and the Lord worked we*de wonderfully to save his life. One nw- time

the k very day he arrived in a certai n town, seme- many of the Methodists had

been cruelly treated. .. But in the afternoon when he was-q-el- quietly writing

in his room . . .throw out the minister , we will have the minister, .. . after

a few sentences were interchanged between us the . ..was become a lamb, I desired

that he bring on e or two ffW6 more of the most angry of his companions and in

two minutes they were calm. I went out among them and called for a chair and

stood thereon and asked what do you want with me. They said We want you

to go with us to the Justice, and he said , that I will with ailmy heart . I then

spoke a few words which brought applause, and they cried out , This word is

an honest gentlement and we will spir our blood in his defense. Some of them

were not of the same mob, wc so Wesley went with a@@-G0-e& 2-300 of them who

lived about two miles from the time. This nan.... refused to meddle with the

matter on the plea that bc he was in bed. He had experiences when great gc crouds

would come, sometimes yelling, Kill him at once, others said No, let's hear him

first, an d then he would ask, What have I done, which of you have I wronged

in word or deed, as he continecued to speak for about a quarter of an hour when
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my voice suddenly failed. The mob boc began to lift up their li1 voice again

and then cried out, Bring them-away him away,and in the meanwhle my voice

returned and I broke out again. And now the man who just before led the mob

turned and said, Sir, I would shed my life for you. Come with me and not

one soul here shall touch a hair of your head. The people by commin oc-eft&

consent fell back to the right and left and he carried me through the mob. God

" . . shortly after that, he met with a mob and received a powerful blow on the

chest and another on the mouth, making the blood gush out . He said he felt

no more pain from either than if they had touched him with a straw. He was

praying aloud for .... he looked like a soldier of chtist, hoc his clothes were

torn and tattered, but Wesley had-thew these u experiences for about 3-4 years

and then they pretty well let up, and this very hostile attitude was succeeded

by a friendly feeling , somewhat favorable to him, and he travelled back and

forth . One time he was on the way to Gereee Cornell on horseback and a

man came along and he got to talking withthe w- man and the ira n .... ard

he said, No, I'm no ei- follower of Wesley and presented the gospel and said

I'm not one of Wesley's followers, I'm Wesley myself. But he tried back and

forthR throughout Eig]tidEng]and, Scotland, and Ireland, and Wales and after

a time he k got .. a cart and a man to drive the cart, aid in the back of it, he

had a ... would have books and-reed4-- reading in the cart while it was driving

over the roads. Wesley could speak fluently in German, French, and Spanish

and he knew c Hebrew , Greek and Latin. He did a tremendous amount cf

translation work and wrote ... and of course he was ... day after day telling

of his experiences. Now, d. Wesley as organizer. We4- Wesley did not intend

to start a church, and he made no plans for organization. But he found oc that
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many of the most ardent of the converts would drift away and fall back into

their pfe#ts previous life of sin, and so he set on the plan of picking one

of the best of them and giving the responsibilityof taking a certain number,

and vq he would erge4-ie- organize a camp meeting and he would have a few

conterts and me e4 of them would be the leader and they would get togetacher

once a week and they would get together and discuss spiritual things and if

he heard of anything going wrong t in the lives of any of them he would lbok

them up immediately, ard this way with one man having an oversight over

a little go- group and Wesley getting the past leaders together and talking

with them, ime4te- immediately they would study ... he organized special

kinds of services, he got out a Methodist hymnbook--he had many hymns

by his brother and also many hymns by . ..They had various ideas which he

never put into practice. He never thought he was d starting a church . He

was a society ... and many of them were good and

I know one man who told me that he was quite irritated that another man had

come to him and looked over his ideas an± ...xI but Wesley had ideas and he

used them, and to learn to grow in the Lee- Lord. Small E. the separation of

Methodists from Anglicans. The-&eat4e-zi And this is the one of the terms

used for the Chiich of ERgafi England, As you know there were 15 million

people in Eftgar-E1gaR- England who called themselves the Church of Eng nd,

about 3/4s of a million who called themselves Methodists, so as far as Eted

England is concerned the Methodists were far .. . somebody who carries through

his studies in such a way as to accomplish the utmost-i--the- in the .. . and

number 5, but the thing that wasthe . . .-'
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and so there was no .. . in America, of course, as far as Charles II is concerned,

and so he .... so .... they needed oversight , and Wesley
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.But he----ve got over here to the United States and they found .. . the

thing to contingue... and so these two men began to call themselves bishops,

" . and Wesley heard about it and he was indignant and he wrote a tcbc letter k to

Dr. , whom he had set apart for the work here, and he said , At one point,

my dear brother, I'm a little afraid that both you x and &e Asbury differ from me.

I study to be little. ± You study to be great. I creep, you strut along. ± x...

One instance of your greatness has given me gfet great concern. How can you,

how dare you suffer yourself to be called bishop. I shudder, I start at the very

thought. Men-men may call me a knave, a Ifool, a-seo4i scoundrel, and I am

content, but they shall ' never by my consent call me bishop. For my a4 sake

for God's sake, put and full end to all this. That is what he wrote, but they didn't

pay any attention to that, as much as they admired him in g most regards. So

in America the Methodists have had its bishops ever 9-ix- since, much to the

despair to John Wes]aey , who intended that they should be kept as superintendants

for the developments of the spiritual i-v- life. But, of course the situation in America

at the end of the Revolutionary War was a rather anonymous one, because the Church

of England was one of the Ieetst larst denominations in the United States, many

of ... were. . and so the bulk of its ministers had gone back to England. They

had no bishop over here. It would be impossible to have a church in America that

owed its allegiance to the Church of England, and so yet there were many here k

who wanted to continue the Anglicath Church, so after the Revolutionary War was
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over , these Anglicans sent representatives over to England asked the Church

of England to ordain bishops for them in the United States, and &e-

we-have-they said we can't ordain you. They said We have a treaty. These- They

are a goveixrnment with .. and finally they hit on something to do. They remembered

during the time of Charles II and James II thy they attempted to establish a

Church of England,, , but at the end of that period when William became king,

the people threw out all this and the Church of Scotland was a presbyterian

church i n which the ruleKrs of England .. . . but there were a sizable number,

though not a tremenSlous number in Scotland, who, in the course of those 28 years

have come to have allowed for the book of Common -pe*- prayer and for the

Church of Eig1n4 England, and so ever since the Glorious Revolution of 1688,

an g p4&op&- episcopal church in Scotland which is independent of the Churth

of England but which follows the same tradition at the same time .... it is cooperating

with but is not connected with. This being the case, these men w- went up to

Aberdeen , Scotland and there the bishops of the Anglican Church of Scotland

ordained them for bishops in America, and the Protestant Epicopal Church came

to the United States. But during the Revolutionary War the Anglicans here had been

looked upon as loyal to Great Britain, and that of course hurt them at first very

tremendously, and the Methodist church never made much headway in New WEngland.

where the Congreationalists were so well established, but out toward the Western

section, the Methodists .... as many very earnest, godly men ... and travelled from

place to place preaching the Wco¬1- Word of God, so the Methodist Church got a very

large start in the United States up and down the country, and became a far greater

body here than it ever became in Eftg&idr.Eng1and. Toward the end of Wesley's
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life he was amazed at the change that had taken place . .. . and he sat in the

graveyard and preached every day for a week when they refused to let him preach

in x the church. -G.-eet-ee At first t ere was quite a bit of hosticlity to Wesley

on the part of the ... he never had . . .and .. .but for about 50 years he travelled

back and forth through the country, leading people to the Lord and in the last 15

years everybody spoke well of him. An d it is no wonder, because they could

not help seeing the tremendous effect that he had on Eng]a English life, and

now the results , no. 4. Three was the ... no. 4 is the results of the Evangelical

Revival " And of course the ... of those is . . that is the foundation of the Methodist

denomNination. And now, we say , the . ..there were a number of splits in the

England and a number of splits in the Unitexd States , and they were members

they had complete control over c everything, and

a few years before his death he selected 50 men to be trustees to hold all the

property and put it in thetr hd hands. But the organization of the Methodist

Church was such that we when I was a boy that I heard it said that the minitter

and one member of the congregation put out all the rest of the congreacgation and

the bishop of one minister could outvote the minister. It is a miliactary type of

organization. Wesley did not think of himself as starting a church, but starting

an organization for the enrigcchment of the spiritual life. And he kept it under

tight miliactary control, and this was a control which was ideal for reaching into

places --the bishops could see the needs of the places ... and this military

type of organization would be the ideal type to . . and .... in the last 30-40

years t-th4-lapefted7 in this i country , most of the bishops cwho were

doing the best they eti.i could to put the men k in the right place so they
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g would reach people with the word of God, and the werd-ef-the- work of the

Methodist Church was much smaller than in America, but you put the two together

and yeti- it & was a tr mendous work with wonderful as it is for the extension

of the work... when I was a young man, I ran into various young fellows who knew

such and such a man who was a Methodist minister and had liberal... and kicked

out tac of the Methodist Church because the bishop didn't agree with their fc views

but then the Modernists got control of the denomination within the last 50 years

and the Modernists got into most 5c of the positions cf Bishops, and the s4te- situation

was quite reversed, andwithin the last 4 0 years I have known many earnest man

wl'e-hae-l- whom the bishop has ... and wheRre he had little chance of accomplishment.

And the change has come quite recently but very, very rapidly, because a miliactary

organization wants to control from the top any important ....

And yet this is actually a snail part of what Wesley accomplished. Because there

influence whei- went out into the other churches, and there was a tmendous change

in the Church of England, and all txx
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in the century with which we are dealing. We are dealing with the 18th century

in the English speaking world. But the eva] evangelical revival ... in -the-f--fact

the 19th century would be altogether different-fqem- than it was , were it not

for the evangelicals .... but 1 forgot that I was to be eøe reminded of it... of

course. . now, last k semester our material covered everything from the third

section on. ..and this one with- will deal with the first pert, numbers one and two...

John of Wessel, Martin Luther, those other great men whom we read about in D-P.ubigne...

during the first part of the first semester. Only that part of the first semester will
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be covered in the exam, and th is all that will be covered for those of you

that are in the second semester of Church History, but hee- if there are x any ixin

their last semester of Church History, I mentioned that it would cover from 300- 700

and ecall now that the misunderstanding that thoc Mr. Roussey though. I meant

meant from the erd 3rd century, so he wanted to know just where it ends.

The-third century through the 7th century would be from 200 Oc to 700, but what

I ma- meant to say was 300-700. I think that we have already revaciewed up to

300. Atleast-t-ht that will all be covered in the final exams. This co one will cover

from 300 to 700. and then there is a great deal of importante in knowing

far less in knowing 300-400, far less than from 400-700. And then the one two

weeks later we can give you a chance to review from 700 up to 1500. In which

we have far less.. .1 think it was. " .we wont l3etye bother with the last week

of that year. Now, were looking at number 4. the results of the v'&neg

Evangelical Revival, and under ta.h that, is smalla. The foundation of the Methodist

denomination, and this is today a great factor in the world ... modernism and

ecumeniacsm , because in the last fifty years the modernists have taken over

most of the Methodist denomination. But that was later than in other denominations,

because the military government kept it pretty much x unified, but eiee once

they got the men at the top, it was very easy to take it right over. I have known

wonderful Methodist preachers and evangelists who were greatly used of God 40

years ago, wonderful men who when they began to stand against modernism found

themselves stuck out in a little church .... and they had to work to support them

selves becausek they got practically nothing .... and pretty soon they ... and

I've i known some of these men who have drifted oi t into other types of work...

but bdx the leadership has so changed that we do not really have any sizable
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Methodist movement as far as I know. But the Methodist Church during the

past century was really a great force for God, but in Great Britain a very 4e

definite force and the foundation of the Methodist denomination, with their

results that lasted until somewhat afecter 1900 . . .this was something which the

Evangelical Revival .. and this would be well worth all the efforts and all the

struggle that was put in Ic by the Wesleys and . . . but far more than this

and ac so we see another development which is probably about equal in importante

of the feundt4e- foundation of the Methodist denomination and that is the re

awakening of the dissenting group. The dissenting groups in England were

the Congregationalists and Baptists and in many churches it was hard to tell whetha

the church was congregationalists or Baptist, but there was a very ... between

them as dissenting groups and the Church of England, and the dissenting groups

were almost killed out with the 28 years of the fer.- forbidding of their min9dsters

t& and forbidding of the people to hold metings. There were some eh- who survived
(Q)

but not a a- great deal . / They- But unitarianism as an idea was carried ±NX

Now, though they declined tremendously in number, the great bulk of the people

were not able to hve have . . .dt drifting out with no attendance to any church.

Not only did they c tremendously decline in IR number but they tremendoubly declire

in their purity of doctrine. Newman in his Manual of Church History. The two

volume hurch History that I ' believe is the ... states that c by the middle

of the century there was a sizable group of particular Baptists, and a

sizable group of particular Baptists, and a sizable group of general Baptists.

There were Baptists who were strongly Armenian. They did not unite until withing

the last hundred years. But he said that by the time of the beginning of the

Evangelical Revival the General Baptists had becctne practica,l1y all Unitarian
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in their thinking. They had been infiltrated with the denial of the deity of

Christ, and just a gee- general idea og- of doing good, and the particular

Baptists, many o portions of them riaci been tflitrated by Unitarianism, while

other sections 01 them riaa ... in an attitude of putting tremendous emphasis

on particular Calvinistic doctrines, so they pea spent all their time arguing

about these particular doctrines, rather than spending any of t1 ir time

and so he said the few ... but that is not all--that is the great bulk. And

e4- of course none of these churches had their been a very definite , official

quality. . . denying the deity of Christ. Up to about 1831 it was illegal to deny

the deity of Christ, so -OF-- there was no outbreak publicly x on the deity of

Christ.and many espoused a general sort of belief in being good and

denying all supernatural religion. The -theme- g division was general and

particular ... You see, the general ... that Christ died for all ... where as

the particular Baptists was that Jesus died as a substitute for those wheul

would be saved through his ix Name.. th but they also taught that none of

us know who those are and no . ..and consequently no one can say that

... but those who have ... and I have never asked that . . .wFy but my guess

is that ... rather than people who have moved over. ..Now, this, ., . . but I

don't know much about that, but tc at the beginning of the 18th century wh

a dissenting group in Engaland.
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But their children, his father, and mother, had turned against them and had

gone into the Church of England, because the dissenting group that they thought

were ... on fire for the gospel and trying to spread the Word of God were groups
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that were fighting over little incidental matters or were being infilgdrated with

Unitarian ideas. And that had had its effect on hi s father and motaher, and

so they had gone into the Church of England, and John adx all his life wished

to help people in the established church. But under the circumstance ik and

the opposition of the established Church he was . . he never called it a church.

He x never let any of thd his people call it an established ehuih church.

He was insulted and disgusted when Bishop Asbury called himself bishop.

he-Wes He was only establishing superintencnts over a14- organizations for

the enrichment of the spiritual life. But these people were not helping in the

established church. They wouldn't hold services when they held services.

They wanted them toht-o-- go to their services, partake of the sacraments, etc.

but they were not se-- welcomed. They were often refused the sacrament. He

and his brother were treated as i many of the mi-- ministers associated wi h

him, with -get- great hostility , with . . . and yet a great difference in 4.hewe

those days and today --no effort was ever made to take the- away the de4.n

ordination of John Wesley or George Whitfield, they were ministers in the established

Church of England and recognized as such, and the Bishop might forbid them

to peach in his ds- diocese dx but they were recognized and ordained

and no effort was ever rra de to ... in our day, inalmost oc any of our denominations

efforts will be made against the evake evangelicals by the modernists because

modernists today are not merely people who have given up . ..they are people who

have a setang4- sustaining zeal ... and to get control of the denomination 'ci in

which they are full participants. But the establish ment of the great Methodist
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Church was a great service rendered. The real-aw- reawakening of the dissenting

groups was ... almost . ..and I'm not pa4e- particularly including America in

this. . {Lve but in Great Britain under the toleration Act of 1689 tM-s-- the dissenters

were permitted to hold services . that was 25-28 years ago,and the ministers could

do so... but in 1689 in the toleration act they could hold srvicxes provided they

secured a iee license ... and we find that in 1690 that a ... of permanent places

of .. . including those of Quakers were ... by the number of temporary places. Was

927--but 1740, 50years later the permanent places of worship wet'- had risen from

221 to 227, and k the 27 includes all Congregational services , all Baptist churchs

even all meeting houses, so you see .. whthrough the 28 years in which their min

i sters were forbidden to preach ... they had 251 old eI¬ folks still willing to e&tha

establish a place. But there were only . and the temporary places had dropped from

that is when the evahgelical movement of the Wesleys...now, 4n-he- by the

end of the 18th centu y, the permanent places had reached from 27 to 926. And

the temporar' had leaped from 1206 to k 3& 3491. You see how all of the churches

gained as a result of the movement of the Wesleys and the Whitfields. Well, in-

these dissenting groups copied much of the Methodist . .. central

orgaanization, varicu s other... ni but most important of all they turned their attention

to the great central features of the gospel and they became more like they had been.

The permanent places of worship. T4 This includes all dissenting worship,

Ggret-- Congregationalists, Baptists, the number of-peFmafiee-j4a- permanent

places in 1690 to.. .in 1740 and ... it increased to 928. the end of the century-

about 1800. Now, the .. .them-- temporary places .. these in 1690 end- after

the act of toleration was passed. There were 927 places..., but this 927 had

dropped 506 in the course of the year. and even the Quakers cha¬I-eeme-



had become merely a matter of . ..with many of the children di4k-n drifting away.

But then when the Whitfields... this 506 ,, , by the end of the g century had

of course these last figures included the Methodist.. .these are . ..ard even

to this day it is g not customary to . and so the reawakening of the dissenting

groups felt a eon- tremendous increase . . Jar more important than that .. .tax

to the centril ac teachings of the gospel .... through the Lord Jesus Christ...

and wh-a]lwhich all these dissenting groups had held but Whitfield had been

almost completely lost oc for good. And if anybody questions the idea of the

wonderful working of d-l- divine providence. God raised up three men who

wh- changed the whole course of .. . and it was coming from an unexpected

s ource and in an unexpected way, let God raised up these men. ..rend but

to this day the dissenting groups are a comparatively small groups.. . there

were 200, 000 Baptists in England and 750, 000 M4- Methodists, and 15, 000

members of the Church of England. And now, the new converts that .. .the

Baptists and the Congregationalists, and Americanc a.- and the same was

true of a number i n the Church of Eng nd. Not more tie n 5% could be

but by the end of the century .... which had a man ... but he was one

the influence became tremendous in the church of England. And what is often
wix she xa was a w quee who

spoken of as the Victorian Age.. .ancYit i&-Mrt-we-rea1ized the importante

of Christianity. But Queen Victoria was not a ... in the ... the changes

that had come were the result of the Evangelical Movement of the previous

century. And this change .... to the point where there were a great many who

were really evangelical .. -And When the Wesleyan movement began members

of the Church of England began to writing against him, during the first tt- three

years.
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there are many people who th-i-ig- think that the me9ien- condition of the world

today is so bad that the Lord must surely come within the next few years. The

Lord has said that in such a-h- an hour as ye think not, the Son of K Man-ee-e

cometh, and you cannot say that the Lord might not come today or tomorrow.

But when k-we- it comes by judging by the condition of the world, it is hard

to i imagine a wase time in the world's history than the beginning of the 18th

century when any real stand for ( Christianity in Great Britain was ridiculed and

there was very little of it, when in France the Hugenots had been driven out

or killed, in Austria and in other sections.. . and the wi- general wickedness of

society was at a far lower level.. many things that would shock people today

didn't even shock them before the days of the Wesleyan movement. Morality

was at a very low ebb and if you saw that ee*tt- condition , you would say

that the Lord is coming very soon. Now, of course you have two different situations

that are different from then. We have the ect ete4a4 ecumenical movement actually

fighting to make unbelief absolutely in control, and we have the going back of

the Jews to Palestine. We have these two new factors that we did not have

.well, then, the Lord said , In such an hour as ye think not, the Son of Man

comethiax. He meant we cannot say that He wont come today beeaee . we cannot

say He will come at this particular century. God must choose in si±eh some way

that we don't know to bring another movement as great as the Wesleyan movement.

He must bring about a whole change of the picture of this ewworld and it might

be another two or three eea centuries before He comes. We do not know and

we are denied this ... wedon't know. He we& wants us to be loyal and faithful

to k Him and to be ready whenever He does come. It is altogether possible .... but
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when it is a century before the movement, really had it full effectiveness in

Great Britain= the Victorian & Age was an age in which w.i4=:wickedness was

considered to be somekthing ashamed of. The age of Charles II was an age

in which wickedness was considered something to be proud of. The Victorian

Age is not the height of the revival movement. It was already on the decline.

It was definitely on the de-o- decline by that time. Active, vital love for the

Lord--leadership had begun to decline but tithe tome tone that was set by it

still continued, and the result was E that in the Victorian Agek there were

many who were called prudes who were following c ridiculous habits simply

to make themselves look that they if were righteous than they were, and Ixin

the days of Charles Ii nobody tried to look more fithr- righteous than they were

and the whole nation -btt-i-n-t.hee1as-- looked less than it was. Charles Darwin

came . . said how his grandfather Erasmus Darwin, who wrote a book presenting

a"theory of Evolution which is perhaps nearer than what most people believe...

but Charles Darwin said his grandfather Erasmus k had illegitimate children

and noted nobody thought any the worse of him for it, but in .. . if anybody had

an 4k 4e-iw- illegitimate child, he was scorocned by society and looked down

upon. And o Charles said, that he could not understa-i d how this change came

about and what it meant, but as we look at Church History it E is easy to see

how it came about. It was the result of the Evangelical Movement that wea

was 4 ad4 pervading all brances of ac society to some extent , and this

period was k over 100 years before it reached its full height and decline, and

it was-e-keayd- already declining in its real k life in the Victorian Age but

in outward max)ifestation it was very obvious and much more so than a century

earlier, so i the Evangelical Party in England there were many, many individuals
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who were outstanding in it, many great Christians, and if we had another

six months we would take up a few o f them... As it is we can only pass on

to small x e, and small e is the great missionary movement. This was

one of the results of the Evangelical Movement. Today we have the great

interest in missions w started beafore Whitifeld came. The Great Awakailng

in America began independently of the Evangelical Movement. In fact

the religious level in America was ... there was not them 99a same persectition

in America k as there was in England. There was an attempt to take away the

liberties of the colonies during the time of Charles II but they were pretty weall

" . and the .... and the attempt was not .. . but a we have David Brainard beginning

at this time with Jonathon Edwards, but the modern missionary movement was

started with William Careyln England who , shortly before 1900, began to preach

that there should be an attempt to carry the gospel to India. And William Carey

preached there. He was a Baptist ministry. And he was a man of wonderful ability

asa linguist, he did not have a great deal of formal a ediration.. He knew a

large number of modem languages very thoroughly. ..And finally he went himself

and so -they he asked that they start a board to raise the money. He said I will

take care of my own expenses after I am there but He said I would like you to

aise the money to send me to India k andto send others to work with me, and

... was actually going himself. He succeeded in lea4g- leading other s to go

with him and kf ax afterhim. It was very near 1800 when the Baptist Board was

started by William Carey , so then k a year afterthat a the tcw4go-- London Missionary

Society , which was made of Presbyterians and Conreationalistst c, at! another

year ac or two Ic when the Church Missionary Society was formed in the eh a Church

of England. And the three independent boards were occupied with
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